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ABSTRACT 

EXPLORING THE DISTRIBUTION OF SECONDARY METABOLITE GENE CLUSTERS IN  

THE FUNGAL GENUS, ALTERNARIA AND CLOSELY RELATED TAXA 

 

Natalie Kim 
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Advisors: 

Dr. Jeremy Dettman 

Dr. Jennifer Geddes-McAlister 

Alternaria species produce a variety of secondary metabolites (SMs), which are important 

emerging phytotoxins and mycotoxins. Recent studies have revealed surprising diversity in the 

SM-encoding biosynthetic gene cluster (BGC) profiles of fungi, yet little is known about the 

toxicological potential of Alternaria, reflected by the lack of effective surveillance and 

management regulations. In this thesis, the distribution of BGCs was explored both across the 

Alternaria phylogeny, and within individual genomes. BGC profiles, especially those of the 

polyketide synthase class, were found to closely match phylogenomic patterns (Chapter 1). 

Case studies on the presence/absence patterns and architecture of the alternariol BGC across 

all strains (Chapter 2), and the BGC profile of Alternaria sect. Infectoriae strains (Chapter 3) 

are presented. Finally, the distribution of all BGCs within individual genomes is investigated 

(Chapter 4), with focus on genome compartmentalization. These results can inform 

management practices to mitigate the impact of fungal disease.  
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Introduction 

Alternaria is a ubiquitous and cosmopolitan fungal genus that can negatively impact agriculture, 

food security, food safety, human health, and the economy. Pre-harvest, Alternaria spp. act as 

high-frequency, opportunistic plant pathogens with a wide distribution in agriculturally important 

hosts, including, but not limited to, grains, cereals, fruits, vegetables, ornamental plants, and oil 

crops (Rotem, 1994; Thomma, 2003). Alternaria spp. are commonly associated with a variety of 

phytotoxic secondary metabolites (SMs) that are involved in reduced productivity and yield, 

causing substantial economic losses for Canadian agriculture (Andersen, Nielsen, Fernández 

Pinto, & Patriarca, 2015; Rotem, 1994). Post-harvest, some Alternaria are saprophytes, and 

continue to cause spoilage. Species in this genus can produce of a range of potent mycotoxins 

that accumulate in processed food products like baby formula, which poses a significant risk to 

consumers (European Food Safety Authority, Arcella, Eskola, & Gómez Ruiz, 2016; Meena & 

Samal, 2019; Solhaug, Eriksen, & Holme, 2016). Some Alternaria mycotoxins are clinically 

significant as they are shown to have cytotoxic and carcinogenic effects (Ackermann et al., 

2011; Schuchardt, Ziemann, & Hansen, 2014). Alternaria spores are also one of the most 

common airborne allergens and respiratory irritants, particularly to the immune-compromised 

(Gabriel, Postigo, Tomaz, & Martínez, 2016). For these reasons, Alternaria SMs are of 

emerging concern on the international regulatory landscape. Several Alternaria species are 

currently internationally regulated and require phytosanitary certification for agricultural trade in 

certain countries. Unfortunately, some regulatory pathogen lists also include an “Alternaria spp.” 

blanket restriction, meaning exports from Canada can be rejected simply due to the presence of 

“unidentified” Alternaria species. The genes required for SM production are situated in close 

proximity on the chromosome, in structures called biosynthetic gene clusters (BGCs), and the 

whole collection of BGCs encoded by a pathogen reflects its full potential to produce SMs. The 

work done in this thesis reveals some of the associations between Alternaria species and their 

BGC profiles. It aims to set the foundation to better predict the risk they pose, which can inform 

regulatory and management practices moving forward. 

Objectives and chapter previews 

The objective of this thesis is to explore the distribution of SM BGCs, both across the phylogeny 

of Alternaria and within individual genomes. To do this, a wide variety of bioinformatics tools and 

pipelines were employed to identify the BGCs encoded in the most taxonomically diverse 

sample of Alternaria genomes available. The dataset included both publicly available 

assemblies and 60 unpublished, newly sequenced Alternaria genomes. 

In Chapter 1, I quantified and examined the types of SM gene clusters encoded in all genomes 

and looked for presence/absence patterns that matched trends at any level of organismal 

phylogeny (genus, sections, and species). Variations in these patterns, or BGC profiles, within 

the genus Alternaria were of main interest, but taken in the context of close relatives from the 

same family, Pleosporaceae. To my knowledge, the exploratory work in this chapter has not 

been done before to the same scale or resolution. The results provide a wealth of information 

that serve as the foundation for further study, as described below. 
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Chapter 2 illustrates how the findings from Chapter 1 can be applied to explore the 

phylogenetic patterns, diversity, and evolutionary history of Alternaria SMs, if their associated 

BGCs are known. New insight is provided on the BGC encoding alternariol (AOH) and its 

derived compounds, which are considered the most relevant Alternaria toxins in food safety. 

Chapter 3 is framed to show how the results from Chapter 1 can also be used to investigate a 

taxonomic group of interest, instead of a specific SM BGC. The BGC profile of Alternaria sect. 

Infectoriae is described and compared to profiles of other Alternaria sections. A sect. 

Infectoriae-specific BGC is newly identified, and some potential products are hypothesized. 

Chapter 4 examines how the BGCs are distributed within the context of individual genomes. 

This refers to the “two-compartment” genome hypothesis in which virulence-related genes (such 

as effectors and, potentially, toxin-related BGCs) tend to be physically located in repeat-

rich/gene-sparse “evolutionary hotspots” of the genome. All genomes are tested for evidence of 

compartmentalization, and (additionally) for activity of the repeat-induced point (RIP) mutation 

pathway, which is known to facilitate compartment formation. 
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1 Chapter 1: Distributions of BGCs across the 

Pleosporaceae phylogeny 

1.1 Introduction 

1.1.1 Genome mining for SMs 

Microbes produce a wide range of secondary metabolites (SMs) – small, specialized, bioactive 

molecules that are not essential to survival, but provide a competitive advantage to the 

organisms that produce it under certain environmental conditions. They have diverse functions 

and chemical structures that have been critical in the development of antimicrobials, 

pharmaceuticals, pest control products, food additives, and much more. SMs were initially 

discovered in the 1940’s by phenotypic screening of natural products that were isolated, 

purified, and characterized from fermentation broths (Baltz, 2019). Over the next 50 years, this 

approach lost momentum due to a high rate of rediscovery and low throughput stemming from 

the lack of sensitive technology that was able to detect rarer compounds. The early 2000’s saw 

significant advancement of high-throughput sequencing and bioinformatics tools that have since 

paved the way for a new discovery approach: genome mining. Initially, genome mining was 

performed on individual strains of model SM-discovery organisms such as Aspergillus nidulans 

or Penicillium chrysogenum (Penicillium rubens), which revealed that the SMs characterized in 

past decades represented only a small fraction of what remained to be discovered 

(Cimermancic et al., 2014). Now, programs are available that perform large-scale analyses on 

collections of taxonomically diverse organisms for systematic exploration of their potential to 

produce SMs.  

Genome mining hinges on the fact that SM production usually requires at least two enzymes 

whose relevant genes are situated in close proximity on the chromosome, in structures called 

biosynthetic gene clusters (BGCs). The enzymes include the main biosynthetic enzyme, also 

sometimes called the backbone gene, which determines the class of SM produced; tailoring 

enzymes that act on intermediates and/or modify the final product into derived SMs; 

transcription factors, which regulate expression of one or all genes in the cluster; and transport 

proteins, that localize biosynthetic reactions or carry products elsewhere (i.e., for secretion).  

Computational tools like antiSMASH (antibiotic and Secondary Metabolite Analysis SHell; 

Marnix H. Medema et al., 2011) can predict BGCs de novo from genome sequences, or based 

on patterns derived from other known BGCs and their associated protein domains. Their 

products and chemical structures can be suggested by analyzing the types of encoded 

enzymes, and the reactions that similar enzymes tend to catalyze (M. H. Medema & Fischbach, 

2015). Predictions are also strengthened by comparative analysis with databases of identified 

BGCs, such as the MIBiG community effort (Minimum Information about a Biosynthetic Gene 

cluster; Kautsar et al., 2019). Thousands of BGCs have been detected, including many rare and 

unique gene clusters that have led to the discovery of new SMs (Navarro-Muñoz et al., 2020; 

Tracanna, de Jong, Medema, & Kuipers, 2017). Identification of BGCs is also important as they 
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provide the machinery for the synthesis of new compounds, enabling production via 

heterologous expression. 

SMs often relate to a family of analogous BGCs that largely share a “cluster core”, but can vary 

in structure due to differences in function or presence/absence of tailoring enzymes (Keller, 

2015). This complexity and diversity in BGC architecture is identified by programs such as BiG-

SCAPE (Biosynthetic Gene Similarity Clustering and Prospecting Engine; Navarro-Muñoz et al., 

2020), which uses sequence similarity networks to group similar BGCs into gene cluster 

“families”. BGCs in the same family may belong to different taxa, but are predicted to produce 

highly similar SMs that often reflect results from mass spectrometry (M. H. Medema et al., 

2014). Families are clustered again into gene cluster “clans”, that are similar at higher levels of 

comparison, and can be useful for observing general patterns across a large collection of 

diverse taxa. 

1.1.2 SM classes 

BiG-SCAPE classifies BGCs into eight general classes: Type I polyketide synthase (PKSI), 

other polyketide synthase types (PKSother), non-ribosomal peptide synthetase (NRPS), 

PKS/NRPS Hybrids, Saccharides, Terpenes, ribosomally synthesized and post-translationally 

modified peptide products (RiPPs), and Others. Despite their structural diversity, most fungal 

SMs are derived NRPS, PKS, and Terpene parent compounds (Hoffmeister & Keller, 2007). 

Very brief descriptions of the major BGC classes applicable to this thesis can be found below. 

Polyketide synthases 

Fungi produce a large assortment of polyketide SMs with diverse structures and functions. They 

are used as pigments, virulence factors, toxins, antimicrobials, and cell signaling (Baltz, 2019; 

Hertweck, 2009). At their core, polyketides are made of multiple units of alternating carbonyl 

and methylene functional groups, and are further organized into different classes based on their 

common structures (Baerson & Rimando, 2007). Biosynthesis occurs via enzyme complexes 

that contain, at minimum, a polyketide synthase (PKS), which performs decarboxylative 

condensation to elongate the polyketide backbone.  

PKSs are generally organized into three types, though only iterative type I (e.g., lovastatin 

synthase), and type III (e.g., chalcone synthase) are known to occur in fungi (Baerson & 

Rimando, 2007; Hertweck, 2009; Seshime, Juvvadi, Fujii, & Kitamoto, 2005). Iterative refers to 

the PKS architecture comprising of a single module that acts recursively to elongate polyketide 

chains. Type I PKSs are the hallmark of PKS biosynthesis in fungi, hence why they are 

classified separately in BiG-SCAPE. They tend to consist of ketosynthase (KS), malonyl-

CoA:ACP transacylase (AT), dehydratase (DH), C-methyltransferase (C-MeT), ketoreductase 

(KR), and acyl carrier protein (ACP) domains; but can be further classified into one of several 

subtypes depending on variations in domain content (Minami, Ugai, Ozaki, & Oikawa, 2020). 

Additionally, Type I PKSs may be joined to non-ribosomal peptide synthetase (NRPS) modules, 

resulting in hybrid BGCs and metabolites. Type III PKSs usually only occur as homodimers of 

KS domains, and tend to catalyze reactions with a wider spectrum of substrates (Hertweck, 

2009). 
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Non-ribosomal peptide synthetases 

Like polyketides, non-ribosomal peptides make up a large proportion of the SMs produced by 

fungi and exhibit a range of biological activity. Commonly known non-ribosomal peptides include 

β-lactam antibiotics (e.g., penicillin), siderophores (e.g., enterobactin), toxins (e.g., cyanotoxins) 

and many others (Drake et al., 2016). These amino acid chains are usually synthesized by 

NRPS enzyme complexes, which contain modules of adenylation (A), peptidyl carrier protein 

(PCP) or thiolation (T), and condensation (C) domains (Drake et al., 2016). Most fungal NRPSs 

have multiple modules that perform different modifications during biosynthesis. 

Terpenes 

Terpenes are a class of aromatic compounds that are widely known to be responsible for 

fragrance, taste, and pigment particularly in plants. Terpenes can be traced back to two 

precursors: isopentenyl diphosphate (IPP) and dimethylallyl diphosphate (DMAPP), which 

produce chains of isoprenyl diphosphates, which in turn act as substrates for terpene synthases 

(Quin, Flynn, & Schmidt-Dannert, 2014). Terpene subtypes commonly produced by fungi are 

sesqui-, di-, and tri-terpenes, containing 15, 20, and 30 carbon backbones, respectively (Quin et 

al., 2014).   

1.1.3 Alternaria taxonomy 

The taxonomic classification of Alternaria is as follows: kingdom Fungi, phylum Ascomycota , 

class Dothidiomycetes, order Pleosporales, family Pleosporaceae, genus Alternaria (Haridas et 

al., 2020; Lawrence, Gannibal, Peever, & Pryor, 2013). A representation of the taxonomy is 

shown in Figure 1.1. Other genera in the family Pleosporaceae that are mentioned in this thesis 

include Bipolaris (and its sexual morph Cochliobolus), Curvularia, Decorospora, 

Paradendryphiella, Pyrenophora, Setosphaeria (and its asexual morph Exserohilum), and 

Stemphylium. Moving forward, these non-Alternaria genera are referred to as “other” 

Pleosporaceae.  

Alternaria, first described by Nees in 1817, is a fungal genus characterized by darkly-coloured, 

multi-cellular conidia with tapering apical beaks that form in chains. Morphological 

characteristics, reproductive features and/or host specificity were initially used for identification, 

beginning its long history of uncertain and dynamic taxonomic classification. Since its discovery, 

other genera were created to account for variation from the original descriptions of Alternaria 

(Lawrence et al., 2013). The most thorough attempt at organization of the morphological 

classification system was made and summarized by Simmons (2007) after a lifetime of study. In 

total, 275 recognized Alternaria species were categorized into six morphological species-groups 

(Simmons, 2007). However, morphological plasticity and overlapping characteristics among the 

species-groups presented many challenges to accurate identification; the laborious and 

nuanced task was often left to experts in the field (Pryor & Michailides, 2002; Smith, McNamara, 

Scott, & Harris, 1992). Classification was further complicated by the designation of pathotypes 

(particularly within Alternaria alternata), used to describe strains that are morphologically 

indistinguishable to another species, but able to infect certain plant hosts (Johnson et al., 2001; 
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Tsuge et al., 2013; Woudenberg et al., 2015). This identity confusion has also led to 

misattribution of the toxicological potential of many Alternaria species. 

Morphology-based classifications of Alternaria and closely related taxa were recently challenged 

and revised based on phylogenetic studies using internal transcribed spacer (ITS) regions, 

ribosomal DNA (mitochondrial large and small subunits), and protein-coding genes. The lack of 

phylogenetic differentiation between 13 different genera resulted in their integration into 

Alternaria (Woudenberg, Groenewald, Binder, & Crous, 2013). Combined, Alternaria species 

were revealed to form distinct, strongly-supported, nested clades that were organized into 26 

sub-generic species-groups called “sections” (Andrew, Peever, & Pryor, 2009; Lawrence et al., 

2013; Woudenberg et al., 2013). The sections also tended to exhibit distinct morphologies. In 

particular, small-spored Alternaria species, which tend to cause problems in food and 

agriculture, were placed into two sections: Alternaria and Infectoriae. These sections are 

            
Figure 1.1 Taxonomic tree displaying the topology of Alternaria and additional well-studied fungal genera, 

from Twaroch et al. (2016). 
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explored with particular interest in this thesis because of their known association with plant 

diseases, and their prominence in agriculture. Notably, section (sect.) Infectoriae was more 

phylogenetically distant from the other sections and instead more closely related with sexually 

reproducing genera, such as Macrospora and Allewia, synonymous with Nimbya and 

Embellisia, respectively (Lawrence et al., 2013; Woudenberg et al., 2013; Woudenberg et al., 

2015).  

Although there was good phylogenetic distinction at the section level, the loci that are commonly 

successfully used for fungal species identification did not show enough variation to segregate 

species within sect. Alternaria (Andrew et al., 2009; Dettman & Eggertson, 2021). Typical 

morphological characteristics like conidial structure and growth patterns were also inconsistent. 

However, classification within this section is improving. Discovery of new highly variable 

markers (TMA22, PGS1, and REV3) have been able to resolve sect. Alternaria species into 

groups matching the typical descriptions for Alternaria gaisen, A. tenuissima, and A. 

arborescens (Armitage et al., 2015). More recently, whole-genome phylogenomics have been 

used to study sect. Alternaria in more detail. It is suggested that 11 phylogenetic species exist in 

one species complex, and diagnostic primers continue to be developed and tested for more 

accurate identification (Armitage et al., 2020; Dettman & Eggertson, 2021, 2022). 

1.1.4 Alternaria SMs 

Continuing metabolomics efforts in Alternaria species have identified over 260 SMs with 

different chemical structures and behaviors (Lou, Fu, Peng, & Zhou, 2013). Some have received 

attention for their beneficial antimicrobial and pharmaceutical properties, and others for their 

activity as phytotoxins and cytotoxins. According to Meena and Samal (2019), there are 

currently more than 70 toxins reviewed and characterized in literature, including both non-host 

specific toxins (nHSTs) and host-specific toxins (HSTs).  

Generally, nHSTs affect a broad range of target plant species, and are known to facilitate the 

infection process, although they are not required to cause disease (Meena et al., 2017). They 

tend to be encoded on “essential” chromosomes, which carry genes that are required for normal 

growth and reproduction of the organism, as opposed to “accessory” chromosomes, described 

below. nHSTs also have mild phytotoxic and cytotoxic effects, and can be carcinogenic in 

humans and other vertebrates (Brugger et al., 2006). The most relevant non-host specific toxins 

(nHSTs) commonly associated with Alternaria include alternariol (AOH) and its derived toxins, 

tenuazonic acid, altertoxins, infectopyrone, and tentoxin (Andersen & Thrane, 1996; European 

Food Safety Authority, Arcella, Eskola, & Gómez Ruiz, 2016; Wenderoth et al., 2019). A more 

thorough investigation of AOH is presented in Chapter 2.  

Alternaria-related HSTs, on the other hand, are the determinants of disease in only specific 

plant hosts, such as AK-toxins in pears, AF-toxins in strawberries, ACT- and ACR-toxins in 

citrus fruits like tangerines and lemons, respectively, AM-toxins in apples, and many others (Lou 

et al., 2013; Meena & Samal, 2019; Tsuge et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2022). These SMs cause 

phytotoxic, cytotoxic, genotoxic, mutagenic, and carcinogenic effects in their hosts and 

consumers (Meena & Samal, 2019). Genes for HSTs are often carried on small (<2.0 Mb) 
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“accessory” chromosomes that are not required for growth, but confer a competitive advantage 

to strains colonizing a particular environmental niche (Akamatsu et al., 1999; Covert, 1998; 

Hatta et al., 2002; Masunaka et al., 2000). Patterns of distribution across fungal taxa suggest 

that accessory chromosomes are shared within and between species via horizontal gene 

transfer (Covert, 1998; Rosewich & Kistler, 2000). 

Many SMs typically produced by other fungal genera, and even from higher plants, have also 

been detected in Alternaria using mass spectrometry. These include toxins that are associated 

with Fusarium like fusarin and equisetin (Hoffmeister & Keller, 2007; Jarolim et al., 2017; Ji et 

al., 2019), and abscisic acid – a classic plant hormone first identified in cotton fruit and 

sycamore trees (Finkelstein, 2013); and many others (Lou et al., 2013; Meena et al., 2017; 

Meena & Samal, 2019; Wang et al., 2022). It is important to note that SMs were often, and 

continue to be, named after the species from which it was first discovered, but this does not 

preclude their production in other taxa. For example, infectopyrone was originally isolated in 

Alternaria sect. Infectoriae species, and later found to also be created in Stemphylium and 

Ulocladium species (Andersen & Thrane, 1996; Larsen, Perry, & Andersen, 2003; Zwickel, Kahl, 

Rychlik, & Müller, 2018). Combinations of these produced SMs can be used for 

chemotaxonomy, even distinguishing between Alternaria sections (see Chapter 3). 

1.2 Methods and Materials 

The genus of interest, Alternaria, belongs to the family Pleosporaceae. For a more holistic 

approach to studying the genus of interest and to capture more of the family’s genetic diverity, 

close relatives of Alternaria from the same family were analyzed in tandem. Thus, non-

Alternaria strains that also belong to the family Pleosporaceae will herein be called “other” 

Pleosporaceae or non-Alternaria Pleosporaceae strains. 

1.2.1 Existing genomic resources from publicly available databases 

Genomes used in this thesis were obtained by searching the National Centre for Biotechnology 

Information (NCBI) Assembly database and the Joint Genome Institute (JGI) genome portals for 

Alternaria assemblies. All available genomes (as of July 28, 2021) were downloaded (search 

term: "Alternaria"[Organism] AND "ascomycetes"[orgn]). Cases in which genomes had identical 

species names, strain names, and submitters, the most recently uploaded genome version was 

used. QUAST (QUality ASsessment Tool, ver. 5.0.2; Gurevich, Saveliev, Vyahhi, & Tesler, 

2013) was used to check assembly quality, and the results were visualized as boxplots in R (not 

shown). All genomes that were longer than 50 Mb or had more than 1500 unknown nucleotides 

(represented in sequences by the character “N”) per 100 kbp were omitted, resulting in 63 

Alternaria genomes for analysis. 

The same process was repeated for other Pleosporaceae assemblies (excluding the Alternaria 

genus) as of August 20, 2021 (search term: ("Pleosporaceae"[Organism]) NOT 

"Alternaria"[Organism]) AND "ascomycetes"[orgn]). As above, duplicate downloads were 

removed, and assembly quality was checked with QUAST. Assemblies with more than 10,000 
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N’s per 100 kbp were omitted, resulting in 68 genomes remaining for the analysis. Genomes 

used in the final analyses are listed in Appendix 6.1: Table 6.1.  

1.2.2 Novel, unpublished Alternaria genomes included in analyses 

Unpublished whole-genome sequences of 60 Alternaria strains were available from the Dettman 

lab. The methods used for DNA extraction, sequencing, and assembly are outlined in Dettman 

and Eggertson (2021). Sequencing was performed with a NextSeq500 instrument (Illumina, San 

Diego, California, USA), raw reads were clipped with Trimmomatic (ver. 0.38; Bolger, Lohse, & 

Usadel, 2014) and de novo assembly was done with SPAdes (St. Petersburg genome 

Assembler, ver. 3.12; Bankevich et al., 2012). Assemblies were checked for quality using 

QUAST. In total, 123 Alternaria strains were included for analysis (60 novel genomes, 63 

publicly available genomes). 

1.2.3 Gene prediction using the funannotate pipeline 

The genomes collected above were from various sources and in different states of annotation. 

To remove bias that may be caused by different gene prediction/annotation pipelines, they were 

all re-analyzed using the funannotate pipeline (ver. 1.8.7, 

https://github.com/nextgenusfs/funannotate). The pipeline prepares input assemblies for gene 

prediction, which is performed by a suite of programs (AUGUSTUS, snap, glimmerHMM, 

CodingQuarry, GeneMark-ES/ET). A comprehensive list of versions and citations for 

funannotate-related programs are in Appendix 6.2.1: Table 6.2, Table 6.3. These ab initio 

gene predictors estimate the locations of genes and other genomic features such as promoters, 

untranslated regions, introns/exons, etc. They can optionally be trained on transcriptome data to 

better define intron/exon boundaries. Gene prediction is required to identify SM-related 

biosynthetic gene clusters (BGCs) in the next step. Related funannotate scripts can be found in 

Appendix 6.2.2 Funannotate scripts.  

First, assemblies were cleaned and masked on the default settings. The <clean> command 

removes small duplicated contigs with minimap2, while <mask> softmasks short tandem 

repeats and low complexity repeats using tantan. Funannotate restricts FASTA header lengths 

to 16 characters to match NCBI’s submission policy, and therefore, FASTA headers were 

renamed manually, if necessary. This is because funannotate <sort> arranges contigs by size, 

thereby disrupting the original order, and renames them generically; having indistinguishable 

header names makes it challenging to use custom BLAST databases down the road. 

Additionally, AUGUSTUS, one of the gene prediction tools, is known to be problematic with 

FASTA headers longer than 16 characters. For the JGI and novel genomes, headers were 

changed to match the format <accession_scaffold#> such that the original scaffold number and 

position were maintained, and the accession number was appended to the scaffold number. For 

NCBI genomes, headers were not renamed if they were 16 characters or less; otherwise, the 

trailing numbers (often “.1”) were removed. This system maintains the original scaffold order, 

making it easy to find the original scaffold name downstream if required.  

For all Alternaria genomes, ab initio gene prediction modules were trained in funannotate, which 

tunes their parameters to identify Alternaria genes. Training requires de novo genome-guided 

https://github.com/nextgenusfs/funannotate
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assembly of transcriptome sequences using Trinity and PASA. Transcriptomic RNAseq data 

from the A. alternata strain SRC1lrK2f (Accession: SRR4063372) was obtained from a study 

investigating its ability to degrade heavy metals (Santelli et al., 2010; Zeiner et al., 2016) and 

used for this purpose. Ideally, transcriptomic data is collected from a strain grown on various 

types of ideal and stressful media to try and capture expression of all genes in different 

environmental conditions. While this transcriptome only captures highly expressed/common 

genes, it will help define intron/exon boundaries, which can commonly be confused in gene 

prediction tools. In the absence of a provided transcriptome dataset, funannotate trains gene 

predictors on a specified BUSCO (Benchmarking Universal Single-Copy Orthologs) dataset. 

The default is Asp. nidulans. 

In the <predict> step, evidence from the gene predictor snap was weighted at 0, and transcript 

evidence, generated during the previous training step, was provided. For non-Alternaria 

genomes, ab initio prediction was done without training on A. alternata transcript evidence, and 

with evidence from snap weighted at 0. The Ascomycete BUSCO dataset was specified for 

training. The complete details of how funannotate prediction module parameters were optimized 

can be found in Appendix 6.3 Funannotate gene prediction parameter testing (Table 6.4). 

Notably, the Neocamarosporium betae strain Pb1 was unable to be processed for an unknown 

reason. According to Issue #598 on the funannotate GitHub page 

(https://github.com/nextgenusfs/funannotate/issues/598), EvidenceModeler fails in rare cases. It 

is suggested to use a more recent version that was released after my genomes were 

processed; however, to avoid version inconsistencies, N. betae strain Pb1 was removed from 

further analysis. 

1.2.4 BGC identification and annotation 

BGC identification was performed with antiSMASH (antibiotics & Secondary Metabolite Analysis 

Shell, ver. 6.0; Blin et al., 2021), with all settings turned on (Appendix 6.2: Table 6.2, Table 

6.3). Functional domains were annotated with funannotate wrapper scripts for eggNOG-mapper 

(Evolutionary Genealogy of Genes: Non-supervised Orthologous Groups, ver. 2.1.3; 

https://github.com/eggnogdb/eggnog-mapper/releases/tag/2.1.3). InterProScan (Intergrative 

Protein Scan, ver. 5.51-85.0; Quevillon et al., 2005) was used for functional analysis of proteins 

by classifying them into families and predicting domains. Secreted proteins were predicted with 

SignalP (ver. 5.0b, http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/SignalP/), and effector proteins were 

predicted with EffectorP (ver. 3.0; Sperschneider & Dodds, 2021). 

BGCs identified by antiSMASH were visualized and categorized using BiG-SCAPE 

(Biosynthetic Gene Similarity Clustering and Prospecting Engine, ver. 1.1.2; Navarro-Muñoz et 

al., 2020). BiG-SCAPE implements two rounds of Affinity Propagation clustering – first to group 

similar BGCs into families, then to group similar families into clans. Most analyses going forward 

are presented at the clan level to reduce redundancy and for ease of data manipulation, 

although some families may be referenced when higher resolution is required. The pruned BiG-

SCAPE output was used to generate heatmaps in RStudio (ver. 1.1.463; R Studio Team, 2016) 

to better represent the distribution of BGC clans across the phylogeny.  
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1.2.5 Phylogeny 

Orthofinder (ver. 2.5.4; Emms & Kelly, 2019) identified 838 single-copy orthologous that were 

used to make a phylogenetic tree of all 190 (123 Alternaria, 67 non-Alternaria) annotated 

genomes. Decorospora was used as the outgroup. Three strains (Curvularia kusanoi strain 

30M1, Bipolaris sorokiniana strain WAI2411, and B. sorokiniana strain WAI2406) had long 

branch lengths that were inconsistent with other members of their genera. A check of the 

housekeeping rpb2 gene from C. kusanoi strain 30M1 suggests the strain belongs to the genus 

Epicoccum from the Didymellaceae family (not published). These three low-confidence 

assemblies were removed from further analysis leaving 187 available for analysis. A summary 

of all 187 genomes included in the final count (Alternaria, n=123; other Pleosporaceae, n=64) 

can be found in Appendix 6.1: Table 6.1. 

Orthofinder was used again to create a phylogenetic tree based on 187 genomes, and 1101 

identified single-copy orthologues. Some species names were updated to match contemporary 

taxonomic conventions, which were also in concordance with their phylogenetic relationships. 

For instance, Cochiolobolus and Bipolaris refer to the same fungus, but represent the sexual 

and asexual states, respectively. Modern taxonomy has shifted to eliminate this redundancy 

(Manamgoda et al., 2012). The changes are summarized in Table 1.1, according to the results 

of the Orthofinder species tree. 

Table 1.1 Updated species names according to phylogenetic inference done with Orthofinder on 1101 

single-copy orthologues. 

Original name Putative re-assigned name 

A. tenuissima, A. citriarbusti, A. limonsperae, A. mali A. alternata 

A. fragaria strain BMP3062 A. gaisen strain BMP3062 

A. mali strain BMP3063 A. arborescens strain BMP3063 

A. alternata EV-MIL-31 A. longipes strain EV-MIL-31 

A. tangelonis strain BMP2327 A. longipes strain BMP2327 

Cochliobolus heterostrophus strain C4-1 Bipolaris maydis strain C4-1 

Cochliobolus heterostrophus strain Hm540-1 Bipolaris maydis strain Hm540-1 

Cochliobolus lunatus strain m118 Curvularia lunata strain m118 

Exserohilum rostratum strain ER1 Setosphaeria rostrata strain ER1 

1.3 Results 

1.3.1 Taxonomy of selected genome sample 

The main interest of this thesis is the genus Alternaria; however, all available strains within the 

same family, Pleosporaceae, are also used to understand the results in a fuller context. All 

publicly available Pleosporaceae strains in the NCBI and JGI databases as of August 2021 are 

included. To expand the representation of Alternaria sections 60 new, unpublished Alternaria 
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genomes were supplemented from Dr. J. Dettman’s lab. More background on Alternaria 

taxonomy is provided in 1.1.3 Alternaria taxonomy. 

A representative dataset of 187 whole genomes was used to examine the genomic variability in 

Alternaria and its close relatives (Table 1.2). There were 64 genomes from non-Alternaria 

species belonging to the Pleosporaceae family, herein called “‘other’ Pleosporaceae”. Non-

Alternaria genera include Bipolaris, Curvularia, Decorospora, Paradendryphiella, Pyrenophora, 

Setosphaeria, and Stemphylium. There were 123 genomes from the genus Alternaria: 86 from 

sect. Alternaria, 15 from sect. Infectoriae, 22 from other Alternaria sections Brassicicola, 

Embellisia, Porri, Pseudoulocladium, Ulocladioides, and Ulocladium. Species in Alternaria 

section Alternaria, herein called “sect. Alternaria”, are some of the most commonly encountered 

fungi in the environment, and are known to sometimes produce host-specific toxins that are 

detrimental to agriculture (Woudenberg et al., 2015). Sect. Alternaria is analyzed separately to 

provide better phylogenetic resolution in the results. Alternaria section Infectoriae, herein “sect. 

Infectoriae”, is known to be the most divergent section and is most commonly recovered from 

cereals including barley (Andersen, Thrane, Svendsen, & Rasmussen, 1996; Woudenberg et 

al., 2013). Sect. Infectoriae was analyzed as a distinct taxonomic group so that patterns across 

its strains could be studied at a higher resolution. The remaining sections included in this 

analysis were grouped into one category, herein called “‘other’ Alternaria” and included to 

present a fuller scope of the genetic diversity in the genus Altenaria. 

Table 1.2 Table of genome counts (in brackets) used in this analysis, by taxonomic section. 

Family (n) Genus (n) Section (n) 

Pleosporaceae (187) 

Bipolaris (17)  

Curvularia (6)  

Decorospora (2)  

Paradendryphiella (1)  

Pyrenophora (30)  

Setosphaeria (2)  

Stemphylium (6)  

Alternaria (123) 

Alternaria (86) 

Brassicae (1) 

Brassicicola (3) 

Embellissia (1) 

Infectoriae (15) 

Porri (10) 

Pseudoulocladium (1) 

Ulocladioides (5) 

Ulocladium (1) 
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1.3.2 Gene prediction and annotation 

The genomes acquired above were from various sources and in different states of annotation. 

To remove bias that may be caused by different gene prediction/annotation pipelines, they were 

all re-analyzed using the same pipeline – funannotate. This step is important as all downstream 

analyses in antiSMASH and BIGSCAPE use these predicted genes as inputs – reliable gene 

predictions lead to reliable conclusions. For this reason, thorough testing and comparison of 

gene prediction parameters were performed, as outlined in Appendix 6.3: Funannotate gene 

prediction parameter testing (Table 6.4). 

Within each genome, 9,168 – 13,505 gene models were predicted with the funannotate pipeline 

(Appendix 6.1: Table 6.1). Pleosporaceae genera, especially Pyrenophora, typically had lower 

gene counts (<12,000) compared to Alternaria genomes. This could be expected because 

Alternaria genomes were predicted in funannotate using optimized settings that were based on 

RNA-seq data. On the other hand, non-Alternaria genomes were predicted at the default 

settings for Asp. nidulans, such that the gene prediction tools were not able to operate to the 

same level of accuracy. Among Alternaria sections, sect. Brassicicola had low gene counts that 

were comparable to the other Pleosporaceae genomes. Sections Porri and Ulocladioides also 

had relatively low gene counts, while sections Alternaria and Infectoriae tended to have the 

highest (>12,000). The two most highly fragmented genomes (A. arborescens BMP0308: 6,397 

contigs; A. gaisen BMP2338: 5,455 contigs) had relatively low BUSCO completeness scores 

(80.2% and 82.4%, respectively), and the highest gene counts. However, the total gene count 

cannot be completely trusted since GeneMark-ES, one of the main gene predictors in 

funannotate, failed due to the genomes being too highly fragmented. 

During the process, funannotate detected several genomes with “bad contigs” (i.e., contigs that 

did not contain all four nucleotides, they are: A. alternata ATCC34957 (Accession: 

GCA_001443195.1; 8,374 bps), A. chartarum KAS5825 (Accession: KAS5825; 1,331 bps), and 

Pyrenophora tritici 86-124 (Accession: GCA_003231425.1; 613 bps). It is possible these contigs 

spanned repetitive regions in the genome involving only three nucleotides. In each case, the 

bad contig was manually erased, saved under new accession numbers (respectively: 

GCA_001443195.2, GCA_003231425.2, and KAS5825-2), and processed again with 

funannotate as above.  

1.3.3 Phylogeny 

A maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree was created using protein sequences with Orthofinder 

from 2611 orthogroups in all 187 strains (Figure 1.2). As a result of the large number of 

sequences provided, all main branches were very well supported (SH-like supports > 95; 

Guindon, Delsuc, Dufayard, & Gascuel, 2009; Price, Dehal, & Arkin, 2010; Shimodaira & 

Hasegawa, 1999). Decorospora was chosen as the outgroup for tree rooting purposes, as 

suggested by the tree topologies reported in (Haridas et al., 2020). The relationships within the 

genus Alternaria were concordant with previous studies (Dettman & Eggertson, 2021; 

Woudenberg et al., 2013; Woudenberg et al., 2015). The Alternaria sections represented in this 

analysis (Alternaria, Brassicicola, Embelissia, Infectoriae, Porri, Pseudoulocladium,  
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Figure 1.2 Phylogenetic tree based on 2611 orthogroups from 187 whole genome sequences belonging 

to Alternaria and other Pleosporaceae genera. All main branches had a high Shimodaira-Hasegawa-like 

support (> 0.95). Genera with more than 2 strains are colour-coded (in order, yellow: Pyrenophora, green: 

Stemphylium, blue: Bipolaris, pink: Curvularia, taupe: Alternaria sect. Infectoriae, beige: Other Alternaria, 

indigo: Alternaria sect. Alternaria). 
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Ulocladioides, Ulocladium) were well resolved. Within sect. Alternaria, four main clades were 

identified, as observed in the literature (Dettman & Eggertson, 2021), including the alternata, 

gaisen, longipes, and arborescens clades. The relationships between genera within the 

Pleosporaceae family were also concordant with previous studies (Haridas et al., 2020). All in 

all, this tree successfully presents the most accurate estimate of phylogenetic relationships 

among the organisms. This is important, as this tree will be the foundation of comparing 

distributions of BGCs throughout the remainder of this thesis.  

1.3.4 Identification and functional annotation of BGCs 

Next, antiSMASH was used to identify SM BGCs from all genomes, which were annotated in the 

previous step. There were 21-85 BGCs identified per genome, resulting in 6,343 total BGCs 

across all genomes. Non-Alternaria Pleosporaceae strains tended to have more BGCs 

compared to Alternaria strains, the exceptions being Decorospora and Paradendryphiella, which 

had the lowest counts (21 BGCs) along with strains in Alternaria sections Embellisia and 

Ulocladium. The highest counts were seen in Pyrenophora teres, Bipolaris ssp., and 

Setosphaeria ssp., which had upwards of 36 BGCs. Alternaria genomes usually carried 21-40 

BGCs. 

BiG-SCAPE was then used to analyze the large-scale diversity of BGCs across all genomes. By 

comparing sequence similarity, protein domain content, and protein domain synteny across all 

pairs of BGCs, the algorithm clusters similar BGCs first into “families”. Another round of 

clustering groups families with higher levels of homology into “clans”. As previously described, 

most analyses going forward are presented at the clan level to reduce redundancy and for ease 

of data manipulation, although some families may be referenced when higher resolution is 

required. All BGCs were initially clustered into 112 clans in BiG-SCAPE. Clans belonged to six 

classes that describe the SM products they encode: PKSI, PKSother, NRPS, PKS-

NRP_Hybrids, RiPPs, and terpenes. Some of these are described briefly in 1.1.2 SM classes. 

Subsequently, filtering was performed to reduce redundancy in the results. All PKS/NRPS 

hybrids clans were removed from the analysis, as they were already accounted for in the NRPS 

and PKSother classes (Navarro-Muñoz et al., 2020). PKSother clan numbers that were identical 

to NRPS clan numbers (3358, 4218, 5594, 5631) were also removed from analysis, after 

confirming that the SM product, and their presence in the dataset were the same (e.g., both 

NRPS clan 5594 and PKSother clan 5594 match the ilicicolin H gene cluster with 33% similarity, 

and are found in 4.7% of Pleosporaceae genomes only; PKSother clan 5594 was removed). 

After filtering, 98 clans remained for analysis (Appendix ). To visualize the overall distribution of 

main BGC clans across taxa, the top 50 most abundant clans among all categories were plotted 

in a presence/absence heatmap (Figure 1.3). 

Then, the distribution of BGC clans across classes and taxonomic groups could be explored. As 

expected, PKSI (36/98) and NRPS (36/98) clans were most prevalent, followed by PKSother 

(15/98), Terpenes (10/98), and RiPPs (1/98). All genomes had between 9-67 NRPS BGCs 

(Alternaria: 9-20), 4-21 PKSI BGCs (Alternaria: 4-16), 3-10 Terpene BGCs (Alternaria: 3-7), and 

1-10 PKSother BGCs (Alternaria: 1-6). Only 58.8% of all strains (82.9% of Alternaria strains) 
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carried one RiPP BGC, making it the rarest class. The remainder did not encode any RiPP 

BGCs. A boxplot summarizing the distributions and counts of each BGC class, by genus, is 

shown in Figure 1.4. Remarkably, there was greater variability in the number of PKSI gene 

clusters per strain for Pyrenophora compared to any other class or genus, while Alternaria 

strains tended to have fewer BGCs, compared to most other genomes. However, the small 

sample size of certain genera (Decorospora, Paradendryphiella, and Setosphaeria) should also 

be noted. 

To better observe if BGC presence/absence patterns match phylogenetic patterns, the similarity 

matrix obtained from BiG-SCAPE by Affinity Propagation were analyzed for the major classes: 

NRPS, PKSI, Terpenes, and PKSother (Figure 1.5). These observations are described in the 

following sections. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.3 Distribution of the 50 most abundant BGC clans from BiG-SCAPE (x axis), across all 187 

strains, ordered by organismal phylogeny obtained using Orthofinder (y axis). Genera with more than 2 

strains are colour-coded (in order, yellow: Pyrenophora, green: Stemphylium, blue: Bipolaris, pink: 

Curvularia, taupe: Alternaria sect. Infectoriae, beige: Other Alternaria, indigo: Alternaria sect. Alternaria). 

There are four BiG-SCAPE classes shown: type I polyketide synthases (PKSI), other PKSs (PKSother), 

nonribosomal peptide synthetases (NRPS), and terpenes. (Sect. = section) 
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Figure 1.4 Boxplot distributions of the number of a given type of BGC across all genomes of the same 

genus. Solid middle line represents the median (Q2); boxes represent the IQR (Q3-Q1); extreme lines 

extend 1.5 x IQR above and below the box, showing the highest and lowest values excluding outliers; 

dots are potential outliers that extend beyond the extreme lines. 

NRPS  

BGCs in the NRPS class comprised of 2,624 BGCs, grouped into 36 clans (Figure 1.5A). 

Alternaria sect. Infectoriae strains formed a distinct group, while all other Alternaria strains 

clustered most closely with Pyrenophora teres, indicating BGC presence/absence patterns in 

sect. Infectoriae strains are distinct from those in the other Alternaria sections included in this 

analysis (sections Alternaria, Brassicicola, Embelissia, Porri, Pseudoulocladium, Ulocladioides, 

and Ulocladium). These other Alternaria sections all clustered together, with no discernable 

section-specific sub-clustering. Non-Alternaria strains clustered together at the species and 

genus level (e.g., Pyrenophora tritici-repentis strains formed a distinct cluster from Pyrenophora 

teres strains; all Pyrenophora strains formed a larger cluster distinct from other genera). In this 

case, strains clustered with their respective species or genera, although this was not always the 

case with other BGC classes. 
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A              B 

Figure 1.5 Similarity matrix of the top 100 most prevalent BGC families from BiG-SCAPE (x axis), across 

all 187 strains, clustered by Affinity Propagation (y axis). Genera with more than 2 strains are colour-

coded (yellow: Pyrenophora, green: Stemphylium, blue: Bipolaris, pink: Curvularia, taupe: Alternaria sect. 

Infectoriae, beige: Other Alternaria, indigo: Alternaria sect. Alternaria). There are four BiG-SCAPE classes 

shown: A) nonribosomal peptide synthetases (NRPS), B) type I polyketide synthases (PKSI), C) other 

PKSs (PKSother), and D) terpenes (next page). 
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PKSI 

The PKSI class included 1,841 BGCs in 36 clans. Stemphylium strains formed a distinct group, 

and clustered closely with another group containing Paradendryphiella, and Setosphaeria 

strains (Figure 1.5B). Strains from sect. Infectoriae again formed a distinct group, more distant 

to all other Alternaria strains compared to Bipolaris, Curvularia, and Pyrenophora. Apart from 

this sect. Infectoriae, Alternaria strains were grouped together with four observable section-

specific sub-clusters. In the first, all strains from sections Embellisia, Pseudoulocladium, 

Ulocladioides, and Ulocladium; and 3/4 strains from sect. Brassicicola strains clustered 

together. The second sub-cluster included 8/10 strains from sect. Porri. The third contained the 

remaining sect. Brassicicola and 1/10 sect. Porri strains. In the last, 1/10 sect. Porri strains 

clustered with the sect. Alternaria strains. Within the fourth sub-cluster, some clade-specific 

grouping could also be seen (roughly, arborescens, gaisen, and longipes clades; and alternata 

clade). Otherwise, strains tended to cluster only with other strains of the same genus and 

species – except for Pyrenophora seminiperda strain CCB06, which clustered with Curvularia. 

Other PKS 

The same was applicable for PKSothers, comprising 149 BGCs in 19 clans (Figure 1.5C).  

Overall, strains tended to cluster with others of the same species, but species of the same 

genus did not cluster together (e.g., Pyrenophora teres strains clustered together, but was 

separate from the Pyrenophora tritici-repentis strains). Additionally, Alternaria strains did not 

cluster cleanly. For instance, 11/15 sect. Infectoriae strains formed a distinct sub-cluster with 

sect. Ulocladium; 3/15 were found in a sub-cluster with sect. Embellisia; and the remaining 1/15 

clustered with 3/10 sect. Porri strains; all of which were grouped in larger clusters with sect. 

Alternaria strains. 

Terpenes 

More heterogeneity was observed in clustering results for terpenes, which accounted for 946 

BGCs in 10 clans (Figure 1.5D). Although there were three main observable clusters, different 

genera were sometimes grouped together. One cluster included Pyrenophora, Curvularia, 

Alternaria, and Stemphylium strains. In another, two Stemphylium strains were found separately 

within a cluster of Alternaria strains. Alternaria sect. Infectoriae strains did not form a sub-cluster 

as observed with NRPS and PKSI. However, in general, strains grouped mostly with those of 

the same genus.  

RiPPs 

Finally, RiPPs (110 BGCs in 1 clan; not shown) were only detected in 102/123 Alternaria strains 

(alternata, arborescens, carthami, consortialis, cucurbitae, dauci, gaisen, longipes, macrospora, 

porri, sectAlternaria, sectInfectoriae, solani, tomatophila), 2/14 Bipolaris strains (victoriae, 

zeicola), and 5/6 Curvularia strains (geniculata, lunata, papendorfii). Two main clusters were 

observed, containing (1) all sect. Infectoriae strains, and (2) all other strains. Within the second 
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cluster, one sub-cluster included all Bipolaris and Curvularia strains. There was no clear 

grouping of Alternaria strains by section, with the exception of sect. Infectoriae. 

1.3.5 Distribution of BGC clans  

1.3.5.1 Across the full Pleosporaceae phylogeny 

Overall, the distribution of BGC clans appeared to be consistent with phylogenetic patterns, 

such that related taxa had more similar distributions (Figure 1.3). Of 98 clans, 43 were found 

uniquely in “other” Pleosporaceae strains (17 NRPS clans, 17 PKSI clans, 7 PKSother clans). 

Of the three represented classes, none appeared to be more prevalent than the others.  

While observing clan trends across the whole Pleosporaceae phylogeny, it appeared that many 

clans were restricted to small, sometimes seemingly unrelated, taxonomic groups. For example, 

clan PKSother 5860, which is the most prevalent clan amongst those unique to “other” 

Pleosporaceae, is found in all but one Pyrenophora strains, and in Setosphaeria turcica NY001. 

Some clans are restricted but well conserved at the species level. Such an example is clan 

NRPS 2045, which returns a top BLASTp hit of HC-toxin synthetase, and is found only in 

Pyrenophora teres strains, Setosphaeria strains, and Curvularia sp. IFB-Z10. No clans 

appeared to have sporadic distribution across all non-Alternaria strains, except 

presence/absence patterns within the Stemphylium genus across most clans. 

Roughly half of the “other” Pleosporaceae-specific clans corresponded to BGCs associated with 

specific SM compounds. These included type I PKS SMs (azanigerone A, fumonisin B1, and 

secalonic acids), NRPS SMs (betaenone A/B/C, destruxin A, ilicicolin H, monacolin K, 

phomasetin, and sansalvamide), and PKSother SMs (ACRL toxin I B – alternatively, UNII-

YC2Q1O94PT). Not all of these compounds were uniquely associated with “other” 

Pleosporaceae. Betaenone A/B/C and fusarin were each associated with two BGC clans: NRPS 

2509 and PKSI 2042; and PKSother 5949 and NRPS 2681, respectively. The former in each 

pair was unique to “other” Pleosporaceae, while the latter in each pair was found either with 

mixed prevalence in Alternaria and other Pleosporaceae, or uniquely to Alternaria. Regardless, 

their separation into distinct clans suggests there are significant differences in their BGC 

sequence, protein domain content, or protein domain synteny. The same could be assumed of 

the “other” Pleosporaceae-specific clans corresponding to ACRL toxin I B (PKSother 2014 and 

PKSother 5527), ilicicolin H (NRPS 5594 and NRPS 5631), monacolin K (NRPS 5118 and 

NRPS 5274), phomasetin (PKSother 2390, PKSother 5854, NRPS 2043, and NRPS 6137), and 

secalonic acids (PKSI 3242, PKSI 3509, PKSI 5119, and PKSI 5480). Upon visual inspection, 

differences can be observed in BGC size, gene membership, and/or regions of homology 

particularly in the “backbone” biosynthetic gene. Their individual clans tend to be sporadically 

distributed in restricted taxa, but combined, they exhibit a continuous distribution in select 

genera.  

Finally, there were 31 clans found in both Alternaria and “other” Pleosporaceae strains (but not 

across all 187 strains), that were most similar to the compounds AbT1 (NRPS 127), 

alternapyrone (PKSI 1022), betaenone A/B/C (PKSI 2042), dimethylcoprogen (NRPS 1531 and 

NRPS 5065), fellutamide B (NRPS 6132), melanin (PKSI 3940 and PKSI 4570), nivalenol (PKSI 
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4971), oxyjavanicin (PKSI 1179), and squalestatin S1 (Terpene 2047 and Terpene 5612). 

These clans were found to have either very high or very low prevalence in Alternaria. The 

majority of clans are not linked to known compounds. 

1.3.5.2 Within the genus Alternaria 

Of 98 clans, 24 were found uniquely in Alternaria genomes (Table 1.3; full results in Appendix 

6.4: Table 6.5). Again, of the three represented classes, none appeared to be more prevalent 

than the others (8 NRPS, 10 PKSI, 6 PKSother). In general, Alternaria-specific clans were not 

highly prevalent across the genus; 14/24 clans were found in less than 50% of Alternaria 

genomes. The majority of rare clans were of the PKS class. One clan of the 24, NRPS 2681, 

corresponded to fusarin, which also matched to the “other” Pleosporaceae-specific clans 

PKSother 2284 and PKSother 5949. 

Next, their distributions across Alternaria taxonomic sub-groups were observed (i.e., sect. 

Alternaria, sect. Infectoriae, and all other Alternaria sections). Ten of 24 BGC clans were unique 

to one sub-group. Those distinct to sect. Alternaria correspond to the SMs AK-toxin I (PKSI 

Table 1.3 List of BiG-SCAPE clans recovered from Alternaria genomes only, and a breakdown of their 

prevalence within the sections of Alternaria (sect. Alternaria, sect. Infectoriae, and other sections). Clans 

that yielded 100% similarity to an antiSMASH compound are bolded. Clans not matching with a named 

antiSMASH compound were BLAST searched (NRPS: non-ribosomal peptide synthetase, PKSI: 

polyketide synthase I, PKSother: other polyketide synthase). 

SM class 
Clan 

# 

% sect. 
Alternaria 

(n=86) 

% sect. 
Infectoriae 

(n=15) 

% other 
Alternaria 

(n=22) 
antiSMASH hit Similarity BLAST hit 

NRPS 469 34.5 0 25   

NRPS 12, 
acetyl-CoA 
synthase-
like protein 

NRPS 2559 51.2 6.7 33.3   

NRPS 12, 
acetyl-CoA 
synthase-
like protein 

NRPS 2681 8.3 0 8.3 fusarin 100%  

NRPS 3063 98.8 100 95.8   NRPS 2, 
PKS 40703 

NRPS 3068 98.8 26.7 95.8   

acetyl-CoA 
synthase-
like protein, 
acetyl-
synthase-
like protein, 
transferase 
family 
protein 

NRPS 4039 91.2 100 79.2   acetyl-CoA 
synthase-
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SM class 
Clan 

# 

% sect. 
Alternaria 

(n=86) 

% sect. 
Infectoriae 

(n=15) 

% other 
Alternaria 

(n=22) 
antiSMASH hit Similarity BLAST hit 

like protein, 
acetyl-
synthase-
like protein 

NRPS 4218 94.0 0 8.3   
NRPS, 
polyketide 
synthase 

NRPS 4351 14.3 0 0   
NRPS, 
polyketide 
synthase 

PKSI 639 90.5 0 8.3   
polyketide 
synthase 
PksD 

PKSI 892 13.1 0 0   polyketide 
synthase 

PKSI 1502 0 0 12.5   PKS18 

PKSI 1555 3.6 0 4.2 AK-toxin I 33%  

PKSI 1753 0 0 25   PKS18 

PKSI 2800 20.2 0 0 1-heptadecene 100%  

PKSI 2970 0 40 0 
6-methylsalicyclic 
acid 

100%  

PKSI 3071 94 0 33.3 abscisic acid 37%  

PKSI 3570 96.4 0 50 alternariol 100%  

PKSI 4120 0 60 0 
6-methylsalicyclic 
acid 

100%  

PKSother 2548 81 0 12.5 equisetin 45%  

PKSother 2750 0 20 0   polyketide 
synthase 

PKSother 2971 0 80 0   polyketide 
synthase 

PKSother 3563 66.7 20 41.7   PksE 

PKSother 4020 1.1 80 33.3   thiolase-like 
protein 

PKSother 4562 82.1 100 45.8   

Non-
reducing 
polyketide 
synthase, 
ketoacyl-
synt-
domain-
containing 
protein, 
PKS8 
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1555), 1-heptadecene (PKSI 2800), and other unknown compounds (PKSI 892 and NRPS 

4351). In sect. Infectoriae, 6-methylsalicyclic acid (PKSI 2970 and PKSI 4120), and other 

unlabelled clans (PKSother 2750 and PKSother 2971) were unique. This is covered in more 

detail in Chapter 3. And clans found only in other Alternaria sections do not correspond to 

known compounds (PKSI 1502 and PKSI 1753). SMs related to BGCs carried by species of 

multiple sections include abscisic acid (PKSI 3071), alternariol (PKSI 3570), equisetin 

(PKSother 2548), fumonisin (NRPS 3068), and fusarin (NRPS 2681). While no class is much 

more prevalent than the others, there is strong representation of PKS BGCs linked to known 

compounds, indicating that much of previous study has focused on PKS-derived SMs.  

1.3.6 Predicted compounds produced by BGCs 

When the < --cb-knownclusters > option is invoked by antiSMASH, a percent similarity score is 

calculated for matching gene clusters in the MIBiG (Minimum Information about a Biosynthetic 

Gene cluster; Kautsar et al., 2019) annotated repository. Two steps are required to obtain this 

value. First, each gene in a query gene cluster is BLAST searched in the MIBiG database of 

“known” clusters. The most similar compound is determined based on an algorithm described by 

Marnix H. Medema et al. (2011), which accounts for gene synteny and core biosynthetic genes, 

among other factors. The algorithm finds the highest scoring, or most similar gene cluster, then 

infers the compound it produces based on the MIBiG database entry. Next, percent similarity is 

calculated, which represents the proportion of genes from the most similar known cluster, that 

match genes in the query sample. For example, if a known gene cluster has 10 genes, and 

three of them match genes from a query cluster, antiSMASH would return a 30% similarity value 

(3/10 matching genes).  

It was observed that some BGCs belonging to the same clan sometimes returned different 

“most similar compound” hits from antiSMASH. For instance, most members from clan PKSI 

4120 returned 6-methylsalicyclic acid as the most similar compound (11/15 hits with 100% 

similarity), though some matched more closely to pyranonigrin E (one hit with 100% similarity), 

or patulin (two hits with 13% similarity). Upon closer investigation, the MIBiG entries for both 6-

methylsalicyclic acid (MIBiG accession: BGC0001276) and pyranonigrin E (MIBiG accession: 

BGC0001124) were seen to each contain one gene, which significantly matched one gene in 

the query BGCs. This resulted in a 100% similarity value (matching 1/1 gene in the known 

cluster), although there are about 10 genes in the query cluster. The known BGC for patulin 

contains 15 genes (MIBiG accession: BGC0000120), and two of them matched genes in the 

query cluster, thus returning a 13% similarity value. Although BGCs from the same clan 

sometimes returned different “most similar compound” hits, they were clustered into the same 

clan by BiG-SCAPE, suggesting that they are more similar than they appear from the 

antiSMASH results alone. Whereas antiSMASH incorporates only as much information as is 

available in the database, the BiG-SCAPE algorithm takes into account (1) sequence-level 

similarity, (2) domain content similarity, and (3) domain order similarity between all pairs of 

BGCs in the dataset (Navarro-Muñoz et al., 2020). 

Some BGCs returned the same “most similar compound” hit with 100% similarity, although they 

were grouped to two different clans (Table 1.4; full results in Appendix 6.4: Table 6.5). This 
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was seen to occur in five cases: 6-methylsalicyclic acid (PKSI 2970 and PKSI 4120), fusarin 

(PKSother 5949 and NRPS 2681), melanin (PKSI 3940 and PKSI 4570), dimethylcoprogen 

(NRPS 1531 and NRPS 5065), and ACRL toxin I B (alternatively: UNII-YC2Q1O94PT; 

PKSother clan 2014 and PKSother clan 5527). In each case, no clan members overlapped 

(e.g., for 6-methylsalicyclic acid, none of the members in PKSI clan 2970 were also members of 

the PKSI clan 4120). However, members of the different clans often belonged to different 

taxonomic sub-groups (e.g., for fusarin, members of NRPS clan 2681 were only found in 

Alternaria strains, while members of PKSother 5949 were only found in “other” Pleosporaceae 

strains). As such, the 10 clans listed above were treated as unique clans and are described 

further in 6.4.2 BGC clans with 100% similarity to overlapping compounds. 

Table 1.4 List of overlapping BiG-SCAPE clans with 100% similarity to identical antiSMASH compounds, 

and a breakdown of their prevalence within the taxonomic sections analyzed (NRPS: non-ribosomal 

peptide synthetase, PKSI: polyketide synthase I, PKSother: other polyketide synthase). 

SM class Clan # 

Alternaria 
% sect. 

Pleosporaceae 
(n=68) 

Main antiSMASH 
hit 

% other 
Alternaria 

(n=22) 

% sect. 
Alternaria 

(n=86) 

% sect. 
Infectoriae 

(n=15) 

PKSI 2970 0 0 40 0 6-methylsalicyclic 
acid PKSI 4120 0 0 60 0 

PKSother 5949 0 0 0 10.9 
Fusarin 

NRPS 2681 8.3 8.3 0 0 

PKSI 3940 83.3 98.8 100 31.2 
Melanin 

PKSI 4570 8.3 0 0 68.8 

NRPS 1531 95.8 100 100 51.6 Dimethylcoprogen 
 NRPS 5065 4.2 0 0 48.4 

PKSother 2014 0 0 0 6.2 ACRL toxin I B 
(UNII-
YC2Q1O94PT ) PKSother 5527 0 0 0 15.6 

1.4 Discussion 

This exploratory research was done to learn more about SM BGC distributions across the 

Alternaria genus. Although the focus was on a single genus, the BGC distributions in several 

closely related taxa were also investigated to place the Alternaria results in context. To my 

knowledge, this is the largest scale study (i.e., 187 whole genomes) to identify all BGCs, and 

compare their trends to organismal phylogenies performed to date. This is important because 

BGC distributions in Alternaria are not yet known but are foundational for further investigation 

into fungal toxicological risk. With work continuing to be done on accurately detecting and 

identifying Alternaria species, the association between fungal species and BGC profiles will be 

essential for regulatory and quarantine purposes. The results from this work can greatly inform 

international trade and food safety practices surrounding Alternaria, with significant economic 

implications. If the phylogenetic distribution of BGCs can be determined, the toxicological risk 

can be predicted, helping to narrow down screening tests on commodities and/or develop new 

diagnostic tools.  
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1.4.1 BGC distributions match phylogenetic trends 

The present study identified BGCs in 187 whole genomes, which were annotated in antiSMASH 

with a known “most similar compound”, when information was available. Related BGCs were 

grouped into clans in BiG-SCAPE, making the data more interpretable and reducing 

redundancy. Sometimes, BGCs in different clans returned the same “most similar compound” 

with 100% similarity. Other times, BGCs in the same clan that returned different “most similar 

compounds”. Both these situations can be understood in light of the way the most similar 

compound is determined in antiSMASH. The program algorithm first compares query BGCs 

against the MIBiG database of known BGCs (Kautsar et al., 2019), and identifies the most 

similar entry based on gene synteny and core biosynthetic genes, among other factors. Then, it 

determines the percent similarity by the number of genes in the known cluster that significantly 

match a gene in the query cluster. However, many MIBiG entries are incomplete, and may even 

contain only one main biosynthetic gene. If the single gene in a MIBiG entry significantly 

matches any of the 10-15 genes that are typically found in a query BGC, antiSMASH returns a 

100% similarity to that compound. Even results with multi-gene clusters can be incomplete. The 

alternariol gene cluster (MIBiG accession: BGC0000013), for example, contains two 

biosynthetic genes, while literature reports six (Wenderoth et al., 2019), and is capable of 

making alternariol-derived compounds, which are not documented in the database. For this 

reason, antiSMASH results can only provide a shallow understanding of the results and can be 

misleading if interpreted alone. antiSMASH results can be better understood with more context 

through a program such as BiG-SCAPE, which takes several metrics into account when 

grouping BGCs into clans: (1) BGC sequence similarity, (2) protein domain content similarity, 

and (3) protein domain synteny. So while it may appear that different clans are most similar to 

the same SM, the fact that they remain as distinct clans suggests sufficient differences in BGC 

composition (differences in main biosynthetic genes; presence/absence of tailoring genes, 

transport genes, transcription factors, etc.). On the other hand, BGCs from the same clan may 

yield different “most similar compounds”, but the fact that they remain as one clan indicates the 

BGCs are sufficiently similar in their overall composition. All in all, antiSMASH can only offer 

results that are as accurate as the information available to it in its databases. On the flip side, 

antiSMASH is also very reliable at identifying well-studied compounds for which full BGCs have 

been annotated and submitted. 

In general, there was good correlation between BGC distributions and species phylogeny. From 

Figure 1.3, groups of closely related taxa (e.g., all Pyrenophora strains, or all Alternaria sect. 

Infectoriae strains) often displayed characteristic BGC patterns that translate into distinctive 

BGC profiles. Alternatively, the distribution of a specific BGC clan of interest, perhaps linked to a 

known toxin, could be searched across all genomes, as demonstrated in Chapter 2. If the BGC 

of interest is well conserved and restricted to one species, for instance, then the toxicological 

risk can be predicted from detecting the species or the BGC. If this pattern is very common, 

then knowing the species alone would be enough for confidently predicting the SM profiles. On 

the other hand, if the BGC of interest is sporadically distributed across the phylogeny, and 

occurs with variable prevalence within species, the link between species identification and SM 

profile prediction breaks down. In this case, the toxicological risk of a strain must be determined 

by detecting the BGC itself, regardless of the taxonomic identity of the strain. A universal 
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screening step might be encouraged, for more accurate monitoring and flexibility in handling 

potentially contaminated commodities. The broad analyses presented here will support future 

work on development of BGC-specific molecular diagnostic markers. If a marker does not yet 

exist for a toxin with a known BGC, these results are then also useful for identifying strains from 

which sequences can be gathered to create primers for detection. This is especially helpful 

given that the cost of sequencing whole genomes still precludes its widespread application for 

such purposes. 

The presence/absence heatmap presenting all PKSI clans (Figure 1.5B) showed particularly 

good concordance with phylogenetic relationships. Many BGC clans were observed to have 

consistent representation throughout a specific genus or species. This often presented as 

columns (clans) with presence in only one group of closely related strains. Most strains within 

the same genus tended to have similar BGC profiles, except for Alternaria. The BGC profile of 

sect. Infectoriae strains was distinct from other Alternaria sections, which were most similar to 

Pyrenophora, Curvularia, and Bipolaris species. While sect. Infectoriae is indeed 

phylogenetically distant to the other Alternaria species-groups (Figure 1.1; Lawrence et al., 

2013), its placement in the similarity matrix can be attributed to an ability to produce a different 

variety of SMs compared to other Alternaria sections (Andersen, Krøger, & Roberts, 2002; 

Andersen & Thrane, 1996; Christensen et al., 2005; Poursafar et al., 2018). These “other” SMs 

remain mostly unknown, save for structurally characterized novae-zelandin A/B, 4Z-

infectopyrone, and infectopyrone, which are recommended as chemotaxonomic markers for 

sect. Infectoriae (Christensen et al., 2005). The cognate gene clusters for the chemotaxonomic 

SMs are unknown, although several candidates could be put forward as a result of this work. 

There has also been evidence of sexual reproduction in sect. Infectoriae strains (Kahl, Ulrich, 

Kirichenko, & Müller, 2015; Poursafar et al., 2018), which may account for how BGC patterns 

are vastly different from other Alternaria strains across all BGC classes but remain similar to 

each other. This interesting example, where a well-defined clade on the phylogenomic tree does 

not match the BGC profile of its closely related taxa, is explored further in Chapter 3. 

1.4.2 Alternaria species have different BGC profiles 

There are currently no guidelines or legislative restrictions anywhere in the world on the amount 

of Alternaria toxins in food. However, due to significant pre- and post-harvest losses, several 

Alternaria species (and “Alternaria spp.”) are regulated by phytosanitary agencies in North 

America. This research shows that Alternaria species have unique toxicological potentials at 

different levels of phylogeny, and that there is room to modify blanket restrictions (i.e., on all 

Alternaria species) to better reflect the true risk. This information could also alert post-harvest 

protocols like harvest and storage in a manner that discourages mycotoxin production, or food 

production processes to degrade mycotoxins. 

Twenty-four of 98 BGC clans were restricted to Alternaria, making them distinct from other 

genera. Clans such as NRPS 3063 and NRPS 4039, whose compounds are yet unknown, were 

well conserved across nearly all Alternaria strains. Further study is required to link compounds 

to the aforementioned BGC clans, as there is no match with known mycotoxins in the 

antiSMASH database to date. In the unlikely circumstance the unmatched BGCs encode new 
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harmful toxins, the regulation of all Alternaria species should remain unchanged. This kind of 

continuous distribution is indicative of vertical inheritance, in which a BGC was inherited in a last 

common ancestor and propagated to the extant lineages, with sporadic losses in some strains 

(Adamek et al., 2018; Chase, Sweeney, Muskat, Guillén-Matus, & Jensen, 2021). 

Other BGC clans were restricted only to certain Alternaria sections. For instance, PKSI clan 

3570 corresponds to AOH – one of the main Alternaria toxins of concern regarding food safety. 

The same BGC was recently found to also produce alternariol monomethyl ether (AME), 

another prominent food safety mycotoxin (Wenderoth et al., 2019). Whereas previous studies 

on AOH were limited to a handful of Alternaria strains from sect. Alternaria (Jarolim et al., 2017; 

Saha et al., 2012; Wenderoth et al., 2019), this work analyzed the distribution of the AOH BGC 

across 123 Alternaria strains, spanning 30 species and seven sections. The AOH (and AME) 

BGCs were restricted to all strains in sections Porri and Alternaria and were not found in other 

sections or genera included in this analysis. As two of the major food safety toxins reported in 

literature, this significantly narrows down the scope of restricted Alternaria species. There are 

currently no restrictions or maximum limits on Alternaria toxins in food and feed, in Canada or 

worldwide. Only the European Union prescribed a threshold of toxicological concern (TCC) of 

2.5 ng/kg body weight (bw) per day for AOH and AME, and 1500 ng/kg bw per day for 

tenuazonic acid and tentoxin. However it was estimated that toddlers were exposed to 3.8 and 

71.6 ng/kg bw per day of AOH, and 3.4 and 38.8 ng/kg bw per day of AME, mainly from fruits 

and vegetables and their derived products, indicating that the toxins remain in food products 

after processing (European Food Safety Authority et al., 2016). Indeed, AOH and AME do not 

deteriorate under wet baking conditions (Siegel, Feist, Proske, Koch, & Nehls, 2010), and are 

heat stable even when deep-fried for 25 minutes (Bansal et al., 2021). While there is certainly a 

need for more compound-specific toxicity data to better understand the risk to consumers, 

provisional monitoring measures of sect. Porri and sect. Alternaria strains appear to be justified 

based on the evidence to date. 

From a phytosanitary perspective, Canada currently only regulates the import and export of 

Alternaria gaisen and Alternaria kikuchiana (renamed Alternaria gaisen; Woudenberg et al., 

2013; Woudenberg et al., 2015). These are the common causal agents of black spot in pears 

and are not naturally found in Canada. In reality, Alternaria host-specific toxins (HSTs) AK-

toxins I and II are the basis of infection to susceptible pear varieties, rather than the species 

itself (Nakashima et al., 1985; S. Tanaka, 1933). In this dataset, the AK-toxin I BGC (PKSI clan 

1555) had a scattered and highly discontinuous distribution limited to four strains in sect. 

Alternaria (2/4 A. gaisen, 1/43 A. alternata, and 1/5 A. longipes). Since its discovery in pear, the 

BGC was also identified in tangerine and strawberry pathotypes of A. alternata (Masunaka et 

al., 2000), but this is the first finding to date of A. longipes having the potential to produce AK-

toxin I. Many studies have shown that HST BGCs are encoded on accessory chromosomes that 

can be shared by horizontal gene transfer and/or lost, such that strains, like the A. longipes 

strain found here, may become pathogenic or non-pathogenic to the target host (Hatta et al., 

2002; Hu et al., 2012; Johnson et al., 2001; A. Tanaka & Tsuge, 2000). Further research is 

required to determine whether or not the A. longipes assembly has the AK-toxin BGC in a core 

chromosome, or on a small unplaced contig that could be an accessory chromosome. 
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The horizontal gene transfer of the AK-toxin I cluster to A. longipes is further supported by the 

phylogenetic proximity of A. gaisen and A. alternata with A. longipes. Small sample sizes make 

it difficult to assess whether or not the AK-toxin I BGC is more closely associated with A. gaisen, 

the causal agent of black spot in pear, compared to A. longipes and A. alternata, but it is certain 

that AK-toxin I is not only limited to A. gaisen. This means that not all A. gaisen strains are 

phytopathogens of pear, and that other sect. Alternaria strains may also pose a risk– particularly 

A. alternata and, newly, A. longipes. The current regulations are not completely effective but can 

be improved by screening for AK-toxin I in crops from which sect. Alternaria strains have been 

identified. Much work has already been done on sequencing the genes in the cluster as well as 

the transcription factors that regulate expression (A. Tanaka, Shiotani, Yamamoto, & Tsuge, 

1999; A. Tanaka & Tsuge, 2000), which could be used to develop primers for a molecular 

screening test. 

There is much more to be gleaned from these results that cannot all be described in this 

chapter. For instance, the clans linked with 6-methylsalicyclic acid production (PKSI 2971 and 

PKSI 4120) are well conserved but restricted only to sect. Infectoriae strains. 6-methylsalicyclic 

acid is the immediate precursor to patulin, which is a highly regulated mammal toxin often 

associated with apples (Ioi, Zhou, Tsao, & F Marcone, 2017; Laidou, Thanassoulopoulos, & 

Liakopoulou‐Kyriakides, 2001; Tannous et al., 2017). If it hits the food production line, the toxin 

is likely to contaminate the final food product. It is heat-stable, so it is resistant to denaturation 

and pasteurization but becomes unstable after fermentation, and is reactive with sulfur dioxide; 

antibiotics and antioxidants may be effective treatments (Ioi et al., 2017; Li et al., 2015). These 

sect. Infectoriae-related BGC clans are covered in more detail in Chapter 3. Another example is 

altertoxin I (AT-I), which is linked to the melanin BGC, but is conditional on the expression of the 

CmrA transcription factor, found in only and all non-sect. Infectoriae strains. These results again 

demonstrate that antiSMASH information is limited, and that additional research is required to 

understand the functional importance of these BGCs and their associated compounds. 

1.5 Conclusion 

Sixty new Alternaria genomes were introduced in this experiment, which significantly contributes 

to the repository of available Alternaria whole genome sequences. Among the sequences, 14 

new sect. Infectoriae genomes were evaluated, providing valuable insight into understudied 

sect. Infectoriae spp. Prior to this study, only one existing whole genome sequence from sect. 

Infectoriae could be found (Alternaria rosae strain MPI-PUGE-AT-0040) in the JGI database. 

However, while there are 26 known sub-generic sections in Alternaria, only eight are 

represented in this analysis (including one monotypic lineage not included in a section), with 

many containing only one strain. In the future, more effort is required to perform full-genome 

sequencing of Alternaria spp. across all sections. 

There are over 70 Alternaria SMs with identified chemical structure and behaviours (Lou et al., 

2013). Many of them have not yet been matched to a BGC, so they are not able to be identified 

by antiSMASH, which is only as good as the database from which the information is drawn. 

Additional metabolomics data for the strains included in this analysis could vastly improve the 

accuracy and detail from this and future analyses. While the described work is outside the 
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scope of this current project, information exists for the 60 Alternaria strains from the DET 

collection that have yet to be combined with this genomics work. The datasets together could 

provide another perspective from which the results of this work could be investigated.  
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2 Chapter 2: Case study in AOH and derived mycotoxins 

(PKSI 3570) 

2.1 Introduction 

The genus Alternaria includes numerous species that are widely distributed in the environment 

and occur in a range of different habitats and hosts. Many of them contaminate crop plants in 

the field, causing pre-harvest diseases, and are responsible for important economic losses due 

to yield reduction. Others are saprophytes and cause postharvest spoilage of fruit and grain, 

including refrigerated foods (Patriarca, da Cruz Cabral, Pavicich, Nielsen, & Andersen, 2019). 

The group of small-spored Alternaria spp., especially from sections Alternaria and Infectoriae, is 

particularly relevant due to its high frequency and broad distribution (Simmons, 2007; Troncoso-

Rojas & Tiznado-Hernández, 2014; Woudenberg et al., 2015). Its presence is commonly 

associated with the accumulation of a variety of SMs, many of which are mycotoxins and 

phytotoxins.  

One of the most widespread mycotoxins in grain, alternariol (AOH), is a non-host specific, 

polyketide-derived SM that is mainly produced by small-spored Alternaria species (Martins, 

Vidal, De Boevre, & Assunção, 2021; Solhaug, Eriksen, & Holme, 2016; Troncoso-Rojas & 

Tiznado-Hernández, 2014). In Europe, AOH was commonly found in grains, fruits and 

vegetables, and all their derived food products, as well as animal feed and agricultural 

commodities (European Food Safety Authority, Arcella, Eskola, & Gómez Ruiz, 2016). Not only 

is AOH prevalent in food and food products, but it is even able to withstand wet baking (Siegel, 

Feist, Proske, Koch, & Nehls, 2010) and deep frying conditions (Bansal et al., 2021), and 

continues to spoil food at refrigerated temperatures (European Food Safety Authority et al., 

2016).  

There is a growing body of research regarding the toxicity of AOH. The health problems it 

causes are not acutely toxic but have a number of long-term effects that can result in 

mycotoxicoses, and even cancer. AOH has long been suspected of causing esophageal cancer 

in humans by in vitro exerting mutagenesis and transformation in mammalian cells, and 

activating oncogenes in fetal esophageal cells (Dong et al., 1987; Liu et al., 1991; Zhen et al., 

1991). It also acts as a poison against topoisomerase II, having genotoxic, cytotoxic, and 

mutagenic effects in human cells (Jarolim et al., 2017). AOH has estrogenic activity and can 

inhibit cell proliferation by interfering with normal cell cycle events (Martins et al., 2021). Despite 

in vitro evidence of the negative effects of AOH and ongoing toxicity studies in animal systems 

(Ackermann et al., 2011; Schuchardt, Ziemann, & Hansen, 2014), no official regulations 

regarding safe AOH limits in food and feed have been established. 

Regarding the management of AOH, it is important to explore which small-spored Alternaria 

species are capable of producing the toxin, i.e., which species carry the AOH biosynthetic gene 

cluster (BGC). The AOH BGC has been described to contain six genes in its “cluster core”, 

referring to a set of genes common to a group of related BGCs. These genes include (1) the 

main biosynthetic gene, or also called a type I iterative polyketide synthase (PKS) “backbone 
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gene”, (2) the main tailoring enzyme O-methyl transferase, omtI, (3) a mono oxygenase moxI, 

(4) a short chain dehydrogenase sdrI, (5) an estradiol dioxygenase doxI, and (6) a transcription 

factor aohR (Saha et al., 2012; Wenderoth et al., 2019). (Please refer to 1.1.1 Genome mining 

for SMs and 1.1.2 SM classes for more background on BGCs and their classes). The PKS 

backbone gene alone, heterologously expressed in Aspergillus oryzae, was found to produce 

high amounts of AOH, and reduced virulence in plant hosts when deleted (Wasil et al., 2013). 

The presence or absence of other tailoring enzymes correlated with the production of AOH-

derived toxins: alternariol monomethyl ether, 4-hydroxy-alternariol monomethyl ether, altenusin, 

and altenuene (Saha et al., 2012; Wenderoth et al., 2019). Knockout of the transcription factor 

aohR led to reduced activity of the PKS backbone gene and delayed AOH production, while 

upregulation resulted in increased expression and production of AOH (Wenderoth et al., 2019).  

Knowing which Alternaria strains can produce AOH is valuable in examining which species, if 

any, should be considered for international regulation, screening, or phytosanitary certification 

when trading agricultural goods with other countries. Thus, the goal of this Chapter is to gain a 

higher-resolution understanding of the toxicological potential of Alternaria by determining the 

distribution of the AOH BGC across the phylogeny. A secondary goal is to demonstrate the 

additional analyses made possible by the wealth of information obtained from Chapter 1. In this 

instance, I show the insight gained from focusing on a compound of interest, AOH. However, 

this style of examination could be applied to any toxin for which the cognate BGC is known. 

2.2 Methods and materials 

In addition to the experimental approach described in 1.2 Methods and Materials, the following 

methods were performed: 

Following antiSMASH (Blin et al., 2021; Medema et al., 2011) and BiG-SCAPE (Navarro-Muñoz 

et al., 2020), results of functional annotation were checked with a BLAST+ (Basic Local 

Alignment Search Tool, ver. 2.7.1; NCBI Resource Coordinators, 2016) search against a 

custom database made from genomic sequences of all analyzed strains (n=191). 

Next, synteny of AOH BGCs were visually analyzed from family-level multi-locus phylogenies. 

To reiterate, BiG-SCAPE uses an agglomerative clustering algorithm based on sequence 

similarity, protein domain content, and protein domain synteny to group similar BGCs into 

“families”, according to a specific cutoff. (A second round of agglomerative clustering, performed 

in an identical manner, groups similar families into “clans”, for ease of data manipulation.) The 

CORASON module in BiG-SCAPE (CORe Analysis of Syntenic Orthologues to prioritize Natural 

product biosynthetic gene clusters; Navarro-Muñoz et al., 2020) maps the evolutionary 

relationship between BGCs of the same family. It identifies the “cluster core” (1.1.1 Genome 

mining for SMs) for each BGC and uses the sequences to create a maximum-likelihood 

phylogenetic tree with FastTree (ver 2.1.10; Price, Dehal, & Arkin, 2010). Downstream 

modification of vector graphics editor Inkscape v. 1.0.2. 
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2.3 Results 

2.3.1 Review of the AOH BGC distribution inferred from Chapter 1 

From Chapter 1: In antiSMASH, 93 BGCs from Alternaria strains matched with 100% similarity 

to the MIBiG BGC entry for the alternariol. The distribution was restricted to all strains in 

sections Porri and Alternaria, except for 1/10 from sect. Porri, and 2/86 sect. Alternaria. The 

BGC was not found in other sections or genera included in this analysis. AOH BGCs were all 

clustered into the same clan (PKSI 3570) in BiG-SCAPE.  

2.3.2 Sequence-based searches for the AOH BGC 

To verify the robustness of antiSMASH and BiG-SCAPE, a second, independent method was 

used to detect the AOH BGC in all genomes. A custom BLAST+ database was created that 

included all 191 Alternaria and Pleosporaceae genome assemblies, prior to filtering (Table 2.1; 

described in 1.2.1 Existing genomic resources from publicly available databases and 1.2.2 

Novel, unpublished Alternaria genomes included in analyses). The main biosynthetic gene, 

also called the backbone gene, from the AOH BGC in A. alternata ATCC11680 (5798 nt query 

length) was searched in the database. There were 101 unique hits, but four were discarded due 

to short sequence match lengths (<500 nt), leaving 97 hits. Only one copy of the backbone PKS 

gene was detected per genome. 

Table 2.1 AOH BGCs detected by BLAST and antiSMASH. No section is specified for Alternaria 

brassicae, which is its own monotypic lineage and not included in a section (ASC: arborescens species 

clade). 

All Alternaria strains Section BLAST antiSMASH 
BGC 
Fam 

# 
Genes 
in BGC 

Alternaria alternata ATCC11680 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 4047 19 

Alternaria alternata ATCC34957 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3065 25 

Alternaria alternata ATCC66891 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3065 19 

Alternaria alternata B2a Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3065 23 

Alternaria alternata B3 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3065 19 

Alternaria alternata BMP0270 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3065 19 

Alternaria alternata DET2001 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 4047 19 

Alternaria alternata DET2010 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 4047 19 

Alternaria alternata DET2019 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 4047 19 

Alternaria alternata DET2071 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 4047 23 

Alternaria alternata DET2076 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3065 17 

Alternaria alternata DET2080 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3570 21 

Alternaria alternata DET2092 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 4047 20 

Alternaria alternata DET2110 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3065 19 

Alternaria alternata DET2123 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 4047 19 

Alternaria alternata EV-MIL-31 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3570 19 
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All Alternaria strains Section BLAST antiSMASH 
BGC 
Fam 

# 
Genes 
in BGC 

Alternaria alternata FERA1177 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3065 19 

Alternaria alternata JS-0527 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3570 19 

Alternaria alternata JS-1623 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 4047 23 

Alternaria alternata KAS5299 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3065 19 

Alternaria alternata KAS5303 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3065 19 

Alternaria alternata KAS5306 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3065 20 

Alternaria alternata KAS5313 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3065 19 

Alternaria alternata KAS5320 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3065 19 

Alternaria alternata KAS5372 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3065 18 

Alternaria alternata KAS5386 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3065 19 

Alternaria alternata KAS5394 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 4047 19 

Alternaria alternata KAS5428 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 4047 28 

Alternaria alternata KAS5468 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 4047 22 

Alternaria alternata KAS5489 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3065 21 

Alternaria alternata KAS5497 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3065 28 

Alternaria alternata KAS5499 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 4047 19 

Alternaria alternata KAS5513 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3065 19 

Alternaria alternata KAS5516 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3065 19 

Alternaria alternata KAS5743 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3065 19 

Alternaria alternata MOD1-FUNGI5 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3570 19 

Alternaria alternata MPI-PUGE-AT-
0064 

Alternaria ✓ ✓ 1404 19 

Alternaria alternata NAP07 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3065 20 

Alternaria alternata PF1 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3570 18 

Alternaria alternata PN1 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 4047 20 

Alternaria alternata PN2 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3065 19 

Alternaria alternata SRC1lrK2f Alternaria ✓ ✓ 4047 19 

Alternaria alternata Z7 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 4047 23 

Alternaria arborescens DET2008 Alternaria, ASC ✓ ✓ 3570 18 

Alternaria arborescens DET2035 Alternaria, ASC ✓ ✓ 3570 20 

Alternaria arborescens DET2078 Alternaria, ASC ✓ ✓ 3570 19 

Alternaria arborescens DET2085 Alternaria, ASC ✓ ✓ 3570 19 

Alternaria arborescens DET2119 Alternaria, ASC ✓ ✓ 3570 19 

Alternaria arborescens EGS39-128 Alternaria, ASC ✓ ✓ 3570 20 

Alternaria arborescens FERA675 Alternaria, ASC ✓ ✓ 3570 20 

Alternaria arborescens KAS5275 Alternaria, ASC ✓ ✓ 3570 19 

Alternaria arborescens KAS5321 Alternaria, ASC ✓ ✓ 3065 30 

Alternaria arborescens KAS5368 Alternaria, ASC ✓ ✓ 3570 19 

Alternaria arborescens KAS5398 Alternaria, ASC ✓ ✓ 3065 19 

Alternaria arborescens KAS5399 Alternaria, ASC ✓ ✓ 3570 19 

Alternaria arborescens KAS5521 Alternaria, ASC ✓ ✓ 3065 19 

Alternaria arborescens KAS5762 Alternaria, ASC ✓ ✓ 3570 19 
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All Alternaria strains Section BLAST antiSMASH 
BGC 
Fam 

# 
Genes 
in BGC 

Alternaria arborescens MOD1-
FUNGI6 

Alternaria, ASC ✓ ✓ 3570 19 

Alternaria arborescens NRRL20593 Alternaria, ASC ✓ ✓ 3570 10 

Alternaria arborescens 
RGR97.0013 

Alternaria, ASC ✓ ✓ 3570 19 

Alternaria arborescens 
RGR97.0016 

Alternaria, ASC ✓ ✓ 3570 10 

Alternaria brassicae J3 - ✓ ✓ 3570 18 

Alternaria burnsii CBS107.38 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3065 31 

Alternaria capsici BMP0180 Porri ✓ ✓ 1404 17 

Alternaria carthami BMP1963 Porri ✓ ✓ 1404 9 

Alternaria citriarbusti BMP2343 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3570 19 

Alternaria crassa BMP0172 Porri ✓ ✓ 4047 16 

Alternaria dauci BMP0167 Porri ✓ ✓ 3570 4 

Alternaria fragaria BMP3062 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3065 19 

Alternaria gaisen BMP2338 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3570 4 

Alternaria gaisen EGS90-391 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3065 19 

Alternaria gaisen FERA650 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 4047 19 

Alternaria limoniasperae BMP2335 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 4047 19 

Alternaria longipes KAS1274 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3065 20 

Alternaria macrospora BMP1949 Porri ✓ ✓ 1404 12 

Alternaria mali BMP3063 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3570 8 

Alternaria mali BMP3064 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3065 14 

Alternaria sectAlternaria KAS6096 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3065 17 

Alternaria sectAlternaria KAS6097 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3065 20 

Alternaria solani BMP0185 Porri ✓ ✓ 1404 24 

Alternaria solani HWC-168-2012p Porri ✓ ✓ 1404 25 

Alternaria solani NL03003 Porri ✓ ✓ 1404 13 

Alternaria tangelonis BMP2327 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3570 14 

Alternaria tenuissima ANJ Alternaria ✓ ✓ 4047 21 

Alternaria tenuissima BMP0304 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3065 19 

Alternaria tenuissima FERA1082 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 4047 11 

Alternaria tenuissima FERA1164 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3065 21 

Alternaria tenuissima FERA1166 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 4047 22 

Alternaria tenuissima FERA24350 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 4047 20 

Alternaria tenuissima FERA635 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3065 12 

Alternaria tenuissima FERA648 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 4047 18 

Alternaria tenuissima FERA743 Alternaria ✓ ✓ 3065 12 

Alternaria tomatophila BMP2032 Porri ✓ ✓ 1404 16 

Alternaria alternariae KAS5756 Ulocladium 
    

Alternaria arborescens BMP0308 Alternaria, ASC ✓ 
   

Alternaria atra CS162 Ulocladioides 
    

Alternaria atra KAS5298 Ulocladioides 
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All Alternaria strains Section BLAST antiSMASH 
BGC 
Fam 

# 
Genes 
in BGC 

Alternaria atra MOD1-FUNGI7 Ulocladioides 
    

Alternaria brassicicola Abra43 Brassicicola 
    

Alternaria brassicicola Altbr1 Brassicicola 
    

Alternaria brassicicola ATCC96836 Brassicicola 
    

Alternaria chartarum KAS5825-2 Pseudoulocladium 
    

Alternaria consortialis JCM1940 Ulocladioides 
    

Alternaria cucurbitae KAS5913 Ulocladioides 
    

Alternaria embellisia KAS5799 Embellissia 
    

Alternaria longipes BMP0313 Alternaria ✓ 
   

Alternaria longipes CBS540.94 Alternaria ✓ 
   

Alternaria porri BMP0178 Porri ✓ 
   

Hits were from all strains in sections Alternaria and Porri (n=96), which form a monophyletic 

clade, and included A. brassicae J3, which is in its own monotypic lineage and not assigned to a 

section (Figure 1.2). It should be noted, however, that the sections lacking AOH hits each have 

less than five strains, with the exception of sect. Infectoriae, which has 15.  

The custom BLAST search identified the PKS backbone gene in four more strains compared to 

the antiSMASH method, all of which exhibited high percent identity (86%-96%) and full, or 

nearly full, sequence lengths (4730 nt or 5796 nt). The genomic and gene prediction results 

were examined in more detail to reveal the underlying cause of this discrepancy. In all four 

cases, the predicted gene feature provided to antiSMASH did not match the reference PKS 

gene. 

In two of these cases (A. arborescens BMP0308 and A. porri BMP0178), the backbone gene 

was not identified during the funannotate gene prediction and annotation step. For A. 

arborescens BMP0308, the sequence-based BLAST search revealed the AOH backbone gene 

was split over two genomic scaffolds (3400 nt on one scaffold, 1800 nt on another). The gene 

prediction programs, which analyze gene structure as a whole, were unable to identify the 

backbone AOH gene. For A. porri strain BMP0178, one of the main gene predictors in the 

funannotate pipeline (GeneMark-ES) failed due to the assembly being highly fragmented 

(>5,400 contigs), and likely caused the AOH backbone gene to go unannotated. Additionally, 

the BLAST results indicate there is a ~400 bp-long nucleotide segment around the center of the 

resulting hit that is absent from the query sequence, further preventing recognition of the 

backbone gene by antiSMASH. Indeed, inspection of the resultant genome feature format (GFF) 

annotation files for the above strains shows that the AOH gene identified by BLAST was not 

identified as a gene in funannotate. antiSMASH, which is heavily reliant on the gene calls made 

in the prediction step, would not have been able to distinguish the AOH BGC without the main 

biosynthetic gene. 

The other two cases (A. longipes BMP0313 and A. longipes CBS540.94), the AOH PKS gene 

was predicted as two smaller, distinct genes. The strains were found to carry the AOH gene by 

BLAST, but the AOH BGC was not identified by antiSMASH. Inspection of the GFF files for both 
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these strains show that the 5796 nt gene found with BLAST was divided into two gene entries 

during gene prediction with funannotate. This could be due to an accumulated nonsense 

mutation, causing the truncated proteins to be documented separately, and go unrecognized by 

antiSMASH. 

2.3.3 AOH gene cluster synteny 

BiG-SCAPE performs two rounds of affinity propagation clustering on all BGCs identified by 

antiSMASH. The clustering algorithm uses pairwise distances, which are calculated based on 

BGC sequence similarity, protein domain content similarity, and protein domain synteny 

(Navarro-Muñoz et al., 2020). The first round of analysis clusters BGCs into families, and the 

second-round clusters families into clans. (Note: For the better part of my research, I worked at 

the clan level to reduce redundancy – i.e., the clan corresponding with alternariol, PKSI 3570, 

consisted of four families – FAM_01404, FAM_03065, FAM_03570, FAM_04047 – in which all 

their members also returned alternariol as their most similar compound). For this reason, BGCs 

in the same family/clan have similar “cluster cores”, but characteristic differences may be 

expected when analyzed on a finer scale. For instance, FAM_01404 contained all but one sect. 

Porri strains, while most strains in the arborescens clade of sect. Alternaria were found in 

FAM_03570 (Table 2.1). BiG-SCAPE creates family-level phylogenies to help explore 

evolutionary relationships, and visually compare all BGCs. Phylogenetic relationships between 

BGCs in the same clan are presented in Figure 2.1, and consists of 93 AOH BGCs, making this 

dataset the largest of its kind to date. 

Previous studies reported six genes in the AOH BGC in sect. Alternaria strains: the PKS 

backbone gene, four tailoring enzyme genes, and a transcription factor (Saha et al., 2012; 

Wenderoth et al., 2019). The main biosynthetic gene, pksI, was an iterative type I polyketide 

synthase (PKSI), containing four exons and resulting in a 1763 aa protein. All PKS backbone 

genes contained ketoacyl synthase (KS), acyltransferase (AT), product template (PT), and acyl 

carrier protein (ACP) domains. Heterologous expression of pksI alone in non-AOH producing 

strains yields high amounts of AOH (Wenderoth et al., 2019). In this work, genes corresponding 

to O-methyl transferase (omtI), a mono oxygenase (moxI), a short chain dehydrogenase (sdrI), 

an estradiol dioxygenase (doxI), and the transcription factor (aohR) were also confirmed by 

BLASTp searches. The order and orientation of the genes within cluster cores were identical in 

all species, with three exceptions. Firstly, strains in the arborescens species clade consistently 

had two additional genes upstream of doxI, compared to all other BGCs (Figure 2.1, Figure 

2.2). BLAST searches (nt and aa) on both genes showed they were unnamed and 

uncharacterized hypothetical proteins, although the one closer to pksI returned BLAST hits of 

“actin-like ATPase domain-containing protein”, and “Heat shock 70kDA protein 12B” from 

Colletotrichum chlorophyti, with only 68.51% identity. Secondly, the obscure tailoring gene moxI 

was absent from sect. Porri strains (Figure 2.2). Lastly, three strains (A. dauci strain BMP0167, 

A. gaisen strain BMP2338, and A. mali strain BMP3063) lacked the expected genes in the 

cluster core. Closer inspection of the BGCs showed that they fell on a scaffold edge, truncating 

the cluster; unlike BLAST, antiSMASH does not span scaffolds during BGC detection.  
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Figure 2.1 All AOH BGCs identified by antiSMASH and clustered into families of similar BGCs by BiG-

SCAPE. 
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Figure 2.2 AOH BGC representation and synteny in select Alternaria strains. The genomic core includes 

six genes: 1) the main biosynthetic gene (pksI); 2) four tailoring enzymes: O-methyltransferase (omtI), 

mono oxygenase (moxI), short chain dehydrogenase (sdrI), and an estradiol dioxygenase (doxI); and 3) a 

transcription factor (aohR). The grey box and dotted lines indicate where additional genes appear in all A. 

arborescens species (labelled arb1 and arb2), compared to all other strains. The red dashed line shows 

where the moxI gene is not present in non-sect. Alternaria strains. Genes labelled 1-10 are proposed to 

be part of the new AOH BGC genomic core. 

Excluding the truncated BGCs, an average of 12 more genes were identified both upstream and 

downstream of the expected six-gene cluster core (Table 2.1). And despite having the same 

cores across all strains, neighbouring genes differed by species and are visually summarized in 

Figure 2.2. Ten genes were conserved across most strains, except in certain reasonable 

situations (i.e., BGC on contig edge, imperfect gene calling). There was more variation in the 

length, presence, and orientation of genes downstream of gene “4”. This collection of 93 BGCs 

is the largest analysis of AOH to date; if the same ten genes are found in the majority of the 

BGCs, it might suggest those genes may have important roles in AOH and AOH-derived toxin 

production, and that the AOH cluster core may be larger than originally proposed. The 10 genes 

were BLASTp-searched, and the top named hit for each gene is shown in Table 2.2. The 

relevance of the BLASTp-searched genes in AOH production is yet unknown. Only two genes 

matched to Alternaria hits, two did not return named hits, and the remainder returned hits from 

omtI pksI aohR 

moxI sdrI 

doxI AOH cluster core  
Wenderoth et al. (2019) 
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P. teres, P. tritici-repentis, and P. seminiperda, which were seen to match most closely with 

non-sect. Infectoriae Alternaria genomes in the PKSI clan presence/absence heatmap (Figure 

1.5B). Investigation into the roles of the aforementioned 10 genes in AOH and AOH-derived 

toxin biosynthesis would benefit from metabolomics experiments. Finally, in cases such as A. 

burnsii strain CBS107.38, where there are exceptionally many genes upstream or downstream 

of the cluster core, it is important to remember that antiSMASH applies a greedy methodology 

when defining gene cluster boundaries (Medema et al., 2011). Thus, if two BGCs are in close 

proximity in the genome, antiSMASH may combine them. 

Table 2.2 BLASTp searches on genes proposed to be in new AOH gene cluster. The top named gene is 

reported. If no hits were named, the entry for the top uncharacterized or hypothetical protein is provided. 

Gene Top BLAST hit 
Percent 
identity 

E-value 
Accession 

length 
Accession 

1 
Heterokaryon incompatibility protein-
domain-containing protein [Alternaria 
alternata] 

92.71% 0.0 727 KAH6860247.1 

2 
Nacht and wd40 domain 
[Pyrenophora seminiperda CCB06] 

73.68% 3e-171 494 RMZ71512.1 

3 
Dimer-Tnp-hAT domain-containing 
protein [Pyrenophora tritici-repentis] 

47.10% 3e-27 869 KAA8615447.1 

4 

ATP-NAD kinase-like domain-
containing protein [Alternaria 
alternata] 

99.53% 0.0 423 KAH6860255.1 

Glycogen synthase kinase mutation 
revertant protein [Alternaria alternata] 

97.40% 0.0 423 OWY47305.1 

5 
Acid phosphatase [Pyrenophora 
seminiperda CCB06] 

73.68% 1e-97 239 RMZ71511.1 

6 

Zinc knuckle-like protein [Alternaria 
alternata] 

93.40% 6e-126 626 OWY47306.1 

Galaktokinase [Pyrenophora teres f. 
maculate] 

63.78% 5e-48 1411 CAA9966360.1 

7 
C6 zinc finger domain-containing 
[Pyrenophora seminiperda CCB06] 

56.83% 3e-166 703 RMZ71501.1 

8 
Ifi-6-16 multi-domain protein 
[Pyrenophora teres f. maculata] 

55.74% 3e-51 303 CAA9966358.1 

9 
Hypothetical protein 
CC77DRAFT_1047358 [Alternaria 
alternata] 

100% 0.0 100% XP_018390249.1 

10 
Hypothetical protein 
CUC08_Gglean005889 [Alternaria sp. 
MG1] 

100% 0.0 100% RII09899.1 
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2.4 Discussion 

Alternaria species are known to make more than 70 different SMs. According to the European 

Food Safety Authority, the five most relevant emerging Alternaria toxins are AOH, AME, 

altenusin (ALN), tenuazonic acid, and tentoxin (European Food Safety Authority et al., 2016). 

Three of these (AOH, AME, and ALN) are produced by the same AOH biosynthetic gene cluster 

(BGC) studied here (Wenderoth et al., 2019). Although much attention has been given to 

molecular and chemical characterization, little is known about the biodiversity, distribution, and 

architecture of the BGC across Alternaria. Here, a case study on the AOH BGC is shown of the 

information that can be accessed by the work done in Chapter 1 with the largest dataset of 

Pleosporaceae genomes to date (n=187).  

2.4.1 AOH BGCs are highly syntenic 

In most fungal genera, BGC composition and microsynteny are generally highly dynamic (Lind 

et al., 2017; Proctor et al., 2018). Closely related species – and even different strains of the 

same species – tend to lack synteny in the order, orientation, and/or sequence of genes in 

BGCs (Kjærbølling et al., 2020). For instance, aflatoxin, made by many Aspergillus species, is 

considered the most toxic and carcinogenic among known mycotoxins. Its biosynthetic pathway 

has been studied extensively and its BGC is well characterized (Yu & Keller, 2005). The many 

genes in the aflatoxin BGC are well conserved within the genus, although the order and 

transcriptional orientation are not (Brown et al., 1996; Trail, Mahanti, & Linz, 1995). Interestingly, 

the order and location of biosynthetic genes within a cluster is important for their regulation (Yu 

& Keller, 2005). 

However, inspection of 9 AOH BGCs from all strains in sections Alternaria and Porri (and 

monotypic lineage Brassicae) revealed strong conservation of the six-gene core proposed by 

Wenderoth et al. (2019), which always occurred in the same order and orientation – save for 

BGCs truncated by contig ends or bad gene calls, and some species-specific differences 

described later on. Strong synteny indicates the same level of divergence, perhaps pointing to 

one evolutionary event in the recent past, in which the last common ancestor to the 

monophyletic clade (including sections Alternaria, Porri, and Brassicae) acquired the BGC, and 

maintenance by natural selection (Gluck-Thaler et al., 2020). AOH is a non-host specific toxin 

(nHST), and found on essential chromosomes, which are vertically transmitted and well-

conserved to maintain crucial housekeeping genes. Finally, only one copy of the pksI gene was 

found in each genome, if at all, suggesting no related gene duplication events since its 

acquisition. However, explaining the specific evolutionary history would require ancestral state 

reconstructions and phylogenetic reconciliation, among other analyses, which falls outside the 

scope of this project.  

BGC genes that have been conserved even over speciation events are a strong indicator of 

related function (de Jonge et al., 2018; Del Carratore et al., 2019). Lineage-favoured traits can 

appear as BGCs with distributions that are found consistently in a limited spread of closely 

related genomes with shared ecology. In a study by Gluck-Thaler et al. (2020), a monophyletic 

clade of 26 fungi, mostly plant pathogens including Alternaria, from the order Pleosporales was 
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found to share a highly conserved multi-gene BGC, suggesting it encodes a trait that contributes 

to the success of the lineage. It is very likely that AOH is also a lineage-favoured trait 

maintained in sections Alternaria, Porri, and Brassicae. It is important to note that the genomic 

sample is still incomplete for a number of other Alternaria sections; it may be possible that other 

sections have the AOH BGC but was not detected because they were not represented in this 

study. 

2.4.2 BGC content is correlated with species phylogeny 

The cluster core described by Wenderoth et al. (2019) contains the main biosynthetic gene 

(pksI), four tailoring enzymes (omtI, moxI, sdrI, doxI), and a transcriptional regulator (aohR). 

They proposed the following biosynthetic pathway: omtI catalyzes the production of AOH to 

AME, from which moxI derives 4-hydroxy-alternariol monomethyl ether (4-OH-AME). Although 

Aspergillus oryzae was able to convert 4-OH-AME into ALN without sdrI – likely by a 

heterologous enzyme – the gene is required in Alternaria alternata to produce ALN. The final 

tailoring enzyme, doxI begins the formation of altenuene (ALT) from ALN, although additional 

unknown steps and enzymes are necessary.  

Although there was good synteny of the cluster core observed in all AOH BGCs, there are 

species-level differences that mirror phylogenetic relationships, such as (1) the lack of moxI 

from sect. Porri strains, and (2) the emergence of two additional Alternaria arborescens-specific 

genes upstream of doxI.  

Firstly, strains without moxI are expected not to produce 4-OH-AME, and its derivatives ALN 

and ALT (Wenderoth et al., 2019). However, sdrI and doxI, the genes involved in their 

formation, are present and well conserved throughout sect. Porri. Metabolomics analyses are 

required to test whether or not 4-OH-AME, ALN, and ALT are produced despite carrying the 

genes for the latter two. If 4-OH-AME is detected in sect. Porri, an unspecified reaction from a 

heterologous monooxygenase may be able to perform the function of moxI. ALN and ALT would 

also be expected, granted sdrI and doxI did not undergo significant mutations that alter their 

function. However, there do not appear to be any genes conserved uniquely in or around the 

AOH BGC in sect. Porri that could moonlight the role of moxI. On the other hand, detection of 

ALN and ALT but not 4-OH-AME could suggest an alternate biochemical pathway that bypasses 

formation of the 4-OH-AME intermediate. In this case, the target and function of sdrI, that is 

hypothesized to modify 4-OH-AME, would require confirmation. If 4-OH-AME cannot be 

produced by sect. Porri, then the enzyme that targets it would be unable to perform its function, 

thus becoming free from the selective pressure that might have caused it to maintain its 

sequence. Indeed, a BLASTn search in the custom database (query sequence: sdrI from 

Alternaria solani strain BMP0185) shows that on average, sequences from sect. Porri have 16 

bp mismatches to the query, whereas those from sect. Alternaria strains have 106 bp 

mismatches, on average. Another search with the Alternaria alternata strain ATCC11680 

sequence of sdrI does not return any hits from sect. Porri strains. Together, these begin to 

suggest that sdrI in sect. Porri is divergent from that in sect. Alternaria, although formal 

microsyteny analyses are required for more conclusive evidence. The evolutionary mechanisms 

resulting in the loss of moxI, and how sdrI and doxI are maintained in the BGC have also yet to 
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be investigated, although studies show that fungal gene clusters are hotspots for gene 

duplication, loss, and horizontal gene transfer, that drive genome evolution by increasing 

diversity (Gluck-Thaler et al., 2020; Lind et al., 2017). 

Secondly, two additional uncharacterized genes (arb1 and arb2) were reliably conserved 

upstream of the doxI gene across all Alternaria arborescens strains (Figure 2.2). I hypothesize 

that these genes could be involved in producing AOH-derived intermediate molecules or toxins, 

produced uniquely by the arborescens species clade. Molecular characterization of these two 

genes, including knockout studies and metabolomics assays, are required to understand their 

function and role in AOH biosynthesis. As arb1 and arb2 are only found in Alternaria 

arborescens species, they are unlikely to pertain to general functions such as molecular 

transport or BGC regulation, but instead encode tailoring genes that form different AOH-based 

secondary metabolites. As changes in BGC gene content often result in structural changes in 

SM compounds, BGCs can be used to monitor the evolution of chemo-diversity across the 

genus (Lind et al., 2017; Proctor et al., 2018). 

2.4.3 AOH cluster core may be larger than previously recognized 

Ten genes, in addition to the previously described six-gene cluster core, were consistently found 

in the large majority AOH BGCs. Their conservation suggests they may have important roles in 

functions that apply generally to all AOH BGCs, as opposed to arb1 and arb2 that apply only to 

Alternaria arborescens. Three genes (1, 5, and 6) returned hits from Alternaria with >92% 

identity and E-values <6e-126 (Table 2.2), and two (9 and 10) only returned hypothetical genes. 

The remaining genes had top hits in Pyrenophora species with <74% identity, and some are 

named. Further study of these genes neighbouring the cluster core may reveal direct and 

indirect SM supportive functions, including mechanisms to protect the product and its 

intermediate molecules (Gluck-Thaler et al., 2020; Keller, 2015), novel biosynthetic genes (de 

Jonge et al., 2018), BGC expression regulators, and transport mechanisms.  

I hypothesize that the AOH cluster core is larger than previously recognized and includes these 

10 newly identified genes. It is very likely that some of these newly proposed genes are involved 

in the biosynthetic reaction from ALN to ALT. While it is known that doxI in the original six-gene 

core begins the reaction, several other enzymes are required that have yet to be identified 

(Wenderoth et al., 2019). 

Additionally, most fungal secondary metabolites are encoded by BGCs composed of a main 

biosynthetic gene, tailoring enzymes, regulators, and transporters. The original six-gene core 

includes one biosynthetic gene, which is responsible for producing the main compound AOH; 

four tailoring enzyme genes, whose co-expression with pksI results in different compounds; and 

one transcription factor gene, that controls the expression of many or all genes in the BGC; but 

it does not include any genes encoding a transporting mechanism for AOH and its derived 

toxins. Saha et al. (2012) describe a peroxisomal targeting sequence at the C-terminus of pksI, 

suggesting biosynthesis happens in the peroxisome, but studies on AOH transport and 

secretion have yet to be performed. For comparison, aflatoxin synthesis is proposed to originate 

in the peroxisome, incorporate elements from the endoplasmic reticulum and ribosomes and 
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yield endosomes that are released into the extracellular matrix through mechanisms yet 

unknown (Kistler & Broz, 2015). 

Transporters are one of the best-known ways that fungi expel toxic substances and prevent self-

harm. In particular, one of the compounds produced by the AOH BGC, ALN, is reported to have 

antifungal activities that inhibit the growth of other fungi during infection (Johann et al., 2012). A 

review by Keller (2015) found that 24/35 BGCs in Aspergillus fumigatus contained at least one 

gene encoding a putative transporter. However, others like the cercosporin, a non-host specific 

toxin made by many members of the Cercospora genus, are known to rely on transporters that 

are not encoded in its BGC (Amnuaykanjanasin & Daub, 2009). For this reason, transporter-

related genes cannot always be expected to be encoded in a BGC.  

2.5 Conclusion 

From this analysis, the AOH BGC was found to be well conserved but restricted to all strains in 

the monophyletic clade consisting of sections Alternaria and Porri, and the monotypic lineage 

Brassicae. It can be expected that commodities testing positive for contamination with species 

from the aforementioned sections have the potential to produce AOH, AME, and its derivatives. 

This new information can be added to their mycotoxin profiles and incorporated into screening 

and agricultural practices to protect trade partners, farmers, and consumers. While the 

toxicological risk of AOH, AME, and other byproducts has yet to be determined, it is 

recommended and reasonable to establish provisional monitoring until conclusive studies have 

been conducted. 

Investigating variation in BGC composition and its conservation across the phylogeny are the 

first steps in systematically evaluating AOH BGC biodiversity. As well, expanding the cluster 

core (based on evidence from the largest sample size to date of 96 AOH BGCs) can provide a 

better understanding of the mechanisms of AOH biosynthesis, and the other compounds it may 

produce. Some of these secondary metabolites can be expected to have pharmaceutical, 

antifungal, and other biotechnology applications. Finally, exploring the toxins produced by the 

BGC lends itself to studies into the synergistic effects of combined mycotoxins during 

competition in a host. 
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3 Chapter 3: Case study in sect. Infectoriae 

3.1 Introduction 

Many Alternaria species have phytotoxic activity and are important in the pathogenesis of 

plants. They are also known to produce a range of mycotoxin secondary metabolites (SMs) that 

contaminate food and feed, causing adverse effects in humans and other vertebrates (European 

Food Safety Authority, Arcella, Eskola, & Gómez Ruiz, 2016; Meena & Samal, 2019; Solhaug, 

Eriksen, & Holme, 2016). One particularly interesting, but underappreciated, species-group is 

section (sect.) Infectoriae – among the most complicated and divergent sections within the 

genus. Studies have found that they make up the largest proportion of field fungi found in 

cereals, particularly in Northern Europe (Castañares et al., 2021; Ivanova, Petersen, & Uhlig, 

2010; Kosiak, Torp, Skjerve, & Andersen, 2004). Some species have been found to be 

associated with, and pathogenic to, different hosts such as barley, wheat, rye, and maize 

(Andersen, Krøger, & Roberts, 2002; Andersen, Thrane, Svendsen, & Rasmussen, 1996; 

Dugan & Peever, 2002; Perelló, Moreno, & Sisterna, 2008; Simmons, 2007). These species can 

generally be distinguished from other sections and from other small-spored species by their 

characteristic morphologic traits including long secondary conidiophores and white colonies on 

nutrient-rich media plates, among others (Andersen et al., 2002; Andersen & Thrane, 1996b). 

Despite ongoing efforts, species-level identification remains a challenge within sect. Infectoriae 

due to the lack of research and insufficient methods for identification.  

Members of sect. Infectoriae are capable of producing a range of unique SMs and are useful for 

chemotaxonomic characterization. Infectopyrone was first isolated as such a compound by 

Larsen, Perry, and Andersen (2003). In recent years, 4Z-infectopyrone, novae-zelandins, 

phomapyrones, pyrenocines, and α-linoleic acid have additionally been identified (Andersen & 

Thrane, 1996a; Christensen et al., 2005; Lou, Fu, Peng, & Zhou, 2013). All sect. Infectoriae 

strains were observed to produce infectopyrone and phomapyrone A, while novae-zenlandins A 

and B were more rare (Andersen, Nielsen, Fernández Pinto, & Patriarca, 2015). There is 

virtually no information regarding the bioactivity of these compounds, but their structural 

similarity to known toxins (pyrenocines, α-pyrones) suggests they may similarly be phytotoxins 

and cytotoxins (Christensen et al., 2005; Larsen et al., 2003). There is also uncertainty 

regarding the extent to which the toxin profile of sect. Infectoriae overlaps with sect. Alternaria. 

Andersen et al. (2015) reported that sect. Infectoriae shared no metabolites in common with 

other sections. More recent efforts have found a few in common such as altertoxin I and 

alterperylenol, although sect. Infectoriae were not seen to synthesize SMs commonly 

associated with Alternaria, such as alternariols, altertoxins or tenuazonic acid (Patriarca, da 

Cruz Cabral, Pavicich, Nielsen, & Andersen, 2019; Zwickel, Kahl, Rychlik, & Müller, 2018). 

Inconsistency in these results may be due to advances in metabolomics methods that are more 

sensitive to low-concentration compounds, and/or variability in the metabolome dependent on 

the organism’s environmental conditions. On the other hand, genomes are more stable and can 

provide insight into the full toxicological potential. The biosynthetic gene clusters (BGCs) 

encoding the machinery for synthesis of sect. Infectoriae-specific SMs are yet unknown but may 

be discovered with complementary genomics research. 
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While Chapter 2 of this thesis demonstrated how the results from Chapter 1 could be 

investigated from the perspective of a single compound of interest, this Chapter aims to provide 

an alternative approach to interpreting and applying the same results, this time in the context of 

a taxonomic group of interest. The goal is to explore the toxicological potential of sect. 

Infectoriae by investigating its BGC profile, how it relates to other Alternaria sections, and if 

BGCs may be matched to the identified chemotaxonomic markers listed above. 

Continuing the taxonomic groupings and terminology from previous Chapters, all genomes are 

classified as Alternaria or non-Alternaria “other” Pleosporaceae, including the genera Bipolaris, 

Curvularia, Decorospora, Paradendryphiella, Pyrenophora, Setosphaeria, and Stemphylium. 

Alternaria is broken down into 1) sect. Alternaria, 2) sect. Infectoriae, and 3) “other” sections: 

Brassicicola, Embellisia, Porri, Pseudoulocladium, Ulocladioides, Ulocladium, and monotypic 

lineage Alternaria brassicae. Additional background information on the BGC classes may be 

reviewed in 1.1.2 SM classes. 

3.2 Materials and Methods 

The main experimental approach is described in 1.2 Methods and Materials. In addition, all 98 

sect. Infectoriae-associated BiG-SCAPE clans were filtered for prevalence (≥80%). In another 

search, clans were filtered for those occurring uniquely in sect. Infectoriae (i.e., not in any other 

Alternaria sections, or in other Pleosporaceae genera) regardless of prevalence.  

To re-iterate from 1.2 Methods and Materials, antiSMASH identifies and labels BGCs whose 

predicted products closely match entries in the MIBiG database (Minimum Information about a 

Biosynthetic Gene cluster; Kautsar et al., 2019). BiG-SCAPE is used to identify BGCs classes 

from the function of predicted products from antiSMASH (antibiotic and Secondary Metabolite 

Analysis SHell; Navarro-Muñoz et al., 2020). The classes applicable to this chapter are type I 

polyketide synthases (PKSI), other polyketide synthases (PKSother), nonribosomal peptide 

synthetases (NRPS), Terpenes, and ribosomally synthesized and post-translationally modified 

peptide products (RIPPs).  

Other than Alternaria rosae, which was downloaded from the Joint Genome Institute, the strains 

in sect. Infectoriae are not identified to the species level. Fourteen genomes were obtained from 

the unpublished genome collection sequenced by Dr. J. Dettman’s lab at Agriculture and Agri-

Food Canada, but were only assigned at the section level due to the lack of research and 

insufficient methods for identification. 

Downstream processes of BLAST+ searching against a custom database and analyzing BGC 

synteny are identical to the methods described in 2.2 Methods and materials. 
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3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Diversity of BGCs in sect. Infectoriae 

To examine the range of their BGC repertoire, the 98 clans identified in 1.3.5 Distribution of 

BGC clans, across all Pleosporaceae genomes, were filtered for those encoded by genomes of 

sect. Infectoriae (Table 3.1). In total, there were 31 clans (10 NRPS, 7 PKSI, 6 PKSother, 1 

RiPPs, and 7 Terpenes). Some clans corresponded to known antiSMASH compounds (6-

methylsalicyclic acid, AbT1, alternapyrone, dimethylcoprogen, fumonisin, melanin, nivalenol, 

oxyjavanicin, and squalestatin S1). Most, however, were not matched to known compounds. 

About one third (11/31) of clans found in sect. Infectoriae were not found in any non-Alternaria 

genera. 

3.3.2 Prevalent BGC clans in sect. Infectoriae 

To draw attention to the clans that are well-conserved across sect. Infectoriae, those with high 

prevalence were investigated next. There were 18 clans with ≥80% prevalence in sect. 

Infectoriae strains (Table 3.1). They consisted of 8/18 NRPS, 4/18 PKSI, 3/18 other PKS, and 

3/18 Terpene clans. Most clans had 100% representation in sect. Infectoriae, and tended to be 

well conserved across the genus, whereas those with <100% prevalence (Terpene 431, 

PKSother 2971, and PKSother 4020) correlated with lower prevalence across the whole 

Pleosporaceae phylogeny. 

Five clans (PKSother 2971, PKSother 4020, PKSother 4562, NRPS 3063, and NRPS 4039) that 

were prevalent in sect. Infectoriae were unique to the genus Alternaria, including one clan that 

was unique to sect. Infectoriae (PKSother 2971). Among them, two (PKSother 2971 and 

PKSother 4020) were prevalent in only sect. Infectoriae, and rare in all other Alternaria sections 

(<35%). They did not match any antiSMASH compounds, although a BLASTp search to the 

default non-redundant protein sequence database described them as polyketide synthases and 

thiolase-like proteins, respectively. Two were found in 100% of other Pleosporaceae strains, 

and corresponded to antiSMASH compounds AbT1 (100% similarity, NRPS 127), and 

oxyjavanicin (25% similarity, PKSI 1179). 

Other clans that matched to antiSMASH compounds were NRPS 1531 (dimethylcoprogen, 

100% similarity), PKSI 1022 (alternapyrone, 100% similarity), PKSI 3940 (melanin, 100% 

similarity), and Terpene 2047 (squalestatin S1, 40% similarity). Some of these compounds were 

also found to be associated with other clans: Dimethylcoprogen (NRPS 5065), melanin (PKSI 

4570), and squalestatin S1 (Terpene 5612). This latter set appeared to have better 

representation in “other” Pleosporaceae and did not include any sect. Infectoriae strains, despite 

matching to the same compound. 
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Table 3.1 All BGC clans found in strains of Alternaria sect. Infectoriae, sorted by prevalence in sect. Infectoriae, followed by BGC class and clan 

number. Bolded entries are found uniquely to sect. Infectoriae. 

BGC 
class 

Clan 
# 

% sect. 
Infectoriae 

(n=15) 

% sect. 
Alternaria 

(n=86) 

% other 
Alternaria 

(n=22) 

% “Other” 
Pleosporaceae 

(n=68) 

Most common 
antiSMASH hit 

Similarity Top BLASTp hit 

NRPS 127 100.0 100.0 94.0 100.0 AbT1 100% 
 

NRPS 365 100.0 54.2 98.8 3.1 
  

male sterility protein 

NRPS 1023 100.0 75.0 98.8 50.0 
  

NRPS dtxS1 

NRPS 1531 100.0 95.8 100.0 51.6 dimethylcoprogen 100% 
 

NRPS 2557 100.0 87.5 98.8 7.8 
  

acetyl-CoA synthase-
like protein 

NRPS 3063 100.0 95.8 98.8 0.0 
  

NRPS 2, PKS 40703 

NRPS 4039 100.0 79.2 91.7 0.0 
  

acetyl-CoA synthase-
like protein, acetyl-
synthase-like protein 

NRPS 4055 100.0 100.0 96.4 35.9 
  

linear gramicidin 
synthase subunit D 

PKSI 1022 100.0 54.2 100.0 54.7 alternapyrone 100% 
 

PKSI 1179 100.0 100.0 66.7 100.0 oxyjavanicin 25% 
 

PKSI 3070 100.0 83.3 98.8 17.2 
  

PksJ, lovastatin diketide 
synthase, pks8407 

PKSI 3940 100.0 83.3 98.8 31.3 melanin 100% 
 

PKSother 4562 100.0 45.8 82.1 0.0 
  

Non-reducing 
polyketide synthase, 
ketoacyl-synt-domain-
containing protein, 
PKS8 

Terpene 1421 100.0 100.0 100.0 12.5 
  

terpenoid synthase, 
Bifunctional lycopene 
cyclase/phytoene 
synthase, beta-cyclase, 
phytoene synthase 

Terpene 2047 100.0 95.8 89.3 48.4 squalestatin S1 40% 
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BGC 
class 

Clan 
# 

% sect. 
Infectoriae 

(n=15) 

% sect. 
Alternaria 

(n=86) 

% other 
Alternaria 

(n=22) 

% “Other” 
Pleosporaceae 

(n=68) 

Most common 
antiSMASH hit 

Similarity Top BLASTp hit 

Terpene 431 93.3 62.5 60.7 10.9 
  

terpenoid synthase 

PKSother 2971 80.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
  

polyketide synthase 

PKSother 4020 80.0 33.3 1.2 0.0 
  

thiolase-like protein 

PKSI 4120 60.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6-methylsalicyclic acid 100% 
 

RiPPs 507 60.0 45.8 97.6 12.5 
  

serine 
carboxypeptidase | 
uncharacterized 

Terpene 3069 46.7 45.8 60.7 3.1 
  

geranylgeranyl 
pyrophosphate 
synthase 

PKSI 2970 40.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6-methylsalicyclic acid 100% 
 

PKSI 4971 40.0 4.2 0.0 56.3 nivalenol / vomitoxin / 3-
acetyldeoxynivalenol / 
15-acetyldeoxynivalenol 
/ neosolaniol / 
calonectrin / 
apotrichodiol / 
isotrichotriol / 15-
deacetylcalonectrin / T-2 
toxin / 3-acetyl T-2 toxin 
/ trichodiene 

9% 
 

Terpene 7 40.0 75.0 64.3 98.4 PR-toxin; copalyl 
diphosphate 

  

NRPS 3068 26.7 95.8 98.8 0.0 fumonisin 
 

acetyl-CoA synthase-
like protein, acetyl-
synthase-like protein, 
transferase family 
protein 

PKSother 2750 20.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
  

polyketide synthase 

PKSother 3563 20.0 41.7 66.7 0.0 
  

PksE 

Terpene 3583 13.3 33.3 34.5 6.3 
  

terpenoid synthase, 
Bifunctional lycopene 
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BGC 
class 

Clan 
# 

% sect. 
Infectoriae 

(n=15) 

% sect. 
Alternaria 

(n=86) 

% other 
Alternaria 

(n=22) 

% “Other” 
Pleosporaceae 

(n=68) 

Most common 
antiSMASH hit 

Similarity Top BLASTp hit 

cyclase/phytoene 
synthase, beta-cyclase, 
phytoene synthase 

Terpene 4461 13.3 8.3 3.6 84.4 
  

geranylgeranyl 
pyrophosphate 
synthetase 

NRPS 2559 6.7 33.3 51.2 0.0 
  

NRPS 12, acetyl-CoA 
synthase-like protein 

PKSother 752 6.7 70.8 34.5 100.0 BII-rafflesfungin; 
curvupallide-B; 
monacolin K 
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3.3.3 BGC clans unique to sect. Infectoriae 

Next, I searched for BGC clans that were found only in sect. Infectoriae, regardless of 

prevalence (Table 3.1, bolded). Only four clans were found – two from PKSI, and two from 

PKSother. Prevalence ranged from 20-80%.  

Two clans (PKSI 2970 and PKSI 4120) matched to 6-methylsalicyclic acid (6-MSA; 100% 

similarity) with 40% and 60% presence, respectively. Between these two clans, all 15 sect. 

Infectoriae strains were counted once. Their occurrence tended to match the phylogenomic 

patterns of the two main clades within sect. Infectoriae (Figure 1.2). BLASTp results on the 

main biosynthetic PKSI gene matched “Type I iterative PKS” in a variety of Alternaria species 

supposedly belonging to sect. Infectoriae. One matched to “6-metyhylsalicyclic acid synthase” 

from A. rosae with 87.22% identity (E-value: 0.0; 97% query cover). A BLASTn search to the 

default nr/nt database returned only two hits to “6-methylsalicyclic acid synthase” in both A. 

rosae (88.81% identity; E-value: 0.0; 97% query cover) and Pseudomassariella vexata (78.33% 

identiy; E-value: 3e-29; 4% query cover). 

The remaining clans (PKSother 2750 and PKSother 2971) did not match to a known compound 

in antiSMASH, but also included 15 sect. Infectoriae strains between them, without duplication. 

The top hits in a BLASTp web search of the main biosynthetic genes in these clans results 

“putative Hybrid PKS-NRPS biosynthetic cluster” in a variety of sect. Infectoriae species. 

BLASTn also returned hits in different genera outside Pleosporaceae, summarized in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2 Summary of BLASTn results on query backbone gene in clans PKSother 2750 and PKSother 

2971. 

Description 
Max 

Score 
Total 
Score 

Query 
Cover 

E 
value 

Per. 
ident 

Acc. 
Len 

Accession 

Alternaria triticimaculans 
putative Hybrid PKS-NRPS 
biosynthetic cluster 
(J4E78_000390), partial 
mRNA 

6946 20679 98% 0 97.27 12045 XM_049361054.1 

Alternaria viburni putative 
Hybrid PKS-NRPS 
biosynthetic cluster 
(J4E79_003729), partial 
mRNA 

6813 20180 98% 0 96.68 12045 XM_049352621.1 

Alternaria hordeiaustralica 
putative Hybrid PKS-NRPS 
biosynthetic cluster 
(J4E84_008772), partial 
mRNA 

6748 19534 98% 0 96.39 12033 XM_049391341.1 

Alternaria ventricosa 
putative Hybrid PKS-NRPS 
biosynthetic cluster 
(J4E93_003283), partial 
mRNA 

6719 19349 98% 0 96.27 12045 XM_049341223.1 
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Alternaria ethzedia putative 
Hybrid PKS-NRPS 
biosynthetic cluster 
(J4E87_000483), partial 
mRNA 

6685 20917 98% 0 96.12 12045 XM_049372140.1 

Alternaria metachromatica 
putative Hybrid PKS-NRPS 
biosynthetic cluster 
(J4E83_006029), partial 
mRNA 

6636 19815 98% 0 95.9 12045 XM_049332944.1 

Alternaria novae-zelandiae 
putative Hybrid PKS-NRPS 
biosynthetic cluster 
(J4E88_005000), partial 
mRNA 

6503 19665 98% 0 95.31 12045 XM_049398642.1 

Alternaria rosae polyketide 
synthetase 
(BKA58DRAFT_446077), 
partial mRNA 

5960 17505 98% 0 92.94 12280 XM_046174175.1 

Ilyonectria robusta 
polyketide synthetase 
(BGZ61DRAFT_425663), 
partial mRNA 

3618 8527 83% 0 82.81 12260 XM_046243654.1 

Hyaloscypha bicolor E 
polyketide synthetase 
(K444DRAFT_650866), 
partial mRNA 

2961 8343 97% 0 80.25 12385 XM_024885668.1 

Phialemoniopsis curvata 
uncharacterized protein 
(E0L32_000510), partial 
mRNA 

2505 6510 94% 0 78.15 12084 XM_031139592.1 

Colletotrichum scovillei beta-
ketoacyl synthase domain-
containing protein 
(HER10_EVM0012075), 
partial mRNA 

154 154 3% 3.00E-
31 

74.22 11883 XM_035481478.1 

Colletotrichum lupini strain 
IMI 504893 chromosome 7, 
complete sequence 

141 141 3% 3.00E-
27 

73.64 4999002 CP019479.1 

Colletotrichum lupini beta-
ketoacyl synthase domain-
containing protein 
(CLUP02_13357), partial 
mRNA 

139 139 3% 9.00E-
27 

73.58 11961 XM_049292296.1 

Neonectria neomacrospora 
isolate KNNDK1 genome 
assembly, chromosome: 4 

122 122 1% 9.00E-
22 

83.72 4617233 OU830641.1 

Metarhizium brunneum 
ARSEF 3297 Beta-ketoacyl 
synthase partial mRNA 

108 108 3% 3.00E-
17 

72.54 12183 XM_014686478.1 

Metarhizium brunneum 
strain 4556 chromosome 5, 
complete sequence 

82.4 82.4 0% 2.00E-
09 

83.15 4290503 CP058936.1 
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Colletotrichum higginsianum 
IMI 349063 PKS-NRPS 
hybrid (CH63R_01271), 
partial mRNA 

62.1 62.1 0% 0.002 94.87 12372 XM_018296246.1 

Colletotrichum higginsianum 
PKS-NRPS hybrid 
(PKSNRPS3) gene, 
complete cds 

62.1 62.1 0% 0.002 94.87 12627 JQ389505.1 

To explore these clans further, gene synteny was visualized across the four aforementioned 

clans. BGCs in the 6-MSA-related clan pairs PKSI 2970 and PKSI 4120 had very similar BGC 

structures  

Figure 3.1A. The main biosynthetic gene, indicated by the grey arrow, is an iterative type I 

polyketide synthase (PKSI) containing ketoacyl synthase (KS), acyltransferase (AT), 

dehydratase (DH), ketoreductase (KR), and acyl carrier protein (ACP) domains. It matched to 

the only gene in the MIBiG entry for 6-MSA (BGC0001276). Ten genes were reliably reported in 

the BGC with conserved order and orientation, indicated by the dotted black box, and is 

proposed to be the cluster core. In 4/9 BGCs from PKSI 4120, one to four additional genes were 

identified far downstream of what appeared to be the core cluster. On the other hand, 3/6 BGCs 

in PKSI 2970 included five to seven additional genes immediately upstream of the core cluster. 

Occasionally, two genes in 6-MSA-related BGCs significantly matched to genes in the 

MIBiGentry for patulin (BGC0000120;  

Figure 3.1B). 

A 

 
B 

 

 

Figure 3.1 A) Schematic representation of all BGCs in clans PKSI 2970 (FAM_2970) and PKSI 4120 

(FAM_04120), identified by antiSMASH and clustered into families and clans of similar BGCs by BiG-

SCAPE. The black dotted rectangle shows 10 genes that occur reliably throughout, proposed to be the 

patE             patK 
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* 

cluster core. The grey arrow points to the main biosynthetic gene. The most similar compound identified 

by antiSMASH is 6-methylsalicyclic acid with 100% similarity, or patulin with 13% similarity. B) A 

representative BGC identifying genes that overlap with the patulin BGC (MIBiG accession: 

BGC0000120).  

 

The BGCs in the unnamed hybrid clan pairs PKSother 2750 and PKSother 2971 were also very 

similar (Figure 3.2). The main biosynthetic gene, indicated by the grey arrow, is a hybrid PKS-

NRPS gene. It contains PKS domains like KS, AT, DH, KR, carbon methyltransferase (cMT), 

and phosphopantetheine acyl carrier (PP) modules; followed by NRPS elements such as a 

condensation domain linking a L-amino acid to a peptide ending with a L-amino acid 

(Condensation_LCL), AMP-binding adenylation domain (A), and a terminal reductase (TD) 

domain. BGC boundaries appeared fairly consistent, but there were slight differences in gene 

membership. In particular, the gene directly downstream of the main biosynthetic gene, marked 

with a red asterisk, was not observed in 5/15 sect. Infectoriae BGCs. Save for one truncated 

cluster in Alternaria sect. Infectoriae strain KAS5470, the BGCs in these other PKS clans 

consistently contained 15 or 16 genes in preserved order and orientation, with some variation in 

gene lengths and boundaries.  

Sequence similarity for each pair of clans was checked with BLASTn searches on the custom 

database (see 2.2 Methods and materials) with all Pleosporaceae strains. The main 

biosynthetic gene from the 6-MSA BGC in Alternaria sect. Infectoriae DET2106 was used as the 

query (5,581 bp). All 15 sect. Infectoriae strains were reported by BLAST within 88-99% 

similarity. For the unnamed PKSother clans, the same strain was used as the query (12,270 

bp), and all 15 sect. Infectoriae strains were reported within 92-100% similarity to the query. 

 

Figure 3.2 Schematic representation of all BGCs in clans PKSother 2570 (FAM_2570) and PKSother 

2971 (FAM_02971), identified by antiSMASH and clustered into families and clans of similar BGCs by 

BiG-SCAPE. The black dotted rectangle shows 15 or 16 genes that occur reliably throughout, proposed 

to be the cluster core. The red asterisk indicates genes in the proposed cluster core with variable 

presence. The grey arrow points to the main biosynthetic gene. The top NCBI BLASTp hit on the main 

biosynthetic gene corresponds to “putative Hybrid PKS-NRPS biosynthetic cluster”. 

* 
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3.4 Discussion 

The goal of this chapter was to explore the diversity of the BGC repertoire of Alternaria sect. 

Infectoriae. Clans that were prevalent or unique were given special focus particularly because 

species in sect. Infectoriae are considered to have a unique metabolic profile, sharing only a few 

metabolites in common with sect. Alternaria. The most frequently reported distinctive 

compounds produced are infectopyrones, novae-zelandins, phomapyrones, pyrenocines, and α-

linoleic acid, which are often used in chemotaxonomy (Andersen & Thrane, 1996a; Christensen 

et al., 2005; Lou, Fu, Peng, & Zhou, 2013). The BGCs that encode them have yet to be 

identified. Overall, these results can help to better understand the toxicological potential of this 

unique and divergent Alternaria section and help guide the search for sect. Infectoriae-specific 

BGCs.  

3.4.1 BGC profiles of sect. Infectoriae overlap with other taxonomic sections 

All the BGC clans found in sect. Infectoriae are listed in Table 3.1. They encompass all types of 

BGC classes (PKSI, other PKS, NRPS, RiPPs, and Terpene), but the predicted compounds are 

unavailable for many clans. To explore the BGCs that are widespread among sect. Infectoriae 

species, the prevalent clans (18/31 with ≥80% presence) were observed first. The results 

showed that at the clan level, prevalence in sect. Infectoriae often mirrored prevalence in other 

taxonomic groups – especially across other Alternaria strains. While only a few compounds are 

reported in literature to be shared with sect. Alternaria (Andersen & Thrane, 1996a; Patriarca, 

da Cruz Cabral, Pavicich, Nielsen, & Andersen, 2019; Zwickel, Kahl, Rychlik, & Müller, 2018), 

these results indicate there are others yet undiscovered. The melanin BGC, which is prevalent 

across all taxonomic sections, creates an intermediate that is involved in the biosynthesis of the 

perylene quinones altertoxin I (i.e., dihydroalterperylenol) and alterperylenol (Gao et al., 2022; 

Okuno et al., 1983). Altertoxin I and alterperylenol are the only compounds identified so far that 

are widely shared between the secondary metabolite profiles of sections Infectoriae and 

Alternaria (Patriarca et al., 2019; Zwickel et al., 2018). The other highly prevalent BGC clans 

identified in this study, and their intermediates, likely create shared SMs. Particular attention 

should be given to BGC clans with an identified “most similar compound” through antiSMASH, 

including AbT1 (NRPS 127), alternapyrone (PKSI 1022), dimethylcoprogen (PKSI 1531), 

melanin (PKSI 3940), oxyjavanicin (PKSI 1179), and squalestatin S1 (Terpene 2047), which all 

had good representation across the full phylogeny. 

As previously described, antiSMASH identifies and labels only the BGCs that closely match an 

entry in the MIBiG database. That fact that the labelled BGCs are mostly prevalent in all 

Pleosporaceae shows that the MIBiG database is biased towards well-known compounds from 

well-studied fungi – likely genera that are widely recognized for biotechnological applications. 

But, as expected, little is known about the full diversity of SMs in sect. Infectoriae and Alternaria, 

in general. Still, these results provide a good starting point to begin to systematically investigate 

Alternaria and explore its toxicological potential. BGC sequences identified and annotated from 

this work can be used to create a consensus sequence from which primers can be designed. 

The BGCs can then be amplified, transformed into a host, and heterologously expressed, to be 

chemically characterized in a systematic fashion. This workflow can lead to identification of new 
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and important SMs (toxins, antifungals, antibiotics), and help match known compounds to their 

encoding BGCs. 

3.4.1.1 Accounting for multiple clans producing the same compounds 

It is important to note that for this approach to exploring BGC profiles (i.e., focusing on one 

taxonomic section), it is critical that the results be interpreted in the correct context. Specifically, 

the whole dataset should be checked for potentially redundant clans to avoid drawing 

misleading conclusions. Multiple clans sometimes match to the same SM because BGCs 

undergo two rounds of agglomerative clustering in BiG-SCAPE. First, similar BGCs are grouped 

into families, then similar families are grouped into clans, all based on sequence similarity and 

protein domain membership/synteny. These elements tend to be similar in BGCs that encode 

the same compounds; however, clan membership is not influenced by the predicted product 

itself. Therefore, if there is sufficient inter-BGC and inter-family variation, gene clusters encoding 

the same compounds may be assigned to different clans.  

For example, the compound dimethylcoprogen (clan NRPS 1531) may appear to be highly 

prevalent in Alternaria on first glance, with only some presence (48.4%) in “other” 

Pleosporaceae (Table 3.1). However, taking in the results as a whole (Appendix 6.4: Table 

6.5) reveals that the compound is also associated with clan NRPS 5065, which occurs 

predominantly in “other” Pleosporaceae (51.6%). Together, clans NRPS 1531 and NRPS 5065 

encompass all strains across all taxonomic sections (n=187).  

Dimethylcoprogen-related BGCs appear to have been split into two clans due to genus-level 

differences – NRPS 5065 included all Pyrenophora strains, and NRPS 1531 included the 

remaining genera. A visual comparison of BGC structures and genes reveals that BGCs in 

NRPS 1531 have more variable gene membership and are lacking a protein domain found in all 

NRPS 5065 BGCs (Figure 3.3). These could mean that BGCs in NRPS 1531 have additional 

tailoring enzyme, transcription factor, or transporter genes that can create derivatives of 

dimethylcoprogen, while BGCs in clan NRPS 5065 may not have the same capabilities. This 

resolution is lost when observing only the produced compounds. 

NRPS 1531 

 

NRPS 5065 

      

Figure 3.3 Representative BGCs from clans NRPS 1531 and NRPS 5065, both corresponding to 

dimethylcoprogen with 100% similarity in antiSMASH. 

For these reasons, caution must be taken to examine the whole dataset for similar instances 

before claiming a compound is uniquely produced by a certain taxonomic group. This can easily 
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be done with a BLAST search of the main biosynthetic gene, if examining a cluster of interest 

within a focal taxonomic group. On a wider scale, BiG-SCAPE parameters could be adjusted. 

The “Goldilocks” default parameters for BiG-SCAPE used here provide an intermediate 

resolution that is appropriate for the large-scale high-level exploratory work performed in this 

thesis. BGCs that are strongly conserved and syntenic (such as the other labelled BGC clans in 

this chapter – AbT1, alternapyrone, and oxyjavanicin – or the alternariol BGC in Chapter 2) are 

encompassed in one clan, while others with greater variability (such as dimethylcoprogen, 

melanin, or squalestatin S1 from this Chapter), are split into two clans. BiG-SCAPE parameters 

should be optimized to achieve an appropriate resolution for any analysis.  

3.4.2 Unique BGC clans in sect. Infectoriae 

3.4.2.1 Example in 6-methylsalicyclic acid 

To further investigate the BGC profile for sect. Infectoriae, clans that were unique to the section 

were extracted and analyzed. Of the four unique clans, two PKSI clans (PKSI 2970 and 4120) 

shared 100% similarity to the MIBiG entry for 6-methylsalicyclic acid (6-MSA; BGC0001276). 6-

MSA is a known mammal mycotoxin and is also produced by Penicillium, Aspergillus, and other 

fungi. In fact, the matched MIBiG entry was identified from Aspergillus terreus. The two clans 

encompassed all 15 sect. Infectoriae strains between them, without duplication. Their similarity 

could be further confirmed by synteny in the orientation and content of their individual BGCs ( 

Figure 3.1A). Separation into two clans is likely due to additional genes reported upstream and 

far downstream of what appears to be the core cluster (black dotted box) of 10 well-conserved 

genes across all strains. While the upstream genes may legitimately be part of the BGC, the 

genes reported far downstream of the core cluster are likely artifacts arising from antiSMASH’s 

greedy methodology of determining BGC boundaries (Medema et al., 2011). This could be 

avoided by optimizing antiSMASH and BiG-SCAPE parameters to study 6-MSA; however, for 

such a small sample size, it was not deemed necessary. 

6-MSA is the precursor to patulin, which is highly-regulated mycotoxin due to its cytotoxicity and 

widespread occurrence in fungi and harvested fruits and vegetables (Ioi, Zhou, Tsao, & F 

Marcone, 2017; Tannous et al., 2017). It is also a key moiety used in antibiotic and anticancer 

agent synthesis (Parascandolo et al., 2016). According to antiSMASH, 3/15 BGCs in the PKSI 

clan 2970 and 4120 occasionally matched to patulin with 13% similarity (BGC0000120). The 

patulin BGC entry in MIBiG is from Penicillium expansum and contains 15 genes. In the three 

BGCs corresponding to patulin, two genes significantly matched the entry: patK or 6-

methylsalicyclic acid synthase, and patE or patulin synthase ( 

Figure 3.1B). Studies have shown that patE gene is essential for patulin production (Tannous et 

al., 2017). While high transcript levels of patK are correlated with high patulin accumulation, 

knockout studies have shown that patK is not required for patulin biosynthesis (Ballester et al., 

2015; Li et al., 2015). In Alternaria sect. Infectoriae KAS5474, patE is directly upstream of patK, 

whereas they are separated by 10 genes in Penicillium expansum, which also has five more 

genes reported in its cluster. Further, patE in Alternaria is in the opposite orientation, suggesting 
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overall lack of gene content and synteny between the known patulin BGC in the MiBIG 

database and the known Alternaria query BGC.  

Finally, a BLAST search was performed in the custom database with patE patulin synthase from 

Alternaria sect. Infectoriae KAS5470 (2157 nt) provided as the query. It was found with >92% 

identity in all 15 sect. Infectoriae strains (E-value: 0), as well as in all P. tritici-repentis (~83% 

identiy; E-value: 0.0), and Stemphylium species (~80% identity; E-value: 0.0). Interestingly, 

patulin biosynthesis was observed previously in Stemphylium (Laidou, Thanassoulopoulos, & 

Liakopoulou‐Kyriakides, 2001), but no reports could be found of patulin production in P. tritici-

repentis. These results strongly suggest that P. tritici-repentis (but not P. teres) is able to 

produce patulin but may not have been detected previously either due to alternative research 

interests, or because environmental conditions did not permit patulin production in the study. 

6-MSA and patulin are both toxins of interest; the BGC that encodes them is found in sect. 

Infectoriae strains in this study, but not by other Alternaria sections, nor by any “other” 

Pleosporaceae analyzed in this study. Although these compounds are not unique to sect. 

Infectoriae, there was a notable difference in gene order and content when compared with 

Penicillium expansum. Such variation in BGCs has previously been used to trace the 

evolutionary pathway of fungal genomes (Kjærbølling et al., 2020; Lind et al., 2017; Wenderoth 

et al., 2019), and could likewise provide insight into the diversification of sect. Infectoriae. 

3.4.2.2 Example in unknown PKSother clans 

As with the 6-MSA-related clan pair, the remaining two PKSother clans (PKSother 2750 and 

2971) collectively included all 15 sect. Infectoriae strains. A search in the custom BLAST 

database also confirms its distinct presence in sect. Infectoriae. Interestingly, the main 

biosynthetic gene (Figure 3.2, gray arrow) contained both polyketide synthase and non-

ribosomal peptide synthetase domains. Neither of the BGC clans were labelled in antiSMASH 

and did not match a named compound in the BLASTp database aside from “putative Hybrid 

PKS-NRPS biosynthetic cluster” from several Alternaria sect. Infectoriae strains.  

It is highly plausible that this sect. Infectoriae-specific BGC encodes for one of the known 

chemotaxonomic markers. Metabolomic studies report up to 10 identified compounds that are 

not synthesized by other Alternaria sections: infectopyrone, 4Z-infectopyrone, novae-zelandins 

A/B, phomapyrones A/B, pyrenocine A/B/C, and α-linolenic acid (Andersen & Thrane, 1996b; 

Castañares et al., 2021; Christensen et al., 2005; Geiseler & Podlech, 2012; Ivanova, Petersen, 

& Uhlig, 2010; Larsen, Perry, & Andersen, 2003; Lou et al., 2013; Patriarca et al., 2019; Zwickel 

et al., 2018). The BGCs for these markers have not yet been elucidated, meaning that they are 

not found in the MIBiG database, and thus, cannot be specified in antiSMASH.  

However, their general structure and protein classes can be determined. α-linoleic acid, an 

omega-3 free fatty acid, can be eliminated from consideration – it is synthesized from omega-6 

linoleic acid by the enzyme fatty acid desaturase 3 (Arondel et al., 1992), making it neither a 

PKS nor NRPS gene. The remainder are pyrones, which fall in the polyketide class 

(Christensen et al., 2005; Geiseler & Podlech, 2012; Lou et al., 2013). These are suggested to 

phytotoxins and mycotoxins due to their structural similarity with other pyrones (e.g. ACR-toxins, 
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solanopyrone) that show toxicity (Ichihara, Tazaki, & Sakamura, 1983; Nakashima et al., 1985). 

No information could be found regarding whether or not any of the aforementioned compounds 

are likely to be biosynthesized by a PKS/NRPS hybrid BGC.  

Accurate estimation of the health risk posed by sect. Infectoriae remains a challenge due to the 

lack of toxicological data and relative newness of discovery of its unique compounds. Only 

infectopyrone was reported as natural contaminant in wheat in Europe (Hertz et al., 2016; 

Blandino et al., 2017). They did not show evidence of cytotoxicity, but novae-zelandins were 

cytotoxic in mice and suggested as a possible mycotoxin (Christensen et al., 2005; Geiseler & 

Podlech, 2012; Ivanova et al., 2010; Larsen et al., 2003). Phomapyrones were found to have 

some insecticide activity and toxicity against brine shrimp, but results on its phytotoxic potential 

are conflicted (Geiseler & Podlech, 2012; Pedras & Chumala, 2005). Since sect. Infectoriae 

species are regularly isolated from cereals, more toxicological studies on these metabolites are 

required to accurately predict the risk of their presence in our grains. 

3.5 Conclusion 

The results of this study revealed that more BGC clans overlap between sect. Infectoriae and 

other Alternaria/Pleosporaceae than previously considered. However, there is an 

underrepresentation of Alternaria-focused BGCs in databases, which prevents in-depth 

characterization of BGC profiles and toxicological potential. More work is required to bolster 

repositories with information on this important and emerging fungal sect. Infectoriae (and genus 

Alternaria, in general).  

A set of BGC clans were found that distinguished sect. Infectoriae from the rest. Clans included 

BGCs encoding 6-MSA and another unknown PKS-NRPS hybrid compound. It is hypothesized 

that the hybrid BGC may encode for one (or a related set) of chemotaxonomic markers related 

to the section. Complementary chemistry data could significantly improve the ability to piece 

together BGCs and toxin profiles and discover the genomic counterparts to well-known 

chemotaxonomic markers. 
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4 Chapter 4: Distribution of BGCs within genomes 

4.1 Introduction 

In recent years, fungal genome research, particularly of phytopathogenic species, has seen 

huge advancement due to their moderate genome size and more affordability in high-throughput 

sequencing (Stajich, 2017). Insight into their genomic structure has helped to understand their 

adaptive nature and the traits that enable plant infection. Studies based on notorious fungal 

pathogens like Magnaporthe oryzae, Phytophthora sojae, and Phytophthora ramorum led to the 

description of the “two-speed” genome hypothesis, which suggests that filamentous fungal 

pathogens have a bipartite architecture consisting of evolutionary “fast” and “slow” regions (Croll 

& McDonald, 2012; Raffaele & Kamoun, 2012). While “slow” regions are repeat-poor/gene-rich, 

“fast” regions are repeat-rich/gene-poor. Fast regions experience a higher rate of mutation (i.e., 

insertion/deletion, nucleotide substitutions, rearrangements, copy number variation, etc.), 

compared to “normal”, or what might be expected in housekeeping genes, and are thus 

considered evolutionary hotspots that drive the adaptation of the few virulence-related genes 

found in such areas.  

Genome compartmentalization may appear in several ways. It can be related to the distribution 

of effectors, which are secreted proteins that bind to and moderate protein activity. Effectors can 

alter processes in target hosts (e.g., downregulate the immune system in plants, to increase 

chances of infection). Thus, effector genes are strongly correlated with virulence. In the early 

prototypes on which the two-speed genome hypothesis was based (Phytophthora infestans and 

closely related taxa, which cause late blight in potato), effector genes were found to occur in 

repeat-rich/gene-poor regions, as exemplified by large genomic distances to other genes (Dong, 

Raffaele, & Kamoun, 2015; Möller & Stukenbrock, 2017).  

Verticillium dahlia, causal agent of Verticillium wilt, also has two-speed genome architecture 

(Faino et al., 2016). In this case, compartmentalization is realized by virulence-related genes, 

flanked by transposable elements (TEs), in lineage-specific regions. TEs are dynamic DNA 

sequences that can change locations in the genome, and make up a major component of 

eukaryotic genomes. The traditional classification system describes at least two classes of TEs, 

based on their transposition methods and structure: Class I retrotransposons and Class II DNA 

transposons (Wells & Feschotte, 2020). “Copy-and-paste” Class I retrotransposons function via 

RNA intermediates and reverse transcription. The three main orders under Class I include 

retrotransposons with long terminal repeats (LTRs), which encode reverse transcriptase (RT); 

long interspersed nuclear elements (LINEs) are retrotransposons that encode RT but lack LTRs; 

and short interspersed nuclear elements (SINEs) that do not encode RT (Piégu, Bire, 

Arensburger, & Bigot, 2015; Wells & Feschotte, 2020). Gypsy and Copia are examples of LTRs 

with different protein domain order and structure. Class II DNA transposons mostly function in a 

“cut-and-paste” fashion, without the need for an RNA intermediate. Rolling-circle (RC) TEs, 

named after the transposition mechanism used, fall into Class II. There are lower levels of TE 

classification (families, sub-families), which are closely related and can be traced as 

descendants of a single ancestral consensus sequence (Wells & Feschotte, 2020). However, 

these are not discussed here. As TEs move within the genome, they may carry or duplicate 
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nearby genes along with them, at which point gene duplication or gene loss may easily occur 

(Faino et al., 2016). 

In another instance, Leptosphaeria maculans, which causes blackleg disease, exhibits 

compartmentalization through the presence of effector genes in AT-rich islands (Rouxel & 

Balesdent, 2017). AT-richness may arise from repeat-induced point (RIP) mutation activity – a 

molecular mechanism that maintains the integrity of the genome by silencing gene duplications. 

The pathway, found in sexually reproducing Ascomycete and Basidiomycete fungi, targets 

sequences >400bp and >80% sequence similarity and induces cytosine to thymine point 

mutations (Galagan et al., 2003; Urquhart et al., 2018). For this reason, genomic regions with 

active RIP and history of TE invasions or gene duplication by TE activity have low GC content 

(or high AT content; Rouxel & Balesdent, 2017). This activity can leak from TEs to nearby 

genes, usually effector genes, resulting premature stop codons and non-synonymous RIP 

mutations (Galagan et al., 2003; Galagan & Selker, 2004; Möller & Stukenbrock, 2017; Raffaele 

& Kamoun, 2012; Urquhart et al., 2018). Deleterious mutations are removed from the 

population, while beneficial or neutral mutations accumulate, and become the driving force for 

the adaptation of effector genes to evade plant immune mechanisms and increase 

pathogenicity. Thus, two-speed genomes may be characterized by TE-richness and AT-

richness. 

More recent studies using whole-genome sequences support these initial observations, but find 

that certain other highly adaptive phytopathogens do not exhibit some or all of the 

aforementioned features of two-speed genomes (Frantzeskakis, Kusch, & Panstruga, 2018; 

Stam et al., 2018; Wyka et al., 2021). It has since been suggested that additional categories of 

compartmentalization are required. Frantzeskakis et al. (2018) put forward a “multi-speed” 

classification to account for the presence of accessory or “lineage-specific” chromosomes, that 

contain host-specific effector genes (Dong et al., 2015). This concept is described in more detail 

in 2.1 Introduction. 

The term “two-speed” is more widely used than “two-compartment”. However, the former can be 

misleading; though it clearly relates to speed (i.e., the rate of mutation), its requirement for 

genome compartmentalization is not as apparent. Since all pathogens are considered to have 

rapidly-evolving virulence genes and slowly-evolving essential genes (regardless of their 

genomic architecture), even one-compartment genomes may then have two speeds, to some 

extent (Frantzeskakis et al., 2018). “Two-compartment” straightforwardly addresses the aspect 

of large-scale genome compartmentalization. Regardless, both terms are used in literature, 

often interchangeably. 

The genomic organization of many well-known plant pathogens have been studied in detail, but 

this information is yet unknown for Alternaria species. In this Chapter, I explore genome 

compartmentalization in Alternaria by investigating the distribution of BGCs and other genes 

within the genome (i.e., if they occur in repeat-rich/gene-poor fast regions or gene-rich/repeat-

poor slow regions and perform additional tests for RIP activity). These results provide insight 

into the evolutionary potential of Alternaria species. Being able to predict their toxicological risk 
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can help establish monitoring and regulation practices and prevent widespread negative effects 

in agriculture and food safety. 

4.2 Methods and materials 

The scripts used in this chapter were written by Wyka et al. (2021). Relevant programs and 

versions are listed in Appendix 6.5: Table 6.6. 

4.2.1 Genome compartmentalization visualization 

The genome_speed_hexbins.py script 

(https://github.com/PlantDr430/CSU_scripts/blob/master/genome_speed_hexbins.py) creates 

hexbin plots of 5’ and 3’ flanking intergenic lengths. When a list of genomic elements (i.e., 

BGCs, effectors, TEs, etc.) is provided, they are overlain on the hexbin plot, and a two-tailed t-

test is performed on the intergenic distance. A significant p-value indicates that the intergenic 

distance of the specified genes is significantly different from other genes. A gene with short 

intergenic lengths suggests it is in a gene-rich/repeat-poor region in which genes are thought to 

evolve slowly. Genes with long intergenic lengths may be in repeat-rich/gene-poor regions that 

are thought to evolve quickly. To observe if BGCs occur in fast or slow regions of the genome, it 

must first be determined if the genomes in this analysis have compartments. 

4.2.2 TE identification and visualization 

TransposableELMT.py (https://github.com/PlantDr430/TransposableELMT) is a batch wrapper 

script that softmasks genomes by creating a de novo repeat library – as described by Coghlan, 

Tsai, and Berriman (2018) and is useful when repeat libraries don’t already exist for a target 

taxa. TransposableELMT.py incorporates RepeatModeler (ver. 2.0.1; Flynn  et al., 2020), 

TransposonPSI (ver. 1.0.0, http://transposonpsisourceforgenet), LTR_finder (ver. 1.07; Xu & 

Wang, 2007), and LTR_harvest and LTR_digest from genometools (ver. 1.6.2; Gremme, 

Steinbiss, & Kurtz, 2013), by which de novo repeat libraries are created. RepeatClassifier, from 

the RepeatModeler program, classifies long terminal repeats, and USEARCH (ver. 11.0.667; 

Edgar, 2010) is used to remove duplicate entries. RepeatMasker (ver. 4.0.9_p2, 

http://wwwrepeatmaskerorg) uses this resulting custom library in addition to the curated 

RepBase library (RepeatMasker Edition 20181026; Bao, Kojima, & Kohany, 2015) to soft mask 

the assembly. The output from this program can be used with the TE_divergence_landscape.py 

script (https://github.com/PlantDr430/CSU_scripts/blob/master/TE_divergence_landscape.py) to 

visualize the distribution of repetitive elements by type and percent divergence. The level of TE 

divergence can provide insight into its evolutionary age and how recently TE expansion may 

have occurred (Wyka et al., 2021). 

4.2.3 RIP pathway activity 

RIP_blast_analysis.py 

(https://github.com/PlantDr430/CSU_scripts/blob/master/RIP_blast_analysis.py) is a script that 

performs all vs. all blast searches of proteins or transcripts of a provided genome to identify 

activity of the repeat induced point (RIP) mutation pathway. As described by Galagan et al. 

https://github.com/PlantDr430/CSU_scripts/blob/master/genome_speed_hexbins.py
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(2003) and Urquhart et al. (2018), RIP is activated when duplicated regions greater than about 

400 bp have more than 80% identity. If a genome does not have protein or nucleotide 

sequences with greater than 80% sequence identity, it can be assumed that RIP is actively 

silencing repetitive genes by creating cytosine to thymine transitions. Conversely, if there are 

sequences with greater than 80% sequence identity, RIP may not be present or active in the 

genome. As described previously, RIP is capable of creating AT-rich islands within the genome, 

which has historically led to genome compartmentalization (Rouxel & Balesdent, 2017). 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Distribution of genes, BGCs, and effectors in all genomes 

To examine genomic architecture for evidence of compartmentalization, density of all predicted 

genes was plotted first by measuring the distance between genes and their closest flanking 

neighbours in the 5’ (x axis) and 3’ (y axis) directions. The results showed only one cluster of 

genes in all Pleosporaceae genomes, including Alternaria (representative strains shown in 

Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2, left panel for each species). The lack of different clusters with 

different intergenic lengths indicates a one-compartment genome, although it is worth noting 

that there was genus-, section- and species-level variability in the spread of the main cluster, 

summarized below. 

At the Pleosporeaceae level, gene density plots generally revealed a fairly condensed main 

cluster (e.g., Cochliobolus heterostrophus C4-1, Curvularia geniculata W2, Stemphylium 

vesicarium On16-63 in Figure 4.1, left panel for each species). There appeared to be tails 

tapering off directly to the left and below the main cluster, indicating genes with short 5’ or 3’ 

intergenic lengths, but few with both. A similar but opposite pattern was seen in P. teres, where 

prominent tails were seen above and to the right of the main cluster, indicating relatively many 

genes with large 5’ or 3’ intergenic lengths, but few with both. Most Bipolaris and P. tritici-

repentis strains exhibited a slightly different pattern in which the central cloud tapered off to the 

top-right quadrant, indicating genes with long 5’ and 3’ intergenic distances. In all cases, the 

frequencies of genes with large intergenic lengths and the subsequent lack of multiple clusters 

does not support the classic description of a two-compartment genome. 

In general, Alternaria gene density plots resulted in looser central clusters compared to other 

Pleosporaceae plots (Figure 4.2, left panel for each species). At the section level, most 

genomes in sections Alternaria, Infectoriae, and Porri appeared to have separate, very sparse 

clusters of genes directly above or to the right of the main cluster shown by the dotted black 

ellipses. These represent few genes with noticeably large intergenic lengths in one direction, in 

comparison with other genes in the genome. However, they are too few to suggest 

compartmentalization. 

Further, intergenic lengths of gene subsets (BGCs and effectors) were tested to see if their 

distributions significantly differed compared to all other genes (not shown). Specifically, I 

checked to see if they occurred in gene-sparse, repeat-rich areas (i.e., the top-right quadrant of 

the plot), which are fast-evolving. The distributions of BGC genes (i.e., individual genes that are  
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Figure 4.1 Left: Genomic distance between all genes and their nearest flanking neighbours for representative non-Alternaria Pleosporaceae 

species, showing signs of one-compartment genomes. Right: Genomic distance between TEs (red triangles) and their nearest flanking genes, with 

normal curves comparing the distribution of TEs (red curve) with all other genes (black curve). Significance p-values are shown in the legend.

Bipolaris sorokiniana BS112 

Curvularia geniculata W3 

Pyrenophora tritici-repentis V0001 

Cochliobolus heterostrophus C4-1 

Pyrenophora teres DEN2.6 

Stemphylium vesicarium On16-63 
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Figure 4.2 Left: Genomic distance between all genes and their nearest flanking neighbours for representative Alternaria sections, showing signs 

of one-compartment genomes. Additional suspected gene clusters are highlighted by black dotted ellipses. Right: Genomic distance between TE 

(red triangles) and their nearest flanking genes, with normal curves comparing the distribution of TEs (red curve) with all other genes (black curve). 

Significance p-values are shown in the legend. 

Alternaria alternata DET2076 Alternaria brassicae J3 

Alternaria brassicicola Altbr1 Alternaria sectInfectoriae KAS5470 

Alternaria solani HWC-168-2012p Alternaria cucurbitae KAS5913 
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part of BGCs, presented separately), and whole BGCs (i.e., presented as one unit) did not 

significantly differ from that of all other genes across all Pleosporaceae and Alternaria genomes 

(p>0.05), suggesting they are evenly distributed throughout the genome. Predicted effector 

genes, classically associated with fast regions of two-speed genomes, also appeared to be 

evenly distributed across Pleosporaceae and Alternaria genomes (p>0.05), suggesting no 

obvious compartmentalization. 

4.3.2 TE identification and genomic distribution across Pleosporaceae 
phylogeny 

The two-compartment genome hypothesis involves slowly-evolving gene-rich/repeat-poor 

compartments, and rapidly-evolving repeat-rich/gene-poor compartments. Repeat-rich areas are 

often concentrated for TEs, but overall, TE content in the genome is kept in check by the RIP 

mutation pathway in certain fungal taxa. To check for TE content and repeat-rich areas of the 

genome, TransposableELMT.py was used to identify, count, and classify TE fragments, and 

mask them in an output genome file. The percent masked was used to measure TE content, 

and their intergenic lengths were checked for compartmentalization in gene/TE density plots, as 

seen above in 4.3.1 Distribution of genes, BGCs, and effectors in all genomes. 

There was remarkable variability in TE content across Pleosporaceae genomes (mean: 7.64%, 
range: 1.06-39.55%; Figure 4.3A, left). Alternaria tended to have the lowest percentage of 
bases masked (mean: 3.31%), and Pyrenophora had the highest (mean: 23.86%). The greatest 
variability was seen in Pyrenophora (range: 5.20-39.55%), Alternaria (range:1.06-25.94%), and 
Bipolaris (range: 1.93-17.09%), in order, likely suggesting section- and species-specific patterns 
in these genera. 

The distribution of TEs in the genome was checked in gene/TE density plots, as in 4.3.1 

Distribution of genes, BGCs, and effectors in all genomes. Results showed that in non-

Alternaria Pleosporaceae genomes, except Setosphaeria turcica NY001, TEs appeared to be 

evenly distributed across the genome (p>0.05; Figure 4.1, right panel for each species), which 

further supports one-compartment architecture in Pleosporaceae. 

4.3.3 TE identification and genomic distribution in Alternaria 

Alternaria genomes had 3.31% TE content, on average. Section Embellisia had the highest 

percent masked (25.94%, n=1), and the three most populated sections (Alternaria: 2.58%, 

n=86; Infectoriae: 3.00%, n=15; and Porri: 2.42%, n=10) had the lowest (Figure 4.3A, right). 

The remaining sections fell between 5-14% TE content. Data could not be attained for Alternaria 

arborescens strain BMP0308 due to poor sequence quality and its highly fragmented assembly. 

Most strains in all Alternaria sections showed that the genomic distance between TEs and their 

neighbouring flanking genes was significantly longer than the intergenic distance between all 

genes (p<0.05; Figure 4.2, right panel for each species). TEs occurred in the top right quadrant 

of the plot, indicating that TEs may occur in gene-sparse regions of the genome and is 

suggestive of the presence of repeat-rich, gene-poor compartment(s) in the genome. A. dauci 

strain BMP0167, A. embellisia KAS5799, A. gaisen BMP2338, A. mali BMP3063, and A. porri 
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Figure 4.3 Distributions within and between genera of A) TE content, expressed as percentage of 

genome masked shown by genus (left) and Alternaria sections (right), and B) genome-wide GC content. 

Both are shown by genus (left; Alternaria, n=123; Bipolaris, n=14; Cochliobolus, n3; Curvularia, n=6; 

Decorospora, n=2; Paradendryphiella, n=1; Pyrenophora, n=31; Setosphaeria, n=2; Stemphylium, n=6), 

and by sections in Alternaria (right; Alternaria, n=86; Brassicae, n=1; Brassicicola, n=3; Embellisia, n=1; 

Infectoriae, n=15; Porri, n=10; Pseudoulocladium, n=1; Ulocladium, n=5; Ulocladium, n=1). Horizontal 

lines indicate the median (Q2), boxes indicate the interquartile range (Q3 - Q1), extreme lines represent 

1.5X the interquartile range above and below (Q3 + 1.5 x IQR; Q1 – 1.5 x IQR), and dots indicate outliers. 
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BMP0178 were exceptions to this pattern. In contrast to all other genera in Pleosporaceae, the 

genus Alternaria shows consistent evidence for TE-associated compartmentalization. 

4.3.4 Detecting signs of RIP activity in all Pleosporaceae genomes 

RIP silences the effect of duplicated genes from TEs in the genome. The pathway targets 

sequences that are >400bp in length with >80% similarity to another region and creates 

permanent cytosine to thymine point mutations. For this reason, genomes with active RIP tend 

to 1) have lower GC content compared to those without RIP, 2) lack genes with high percent 

similarity to other sequences in its genome, and 3) accumulate mutations in TEs.  

4.3.4.1 GC content 

The average GC content in Pleosporaceae genomes was 50.58% (range: 45.21-52.55%). GC 

content was highest in Decorospora (52.18%, n=2) and Paradendryphiella (52.13%, n=1), and 

lowest in Pyrenophora (mean: 48.28%, range: 45.21-51.06%, n=30), as seen in Figure 4.3B 

(left). Similarly to TE content, there was remarkable variability in GC% in Pyrenophora and 

Alternaria genomes. Within Alternaria, the average GC content was 51.14%, ranging from 

47.99% (Alternaria embellisia KAS5799) to 52.55% (sect. Porri, Alternaria solani BMP0185). 

Sections Alternaria and Porri showed the most variability in GC%. Two sect. Infectoriae outliers 

(DET2042, DET2072) had noticeably lower GC% compared to the others, although the absolute 

difference is less than 2.5%, a small jump in the overall context of results. In general, there did 

not seem to be remarkable differences in GC content across the genus (Figure 4.3B, right).  

4.3.4.2 Sequences with close identity 

To further test for RIP activity, genomes were searched for sequences >400bp with >80% 

similarity in the same genome, as described by Galagan et al. (2003) and Urquhart et al. (2018). 

Among the Pleosporaceae genera, only Pyrenophora consistently had high amounts of gene 

similarity (Figure 4.4). Most strains in Alternaria (excepting 6/123 – A. arborescens BMP0308, 

A. atra CS162, A. brassicae J3, A. brassicicola Altbr1, A. rosae MPI-PUGE-AT-0040, and A. 

longipes CBS540.94), had very few genes with close identity. While further investigation is 

required, taxa having many genes with 100% identity, such as Pyrenophora, does not support 

presence of RIP. This correlates with previous observations of high TE content in Pyrenophora. 

4.3.4.3 TE landscape and divergence 

TE landscape plots for each genome showed the types of TEs identified, as well as divergence 

of TEs from their corresponding consensus sequence. There was noticeable variation in the 

results; a few representative plots are shown in Figure 4.5 for Pleosporaceae and Figure 4.6 

for Alternaria. Taken in context with the results described above, TE divergence could be used 

downstream to infer presence of TE-targeting RIP activity. 

The results revealed species-specific differences in the types of TEs found, and their 

divergence. For instance, P. teres genomes revealed an overrepresentation of Gypsy long 

terminal repeats (LTRs) and broad peaks of divergence between 5-15% (Figure 4.5). On the 
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Figure 4.4 Example plots from Alternaria and Pyrenophora showing the fraction of genes (y axis) with a given percent identity (x axis) in the 

closest BLASTp match to a query gene searched to its own genome.

Alternaria alternata DET2076 

Section Alternaria 

Pyrenophora teres W1 Pyrenophora tritici-repentis M4 

Alternaria atra CS162 

Section Alternaria 
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Figure 4.5 TE fragment divergence landscapes for representative non-Alternaria Pleosporaceae strains. 

Stacked bar graphs show the (non-normalized) sequence length occupied in each genome (y axis) for 

each TE type based on their percent divergence (x axis) from their corresponding consensus sequence. 

other hand, P. tritici-repentis genomes had many unclassified TEs and “other” LTRs (not Gypsy 

or Copia), with a large peak at ~0%. Very few TEs had divergence >0%, suggesting very recent 

TE expansion in the P. tritici-repentis genome. In another example, Stemphylium lycopersici 

tended to have broad peaks between 5-25% divergence, whereas Stemphylium vesicarium had 

broad peaks between 0-15% that tapered off beyond 15%. The TE divergence landscape of 

Alternaria sections Brassicicola, Embellisia, and Ulocladium had large peaks between 5-10% 

divergence, while the remainders had strong peaks at 0% divergence, indicating very recent 

expansion of TEs (Figure 4.6). Although there was some variability across genomes, the 

majority of TEs were “unclassified”. Otherwise, most had a strong representation of Gypsy LTRs 

and DNA elements. Copia and “other” LTRs were also present in most genomes. 
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Figure 4.6 TE fragment divergence landscapes for representative Alternaria strains. Stacked bar graphs 

show the (non-normalized) sequence length occupied in each genome (y axis) for each TE type based on 

their percent divergence (x axis) from their corresponding consensus sequence. 
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4.4 Discussion 

In this study, I explored the genomic architecture of Pleosporaceae by looking for signs of 

compartmentalization. The purpose was to investigate if BGCs are distributed to dynamic 

repeat-rich/gene-poor regions, which tend to evolve faster, or conserved gene-rich/repeat-poor 

regions (Dong, Raffaele, & Kamoun, 2015; Faino et al., 2016; Raffaele & Kamoun, 2012). If 

there is evidence of genome compartmentalization in Alternaria, knowing whether or not BGC-

related genes occur in fast compartments can provide insight into their evolutionary potential. 

BGCs in “fast” regions may be capable of adapting to become more effective at infiltrating hosts 

and outperforming competition, causing agricultural commodities and consumers to suffer from 

more widespread, potent phyto- and mycotoxins (Dong et al., 2015; Frantzeskakis, Kusch, & 

Panstruga, 2018; Raffaele & Kamoun, 2012). The results of this study highlight the need for 

more thorough analysis of the evolutionary trajectory of Alternaria toxins, which can then act as 

the basis to establishing appropriate monitoring measures and mitigating their harmful effects. 

4.4.1 Gene and TE density informing genome compartmentalization 

Genome compartmentalization is an important aspect that differentiates the two-speed model 

from the observation that some pathogenic fungi, even those with one-compartment genomes, 

have regions of slowly evolving housekeeping genes, and quickly evolving virulence genes 

(Frantzeskakis et al., 2018). Signs of genome compartmentalization may appear as gene-

sparse regions; regions flanked by TEs, making for dynamic loci where gene loss or duplication 

can occur; AT-rich islands generated by TE invasions that contain virulence genes (a 

phenomenon associated with the repeat-induced point mutation pathway); or accessory 

chromosomes, as found in multi-compartment genomes (Frantzeskakis et al., 2018). 

Gene and TE densities were made a priority in this chapter (4.4.1 Gene and TE density 

informing genome compartmentalization), and bonus analyses on RIP activity were included 

to complement understanding (4.4.2 Detection of RIP activity informing genome 

compartmentalization). To my knowledge, comparison of the distributions of individual BGC 

genes and whole BGCs against all other genes in the genome is new to this study. Additionally, 

while there is much that can be gleaned from this study regarding Pleosporaceae, Alternaria 

was the focal interest. Thus, only one or two key features on Pleosporaceae may be highlighted 

below, as an example of the type of discussion these results may prompt. 

4.4.1.1 Pleosporaceae 

The distribution of intergenic lengths of all predicted genes formed one main cluster that points 

to one-compartment genomic organization in all Pleosporaceae strains. Most genomes showed 

a few genes with very short 5’ or 3’ intergenic lengths, which may represent very tightly co-

expressed and co-regulated genes, as are some genes within BGCs. Still others (P. teres) 

showed a spread of genes with very large 5’ or 3’ intergenic lengths, indicating some genes 

without close neighbours, either upstream or downstream of itself. At the same time, the P. 

teres genome size (average 45.9 Mbp) is much larger than any other species, so intergenic 

lengths may also be expected to be larger. Finally, Bipolaris (except Bipolaris oryzae) and P. 
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tritici-repentis saw many genes with very long 5’ and 3’ intergenic lengths, indicating that a fair 

number of genes are isolated from others. However, in all cases, the low frequencies of genes 

with very large or small intergenic lengths, and the lack of multiple clusters does not support the 

classic description of a two-compartment genome.  

Distributions of individual BGC genes, whole BGCs, predicted effector genes, and TEs also 

showed no significant difference when compared to the distribution of all other genes. In other 

words, they did not tend to occur in repeat-rich/gene-sparse regions, further supporting that 

Pleosporaceae species have one-compartment genome architecture. Exceptions include 

Setosphaeria turcica NY001, and most Alternaria strains, that showed significantly different 

distributions of TEs within their genomes (p<0.05) and is described in the next section (4.4.1.2 

Alternaria). 

While the results do not obviously support two-speed genome structure in any Pleosporaceae 

genera, the criteria for classification does not always seem to be clear. For example, in 

literature, P. teres is categorized as having two-compartment organization due to the presence 

of GC-equilibrated and AT-rich genomic regions with lower gene densities within them (Syme et 

al., 2018; Wyatt, Richards, Brueggeman, & Friesen, 2018). (GC content is discussed further in 

4.4.2.1.1 Pleosporaceae below.) The reason for the difference in these findings can be 

explained by the finer scale at which the aforementioned studies were performed, and the use 

of more specialized programs. This implies that the large-scale gene density approach used 

here is not always powerful enough to detect differences in gene density, although it may be 

effective in certain cases (Frantzeskakis et al., 2018). Perhaps this method could be used as a 

“quick-and-dirty” approach to affirm compartmentalization, although a negative result does not 

preclude the possibility. Though P. teres may have two-compartment architecture, other typical 

characteristics are absent, i.e., TEs and effectors, which are classically associated with repeat-

rich/gene-poor regions, appear evenly distributed throughout the genome. Evidently, there is 

considerable variability in the criteria for determining compartmentalization, which can be linked 

to the different ways that compartmentalization may arise. Or, as with many other concepts in 

biology, the hypothesized groupings may not be clear, and they may likely exist as intermediate 

forms. The availability of more speed/compartment categories may help redefine and improve 

classification. 

4.4.1.2 Alternaria 

Alternaria gene density plots exhibited a central hotspot of intergenic lengths that tapered off 

directly to the left and below, as was commonly seen in other genera (Figure 4.2, left panel for 

each species). Additionally, some strains revealed a handful of genes in two separate clusters 

directly above or to the right of the central cluster (Figure 4.2, left panel for each species, black 

dotted ellipses). These genes are far away from other genes in either the 5’ or 3’ direction, and 

perhaps flank stretches of gene-poor repeat-rich regions. They were not found consistently 

across sections or species. The additional clusters were noticed in 52/86 sect. Alternaria, 12/15 

sect. Infectoriae, 2/10 sect. Porri, 1/5 sect. Ulocladioides, 1/1 sect. Ulocladium, and 1/1 in the 

Alternaria brassicae monotypic lineage. While their frequency does not support genome 
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compartmentalization, it may be interesting to identify and characterize the genes plotting to 

those regions.  

One hypothesis is that the aforementioned genes with large intergenic distances are virulence-

related host-specific toxin genes that occur on accessory chromosomes (AC), which fall under 

the “multi-compartment” genome model (Dong et al., 2015; Frantzeskakis et al., 2018). ACs 

tend to be smaller than core chromosomes and are not essential to survival, but encode 

pathogenicity and virulence factor genes, including secondary metabolite BGCs (Covert, 1998; 

Hatta et al., 2002). They are horizontally acquired, and sporadically distributed across the 

phylogeny (Covert, 1998; Hatta et al., 2002), which may explain the scattered distribution of 

additional clusters amongst Alternaria genomes. For instance, recent genomics studies placed 

the BGC for the host-specific toxin HC-toxin, predicted in A. brassicae strain J3, on an 

accessory chromosome enriched for TEs (Rajarammohan, Paritosh, Pental, & Kaur, 2019; 

Walton, 2006). The same A. brassicae strain was used for this analysis; a plot of gene density 

showed a cloud of genes with large 5’ and 3’ intergenic distances. This hypothesis could be 

tested by identifying accessory chromosomes through macrosyntenic comparisons of Alternaria 

genomes and searching for patterns in the genes they encode. 

As mentioned above, the intergenic lengths of individual BGC genes, whole BGCs, and effector 

genes were not significantly different from that of all other predicted genes (p>0.05). However, 

TEs showed significantly larger intergenic distances in most Alternaria (and the single 

Setosphaeria turcica) genomes, across all sections (p≤0.05). Most TEs clustered in the upper 

right quadrant of the TE density plot (Figure 4.2, right panel for each species), indicating they 

tend to occur far away from genes. However, these are conflicting results. Alternaria and 

Setosphaeria turcica showed signs of one-compartment genomes in their gene density plots 

(i.e., presence of only one central hotspot of intergenic length), while their TE density plots 

suggest uneven distribution throughout the genome. Although inter-TE distances were not 

determined, I hypothesize that TEs tend to be localized to the same areas of repeat richness. 

However, it is possible that these regions represent centromeres, telomeres, and similar 

genomic elements, and can be confirmed by whole-genome alignments, followed by mapping of 

TEs to chromosomes. It would be worthwhile to check whether or not TEs map close to BGCs 

as well, which would create dynamic loci where gene duplication or loss can occur 

(Frantzeskakis et al., 2018). 

4.4.2 Detection of RIP activity informing genome compartmentalization 

Another way genome compartmentalization is observed is by the presence of AT-rich islands 

generated by TE invasions, both with or without containing virulence genes. This phenomenon 

is associated with RIP mutation pathway – a genome “quality control” mechanism exclusive to 

sexually reproducing fungi (Clutterbuck, 2011; Hane, Williams, Taranto, Solomon, & Oliver, 

2015; Horns, Petit, Yockteng, & Hood, 2012). RIP silences the deleterious effects of duplicated 

genomic regions and TEs (~80% sequence identity and >400bp in length) by introducing C-to-T 

mutations, which often leads to the formation of stretches of gene-sparse, AT-rich regions and, 

subsequently, to genome compartmentalization (Faino et al., 2016; van Wyk, Wingfield, et al., 
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2019). Therefore, determining if RIP is active in a genome can help provide supporting evidence 

of genome compartmentalization. 

4.4.2.1 Analysis of GC content, TE content, and gene similarity for evidence of 

RIP  

To determine presence of RIP, I looked at 1) GC content, 2) TE content, and 3) gene similarity 

across all genomes. Regarding GC content, C-T directional mutations result in AT-rich (or GC-

poor) regions in RIP-active genomes. On TE content, RIP mutations often lead to nonsense 

mutations and truncated TEs, meaning RIP-active genomes tend to have low active TE content. 

(TE content was investigated further by classifying TEs into families and calculating percent 

divergence in 4.4.2.2 Analysis of TE landscapes and divergence, further investigating 

RIP.) And lastly, the accumulation of RIP-associated mutations results in loss of similarity 

between homologous DNA sequences (Galagan et al., 2003; Urquhart et al., 2018; van Wyk, 

Wingfield, et al., 2019). RIP-active genomes will therefore have few sequences with high 

percent identity. While there are programs that perform extremely thorough RIP analyses, the 

extra tests below were performed using additional scripts on already-acquired information. Of 

the non-Alternaria Pleosporaceae genomes, Pyrenophora showed many interesting and unique 

characteristics and were selected to discuss in more detail as an example of the kind of 

conclusions that can be drawn from these results. 

4.4.2.1.1 Pleosporaceae 

Interestingly, GC and TE content appeared to be inversely correlated in genomes across the 

phylogeny of Pleosporaceae at the genus level (Figure 4.3, left). Genera that had low TE 

content tended to have high GC content, and vice versa. This is unexpected as RIP is 

traditionally characterized by low TE and low GC content. However, this description of RIP does 

not appear to encompass the variability in RIP activity, as described below. (Note: while all 

genomes in this analysis fall within the range of expected GC content in fungi (47.1% ± 7.39; 

Frey & Pucker, 2020), a relative comparison is required to identify signs of RIP, i.e. if one 

species has a GC content that is noticeably lower than another closely related species from the 

same genus.)  

P. teres strains were of interest for several reasons. First, the species is known to undergo 

sexual recombination, which is a requirement for RIP (Jalli, 2011). Strains also had the lowest 

GC content (mean: 46.39%) and highest TE content (mean: 31.90%) among all species, 

including other Pyrenophora strains (mean GC: 50.76%, mean TE: 13.34%). TE accumulation is 

often associated with genome size expansions, which was seen to be the case here (Raffaele & 

Kamoun, 2012). The average assembly length of P. teres (45.9 Mbp, n=17) was much larger 

than that of close relatives P. tritici-repentis (38.0 Mbp, n=11), P. seminiperda (32.5 Mbp, n=1) 

and P. graminea (32.6 Mbp, n=1). Finally, P. teres strains tended to have more genes with close 

identity (>80%; Figure 4.4). In some cases, over 8% of genes had sequences with 100% 

similarity to each other.  
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High TE content and gene similarity are not expected in genomes with RIP, which would 

theoretically act to silence duplicated genes and TEs. Therefore, these results do not fully 

support presence of RIP in P. teres. However, others having done more in-depth analyses of 

RIP activity in P. teres (looking at the proportion of the genome affected by RIP based on a 

sliding window approach, localization of AT-rich regions, and calculation of a RIP composite 

index) indicate that the species is actually very highly affected by RIP (van Wyk, Wingfield, De 

Vos, van der Merwe, & Steenkamp, 2021; Wyatt et al., 2018). And while the results I observed 

are not the typical hallmarks of RIP-active genomes, co-occurring high TE content and gene 

similarity have been observed in several other fungal pathogens (Dhillon, Gill, Hamelin, & 

Goodwin, 2014; Fokkens et al., 2018; Grandaubert et al., 2014).  

Given that duplicated genes very rarely remain functional after RIP mutation (Galagan & Selker, 

2004), one hypothesis regarding close gene identity is that genes with 100% similarity are small 

fragments (less than 400bp) and go undetected by RIP, such as 5S rRNA and tRNA genes 

(Galagan & Selker, 2004; Grayburn & Selker, 1989). Short matches may also represent RIP 

relics containing an open reading frame that appear as genes, but really produce truncated, 

non-functional proteins. More work is required to determine which genes are reported as having 

high sequence similarity in P. teres, and what patterns can be observed. 

It is also important to observe TE content in greater detail. RIP-like mechanisms have been 

shown to affect different types of TEs to varying degrees (Clutterbuck, 2011; Thon, Martin, Goff, 

Wing, & Dean, 2004). It may be possible that some class of TEs in P. teres (Figure 4.5), have 

found a way to avoid RIP-like mechanisms, which could also explain high TE content. 

Alternatively, RIP-like mutations could have inactivated TEs from proliferating in the genome, 

but their sequence integrity remains high enough to be masked in the genome. Therefore, TE 

activity may be a better metric to determine presence of RIP, although this would require high 

quality transcriptome sequences, which are not as easily accessible. 

4.4.2.1.2 Alternaria 

It is important to preface this section by exploring Alternaria reproductive methods, as RIP is 

exclusive to fungi that undergo sexual recombination. Sexual teleomorphs have been observed 

for most sect. Infectoriae species (Kahl, Ulrich, Kirichenko, & Müller, 2015; Woudenberg, 

Groenewald, Binder, & Crous, 2013), and some sect. Alternaria species are believed to be 

capable of sexual recombination in stressful environments, although teleomorphs have not been 

identified naturally or artificially (Meng et al., 2015). Therefore, species in these sections may be 

capable of RIP. No other sections included in this analysis are known to have sexual morphs, 

although it is poor evidence for their non-existence. 

Compared to other sections, GC content was high for sections Infectoriae and Porri, while 

section Alternaria was comparatively lower (Figure 4.3, right). Sections Alternaria, Infectoriae, 

and Porri exhibited the lowest TE content, although the former two had several outliers whose 

TE contents were similar to other sections. Finally, Alternaria genomes in general had very low 

proportions of genes with identity over 80%, save for some sporadic genomes Figure 4.4. It is 
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worthwhile to note that A. arborescens BMP0308 has consistently been problematic due to its 

highly fragmented genome. 

Low GC content, low TE content, and low gene simliarity all suggest the presence of RIP-like 

mechanisms in sect. Alternaria, although the possibility of RIP in sections Infectoriae and Porri 

cannot be completely barred without testing for differential GC content between genomic 

regions on a finer scale. Literature was consulted to corroborate the results, which reported 

some RIP in section Porri, though not to the extent observed in other genera (van Wyk et al., 

2021; Wyatt et al., 2018). Surprisingly, moderate RIP was also reported in sect. Brassicola 

(Clutterbuck, 2011), which did not necessarily stand out in the results reported, nor did it appear 

to follow the same pattern of evidence as sect. Porri. This means RIP-like mechanisms may be 

present and active to varying degrees, and the nuanced differences in these results may 

somehow be correlated with the level of RIP activity, or even presence/absence of RIP, as 

discussed above. To analyze these differences, very thorough investigation and 

characterization is required of the factors underlying GC content, TE content, and gene 

similarity. While this cannot be covered in this short chapter, the results of some preliminary 

work are discussed in 4.4.2.2 Analysis of TE landscapes and divergence, further 

investigating RIP. Another possibility is that sect. Porri and Brassicicola genomes are 

compartmentalized such that RIP is restricted to a subset of TE-rich chromosomes or 

chromosome regions. This aligns with the fact that some Alternaria species carry accessory 

chromosomes that tend to be highly repetitive and encode virulence genes (Hatta et al., 2002; J. 

Hu et al., 2012; Witte, Villeneuve, Boddy, & Overy, 2021). Another interesting observation from 

these results is that RIP is exclusive to sexually reproducing fungi; it can then be understood 

that sections Porri and Brassicicola either had a sexual past, undergo cryptic sex as in sect. 

Alternaria, or have sexual potential.  

Finally, no studies confirmed RIP in sections Alternaria or Infectoriae but the results from these 

analyses alone are unable to accurately determine presence or absence of RIP activity. Given 

more time, I would have liked to supplement my results with evidence from programs like 

RIPper (van Wyk, Harrison, et al., 2019), which calculates the proportion of sequences affected 

by RIP, and prevalence of large RIP affected regions. Additionally, the GC content reported 

here represents GC content across whole genomes, while there may be distinctive regions of 

high and low GC content distributed throughout the genome. This can be done with OcculterCut 

(Testa, Oliver, & Hane, 2016), which analyzes GC content patterns, including localization of GC-

poor regions in the genome. 

4.4.2.2 Analysis of TE landscapes and divergence, further investigating RIP  

Exploring the TE landscape can help characterize signs of RIP, which appear to be nuanced 

and challenging to interpret correctly. To begin to break down the general concept of “TE 

content” explored above, identified TEs were classified into TE families, and their levels of 

divergence were determined. In general, “Unclassified” TEs and Gypsy LTRs were most 

prevalent across the TE landscape of all genomes. While Copia LTRs and DNA elements were 

not uncommon, long interspersed nuclear elements (LINEs) and rolling-circle transposons 

(RCs) were rare across all genomes. Short interspersed nucleotide elements (SINEs), 
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considered to be exclusive to mammals and arthropods (Kriegs, Churakov, Jurka, Brosius, & 

Schmitz, 2007; Petersen, Holm, Gotfredsen, Mortensen, & Larsen, 2015), were absent. 

4.4.2.2.1 Pleosporaceae 

Some differences in TE repertoires was observed at the species and genus levels in 

Pleosporaceae genomes (Figure 4.5). Interestingly, a larger proportion of TEs in P. teres were 

Gypsy LTRs and “other” LTRs, when compared to most other species. (The latter category is a 

catch-all for non-Gypsy and non-Copia LTRs, making it difficult to make specific comparisons 

without diving further into LTR classifications.) The divergence plots also show that TEs in P. 

teres have higher nucleotide divergence (10~15%) compared to many other species. 

Nucleotides can diverge when new TEs invade non-coding regions of the genome, such as 

repeat-rich gene-poor compartments (Faino et al., 2016). Unlike disruptive insertions (into 

coding regions) that are quickly removed by purifying selection, the number of TE repeats may 

slowly increase under relaxed selective pressure (Faino et al., 2016). They may also become 

inactivated by accumulating mutations and/or be silenced via methylation after RIP mutation 

(Galagan & Selker, 2004). Transcriptome data can be incorporated to determine if divergent 

TEs are fuctional, and to refine the “overall TE content” metric applied in this chapter. 

Specifically, TE content can be broken down into active and inactive/silenced TE content. If TEs 

in P. teres are mostly active, the hypothesis that LTRs are able to avoid RIP mechanisms gains 

traction. A large proportion of inactive TEs might be a better indicator of RIP activity, which 

could also be helpful in assessing genome compartmentalization.  

4.4.2.2.2 Alternaria 

Despite having among the lowest TE contents in the dataset, Alternaria had the largest 

proportion of unclassified TEs (Figure 4.6). This is because classifications can only be as 

accurate as the information collected and curated to date. Generally, similar analyses in well-

studied organisms incorporate curated, species-specific repeat libraries. This doesn’t exist for 

most fungi including Alternaria, so TEs were identified using three de novo repeat-finding 

programs (RECON, RepeatScout, and LtrHarvest/Ltr-retreiver) in this study. However, even for 

de novo libraries, classification is done by comparing homology and protein-coding regions to 

entries in databases such as the Repeat Protein Database and RepeatMasker libraries, which 

were used here (K. Hu, Liao, Zou, & Wang, 2021). The RepBase library (ver. 20181026; Bao, 

Kojima, & Kohany, 2015) was referenced as well, which included 63 Pleosporaceae-associated 

loci (Alternaria: 26/63, Pyrenophora: 61/63), compared to 87 Fusarium and 51 Penicillium-

related entries. Additionally, there was consistent, minor representation of Gypsy and “other” 

LTRs, and DNA elements. 

Some lower-level differences in TE repertoires and divergences could be observed, although 

there was some variability between sections, species, and even between strains of the same 

species. Future research may investigate the causes of how such closely related species can 

have different TE patterns, as the way intraspecific variation of TE landscapes were recently 

observed in Saccharomyces cerevisiae that retraces the evolutionary history of each 

subpopulation (Bleykasten-Grosshans, Fabrizio, Friedrich, & Schacherer, 2021). 
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A handful of strains in sections Embellisia (1/1) and Infectoriae (7/15), exhibited TE landscape 

and divergence patterns more similar to P. teres described above, with large peaks at higher 

levels of divergence (5~10%), and smaller secondary peaks at 0% nucleotide divergence. 

Sections Embellisia and Infectoriae are sister clades, and the earliest diverging clade in 

Alternaria; the older elements could be RIP relics of historical section-specific TE expansions 

that are often associated with host range diversification, geographic expansion, or speciation 

(Grandaubert et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2020; Wyka et al., 2021). The main difference between P. 

teres and these Alternaria sections is the proportion of overall TE content in the genome, which 

is much lower in Alternaria.  

Most strains in sections Alternaria, Brassicae, and Ulocladioides, and the remaining strains in 

sect. Infectoriae showed a large, narrow peak at 0% followed by a secondary low, broad peak 

ranging from above zero to 30% divergence, but most prominent around 10% (Figure 4.6). The 

large peak at 0% usually included all classes of TEs, while the broader peaks were comprised 

mostly of unclassified TEs, Gypsy LTRs, and DNA elements. Low TE content, combined with 

evidence of many new and diverse TEs, and scarceness of old TEs are all indicative of RIP. In 

line with the conclusions from the previous section 4.4.2.2.1, next steps regarding this finding 

could include searching for RIP signatures in older TEs, and whether or not they differ according 

to TE type.  

4.5 Conclusion 

The purpose of this study was to look for evidence of genome compartmentalization, particularly 

in Alternaria genomes, by investigating gene density and presence of RIP. Gene density plots 

showed only one cluster of genes, which suggests a one-compartment genome. Further, BGCs, 

individual BGC genes, and effector genes appeared to be evenly distributed throughout the 

genome. On the other hand, TE densities clearly revealed that TEs occur significantly further 

away from genes, hypothetically in gene-poor repeat-rich areas of the genome, which is 

suggestive of genome compartmentalization. It is possible that TEs are localized to accessory 

chromosomes. To verify the results, genomes were searched for RIP activity, which often leads 

to the formation of GC-poor repetitive genomic compartments. Alternaria genomes tended to 

have low TE content, moderate GC content, and lack of genes with high percent identity, which 

is suggestive of RIP. However, the results are inconclusive, given the time that was remaining to 

finish this chapter. Further investigation into the genomic architecture, including TE landscape, 

of Alternaria is required, but must be pursued hand-in-hand with more understanding of genome 

compartmentalization and the criteria for classification. The classification paradigm may even 

require a shift to understand genome compartmentalization as a spectrum, rather than discrete 

categories. 
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5 Conclusion 

The overall objective of this thesis was to explore how the distribution of SM BGCs compare 

against organismal phylogenetic patterns, particularly in Alternaria and its sub-generic sections. 

To this end, the largest and most comprehensive Alternaria whole-genome dataset to date was 

analyzed. A huge contribution of 60 unpublished Alternaria genomes, provided by Dr. J. 

Dettman and his research lab, were made invaluable especially in the study of sect. Infectoriae, 

and other underrepresented sections. A diverse range of species in the same family, 

Pleosporaceae, was also included for context. Through the use of phylogenomic inference, 

genome prediction, BGC identification, and large-scale diversity analyses, important insight was 

gained regarding the toxicological potential of Alternaria. BGC presence/absence patterns, 

particularly for PKSI, were generally seen to match phylogenetic patterns; closely related taxa 

had similar BGC profiles. As expected, most BGCs encoded for PKS- or NRPS-derived SMs, for 

which there was a biased representation in SM databases. These results, and many others that 

could not all be dissected, were presented in Chapter 1. 

Chapter 2 demonstrated how the results from Chapter 1 could be used to dive deeper into the 

phylogenetic distribution and BGC architecture of one focal compound, in this case, AOH. By 

examining presence/absence patterns of the PKSI-class secondary metabolite, it was found to 

be well conserved in, but restricted to, strains in sections Alternaria and Porri. It was not 

observed in any other genera outside Alternaria. A comparison of the BGCs detected by 

antiSMASH revealed that the AOH cluster core in Alternaria may include up to 16 – 10 more 

genes than what has been suggested in literature (Saha et al., 2012; Wenderoth et al., 2019). 

Investigation of their function and role in AOH biosynthesis could lead to the discovery of 

previously unknown mycotoxins and phytotoxins. Altogether, these results put species in 

Alternaria sections Alternaria and Porri under the spotlight for regulation. This offers an 

improvement from the current deficit of management protocols or, on the opposite end of the 

spectrum, blanket restrictions on all Alternaria spp. due to their unidentified risk. 

Another way in which Chapter 1 findings could be applied further is by focusing on a smaller 

taxonomic group. For instance, Chapter 3 provides such an example in Alternaria sect. 

Infectoriae, a group of notorious small-spored cereal phytopathogens. It is thought that sect. 

Infectoriae species share very few SMs in common with other Alternaria sections. However, 

BGC clans that are prevalent in sect. Infectoriae were often found to be prevalent in other 

sections, and sometimes other Pleosporaceae genera. While BGC presence does not 

necessarily mean expression, sect. Infectoriae does appear to share more of its BGC profile 

with other taxonomic groups than originally observed. Two sets of BGC clans unique to sect. 

Infectoriae were also identified – one set corresponding to the toxin 6-methylsalicyclic acid, and 

the other to an unknown PKS-NRPS hybrid compound. The former has the ability to 

biosynthesize the highly regulated toxin patulin from the same BGC. Commodities from which 

sect. Infectoriae species have been isolated may also require screening and close monitoring. 

In Chapter 4, the focus was shifted to explore the distribution of BGCs within the context of 

individual genomes (i.e., if virulence-related BGCs tended to fall in quickly-evolving regions of 

the genome). All genomes were first checked for compartmentalization based on intergenic 
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lengths between effector genes, BGCs, and TEs. BGCs seemed to be evenly distributed across 

the genome for all strains. Only Alternaria genomes showed signs of separation into repeat-rich, 

and gene-poor compartments when the intergenic distance between TEs was plotted. Signs of 

RIP mutation pathway activity was further investigated for evidence of compartmentalization. 

However, it was quickly realized that the current classifications of genome compartmentalization 

(one-compartment, two-compartment, multi-compartment) may not be sufficient to capture the 

diversity of genomic architecture found in fungi.  

Taken together, this work aims to better characterize Alternaria BGC profiles and predict their 

toxicological potential. However, it is important to remember that BGC presence does not 

always lead to toxin biosynthesis. While BGC profiles reflect the latent risk, supplementing these 

findings with metabolomics study of the realized risk will significantly benefit the aims of this 

research. Moving forward, these results can inform regulatory and management practices to 

better protect crops, improve food safety, secure food supply, prevent disease, and reduce 

economic loss. 
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6 Appendix 

6.1 Assembly and annotation statistics for all genomes 

See Table 6.1 on next page.
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Table 6.1 Assembly and annotations statistics for all 187 Pleosporaceae genomes used in this study. The table is sorted by species name, then 

strain. Species whose names have been updated following analysis with Orthofinder are indicated with their old species names in parentheses. 

Section membership is only specific for Alternaria strain, except for Alternaria brassicae, which is a monotypic lineage and does not belong to a 

section. Non-Alternaria genera are generally in section “Pleosporaceae”. (DET: Dettman collection; JGI: Joint Genome Institute; NCBI: National 

Centre for Biotechnology Information; ASC: arborescens species clade) 

Source Accession Species Strain Section 
Assembly 

length 
(Mbp) 

Contigs 
(#) 

N50 
(kbp) 

Gene 
Count 

BGC 
count 

BUSCO 
completeness 

(%) 
GC% 

TE 
content 

(%) 

DET KAS5756 
Alternaria 
alternariae KAS5756 Ulocladium 40.50 1,387 323.26 13,055 21 99.3 50.11 13.72 

JGI Alalt1 
Alternaria 
alternata ATCC11680 Alternaria 33.52 253 450.64 12,250 31 99 51.14 1.57 

NCBI GCA_001443195.2 
Alternaria 
alternata ATCC34957 Alternaria 33.50 27 2,828.04 12,078 27 98.7 50.96 2.12 

JGI Alalte1 
Alternaria 
alternata ATCC66891 Alternaria 33.15 278 303.92 12,093 26 98.9 51.15 1.68 

NCBI GCA_001696825.1 
Alternaria 
alternata B2a Alternaria 33.01 530 244.39 11,981 27 97.7 51.3 1.46 

NCBI GCA_014154925.1 
Alternaria 
alternata B3 Alternaria 33.84 76 1,479.15 12,210 26 99.1 51 2.45 

JGI Aalte1 
Alternaria 
alternata BMP0270 Alternaria 33.40 171 757.30 12,083 27 99.2 51.02 1.87 

DET DET2001 
Alternaria 
alternata DET2001 Alternaria 33.47 111 1,206.48 12,151 28 99.3 51.03 2.1 

DET DET2010 
Alternaria 
alternata DET2010 Alternaria 33.79 216 1,366.92 12,219 29 99.2 51.01 2.32 

DET DET2019 
Alternaria 
alternata DET2019 Alternaria 35.17 449 824.36 12,565 30 99.1 51.01 2.66 

DET DET2071 
Alternaria 
alternata DET2071 Alternaria 33.43 60 2,418.56 12,130 30 99.1 51.07 2.03 

DET DET2076 
Alternaria 
alternata DET2076 Alternaria 33.81 144 2,643.71 12,244 29 99 51.04 2.08 
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Source Accession Species Strain Section 
Assembly 

length 
(Mbp) 

Contigs 
(#) 

N50 
(kbp) 

Gene 
Count 

BGC 
count 

BUSCO 
completeness 

(%) 
GC% 

TE 
content 

(%) 

DET DET2080 
Alternaria 
alternata DET2080 Alternaria 33.50 63 1,919.79 12,110 28 99.2 51.04 2.1 

DET DET2092 
Alternaria 
alternata DET2092 Alternaria 33.37 77 1,557.31 12,128 27 99.4 51.02 2.08 

DET DET2110 
Alternaria 
alternata DET2110 Alternaria 33.89 137 2,212.77 12,318 28 99.2 51.07 2.04 

DET DET2123 
Alternaria 
alternata DET2123 Alternaria 33.82 168 1,280.56 12,246 28 99.4 51.1 2.31 

NCBI GCA_016097525.1 
Alternaria 
alternata EV-MIL-31 Alternaria 34.96 61 2,281.57 12,386 34 99 50.99 2.53 

NCBI GCA_004154755.1 
Alternaria 
alternata FERA1177 Alternaria 35.63 735 536.58 12,675 30 99 51.11 2.81 

NCBI GCA_011420255.1 
Alternaria 
alternata JS-0527 Alternaria 33.80 18 3,058.85 12,356 27 96.1 50.86 2.95 

NCBI GCA_009650635.1 
Alternaria 
alternata JS-1623 Alternaria 33.67 11 4,961.72 12,448 24 91.2 50.97 2.44 

DET KAS5299 
Alternaria 
alternata KAS5299 Alternaria 34.14 147 2,083.40 12,321 28 99.2 51.06 2.47 

DET KAS5303 
Alternaria 
alternata KAS5303 Alternaria 33.72 88 2,569.03 12,232 28 99.2 51.06 2.08 

DET KAS5306 
Alternaria 
alternata KAS5306 Alternaria 34.03 174 2,058.29 12,217 28 99.2 51.06 2.42 

DET KAS5313 
Alternaria 
alternata KAS5313 Alternaria 33.68 112 1,297.62 12,153 27 99.4 51 2.39 

DET KAS5320 
Alternaria 
alternata KAS5320 Alternaria 33.46 80 1,535.84 12,122 28 99.3 51.04 1.97 

DET KAS5372 
Alternaria 
alternata KAS5372 Alternaria 33.57 173 1,005.60 12,148 27 99.3 51.08 1.79 
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Source Accession Species Strain Section 
Assembly 

length 
(Mbp) 

Contigs 
(#) 

N50 
(kbp) 

Gene 
Count 

BGC 
count 

BUSCO 
completeness 

(%) 
GC% 

TE 
content 

(%) 

DET KAS5386 
Alternaria 
alternata KAS5386 Alternaria 34.23 129 1,784.15 12,327 32 99.3 50.97 2.54 

DET KAS5394 
Alternaria 
alternata KAS5394 Alternaria 33.50 110 2,120.60 12,106 29 99.2 51.04 2.09 

DET KAS5428 
Alternaria 
alternata KAS5428 Alternaria 33.34 52 1,649.09 12,082 26 99.3 51.01 2.14 

DET KAS5468 
Alternaria 
alternata KAS5468 Alternaria 34.46 272 1,638.91 12,456 30 99 51.06 3.03 

DET KAS5489 
Alternaria 
alternata KAS5489 Alternaria 34.21 224 2,440.32 12,329 28 99.1 51.05 2.79 

DET KAS5497 
Alternaria 
alternata KAS5497 Alternaria 34.02 250 1,555.70 12,275 29 99.3 51.03 2.48 

DET KAS5499 
Alternaria 
alternata KAS5499 Alternaria 34.07 177 1,643.69 12,314 26 99.3 51.05 2.65 

DET KAS5513 
Alternaria 
alternata KAS5513 Alternaria 33.80 252 1,066.12 12,224 27 99.2 51.06 2.7 

DET KAS5516 
Alternaria 
alternata KAS5516 Alternaria 33.95 174 1,478.36 12,251 26 99.2 51.02 2.44 

DET KAS5743 
Alternaria 
alternata KAS5743 Alternaria 34.11 211 1,354.85 12,306 30 99.1 51.05 2.59 

NCBI GCA_004634295.1 
Alternaria 
alternata 

MOD1-
FUNGI5 Alternaria 33.40 1,085 71.45 12,188 30 97.8 51.31 1.38 

JGI Altalt1 
Alternaria 
alternata 

MPI-PUGE-
AT-0064 Alternaria 33.44 26 3,089.29 12,075 27 99 51.06 2.1 

NCBI GCA_009932595.1 
Alternaria 
alternata NAP07 Alternaria 35.84 19 3,070.60 12,604 35 99.1 50.98 5.21 

NCBI GCA_018104255.1 
Alternaria 
alternata PF1 Alternaria 34.86 15 3,161.70 12,473 29 98.9 50.97 2.95 
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Source Accession Species Strain Section 
Assembly 

length 
(Mbp) 

Contigs 
(#) 

N50 
(kbp) 

Gene 
Count 

BGC 
count 

BUSCO 
completeness 

(%) 
GC% 

TE 
content 

(%) 

NCBI GCA_011420445.1 
Alternaria 
alternata PN1 Alternaria 33.77 14 3,094.00 12,248 24 93.7 50.98 2.77 

NCBI GCA_011420565.1 
Alternaria 
alternata PN2 Alternaria 33.53 15 3,099.21 12,177 27 90.8 50.95 2.86 

NCBI GCA_001642055.1 
Alternaria 
alternata SRC1lrK2f Alternaria 32.99 79 1,097.88 12,193 28 99.4 51.4 1.17 

NCBI GCA_014751505.1 
Alternaria 
alternata Z7 Alternaria 34.28 12 3,085.45 12,241 27 99.1 51.01 2.6 

JGI Altci1 

Alternaria 
alternata 
(Alternaria 
citriarbusti) BMP2343 Alternaria 33.85 1,269 48.05 12,282 32 96.9 50.98 2.09 

JGI Altli1 

Alternaria 
alternata 
(Alternaria 
limoniasperae) BMP2335 Alternaria 34.76 1,596 50.37 12,492 31 96.9 50.98 2.47 

JGI Amal3064 

Alternaria 
alternata 
(Alternaria mali) BMP3064 Alternaria 34.33 1,669 35.78 12,413 33 94.4 50.84 2.17 

JGI Altta1 

Alternaria 
alternata 
(Alternaria 
tangelonis) BMP2327 Alternaria 33.75 1,639 37.37 12,133 30 94.8 50.87 1.87 

NCBI GCA_017589455.1 

Alternaria 
alternata 
(Alternaria 
tenuissima) ANJ Alternaria 33.68 194 1,434.18 12,167 27 99.3 51.05 2.02 

JGI Altte1 

Alternaria 
alternata 
(Alternaria 
tenuissima) BMP0304 Alternaria 33.36 216 662.08 12,124 28 99.2 51.03 1.84 
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Source Accession Species Strain Section 
Assembly 

length 
(Mbp) 

Contigs 
(#) 

N50 
(kbp) 

Gene 
Count 

BGC 
count 

BUSCO 
completeness 

(%) 
GC% 

TE 
content 

(%) 

NCBI GCA_004154745.1 

Alternaria 
alternata 
(Alternaria 
tenuissima) FERA1082 Alternaria 33.94 345 547.44 12,216 29 99 51.14 2.26 

NCBI GCA_004156015.1 

Alternaria 
alternata 
(Alternaria 
tenuissima) FERA1164 Alternaria 34.72 250 709.07 12,301 29 99.3 50.9 2.96 

NCBI GCA_004156035.1 

Alternaria 
alternata 
(Alternaria 
tenuissima) FERA1166 Alternaria 35.70 22 2,583.94 12,586 34 99 51.08 4.29 

NCBI GCA_004154735.1 

Alternaria 
alternata 
(Alternaria 
tenuissima) FERA24350 Alternaria 33.07 167 608.08 12,114 27 99.2 51.32 1.48 

NCBI GCA_004168565.1 

Alternaria 
alternata 
(Alternaria 
tenuissima) FERA635 Alternaria 36.06 912 318.61 12,734 37 99.2 50.92 3.45 

NCBI GCA_004154765.1 

Alternaria 
alternata 
(Alternaria 
tenuissima) FERA648 Alternaria 33.51 124 1,340.97 12,058 29 99.3 50.99 2.28 

NCBI GCA_004154845.1 

Alternaria 
alternata 
(Alternaria 
tenuissima) FERA743 Alternaria 35.92 788 622.12 12,683 35 99.2 51.05 2.96 

JGI Altar1 
Alternaria 
arborescens BMP0308 Alternaria, ASC 33.02 6,397 7.57 13,505 33 80.2 - - 
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Source Accession Species Strain Section 
Assembly 

length 
(Mbp) 

Contigs 
(#) 

N50 
(kbp) 

Gene 
Count 

BGC 
count 

BUSCO 
completeness 

(%) 
GC% 

TE 
content 

(%) 

DET DET2008 
Alternaria 
arborescens DET2008 Alternaria, ASC 33.30 127 816.70 11,993 30 99.1 50.99 1.95 

DET DET2035 
Alternaria 
arborescens DET2035 Alternaria, ASC 33.10 163 671.51 11,982 30 99.3 51.07 1.83 

DET DET2078 
Alternaria 
arborescens DET2078 Alternaria, ASC 33.94 292 1,364.41 12,138 32 99.2 50.94 2.54 

DET DET2085 
Alternaria 
arborescens DET2085 Alternaria, ASC 33.57 213 1,051.28 12,096 30 99.2 51.02 2 

DET DET2119 
Alternaria 
arborescens DET2119 Alternaria, ASC 33.60 155 1,885.51 12,097 31 99.1 50.99 2.14 

NCBI GCA_000256225.1 
Alternaria 
arborescens EGS39-128 Alternaria, ASC 33.79 493 314.29 12,051 31 99.1 50.91 2.68 

NCBI GCA_004154835.1 
Alternaria 
arborescens FERA675 Alternaria, ASC 33.94 325 862.61 12,117 27 99.1 51.06 2.65 

DET KAS5275 
Alternaria 
arborescens KAS5275 Alternaria, ASC 34.25 236 1,354.88 12,231 34 99.2 50.92 2.87 

DET KAS5321 
Alternaria 
arborescens KAS5321 Alternaria, ASC 33.00 125 667.20 11,956 31 99.3 51.07 1.89 

DET KAS5368 
Alternaria 
arborescens KAS5368 Alternaria, ASC 33.69 216 1,054.14 12,072 30 99.2 50.97 2.51 

DET KAS5398 
Alternaria 
arborescens KAS5398 Alternaria, ASC 33.95 196 986.97 12,029 27 99.2 50.89 3.32 

DET KAS5399 
Alternaria 
arborescens KAS5399 Alternaria, ASC 34.16 215 1,140.49 12,153 29 99.2 50.92 3.09 

DET KAS5521 
Alternaria 
arborescens KAS5521 Alternaria, ASC 33.67 229 1,240.53 12,073 31 99.1 50.95 2.46 

DET KAS5762 
Alternaria 
arborescens KAS5762 Alternaria, ASC 33.58 211 1,040.84 12,048 30 99.1 50.93 2.44 
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Source Accession Species Strain Section 
Assembly 

length 
(Mbp) 

Contigs 
(#) 

N50 
(kbp) 

Gene 
Count 

BGC 
count 

BUSCO 
completeness 

(%) 
GC% 

TE 
content 

(%) 

NCBI GCA_004634205.1 
Alternaria 
arborescens 

MOD1-
FUNGI6 Alternaria, ASC 33.75 459 302.48 12,016 30 98.8 51.08 2.25 

NCBI GCA_013282825.1 
Alternaria 
arborescens NRRL20593 Alternaria, ASC 33.59 701 134.35 12,087 31 97.9 51.15 2.15 

NCBI GCA_004155955.1 
Alternaria 
arborescens RGR97.0013 Alternaria, ASC 33.80 287 684.66 12,005 27 99.1 50.89 2.94 

NCBI GCA_004154815.1 
Alternaria 
arborescens RGR97.0016 Alternaria, ASC 33.77 339 528.31 12,025 29 99.1 51.08 2.81 

NCBI GCA_907166805.1 Alternaria atra CS162 Ulocladioides 39.61 43 3,893.17 12,821 33 98.6 50.87 8.97 

DET KAS5298 Alternaria atra KAS5298 Ulocladioides 35.62 425 394.84 11,795 30 99 50.64 7.34 

NCBI GCA_004634305.1 Alternaria atra 
MOD1-
FUNGI7 Ulocladioides 34.82 927 163.08 11,795 32 98.6 50.94 5.22 

NCBI GCA_004936725.1 
Alternaria 
brassicae J3 Brassicae 34.14 17 2,988.13 10,946 32 97.8 50.7 9.97 

NCBI GCA_002796735.1 
Alternaria 
brassicicola Abra43 Brassicicola 31.04 29 2,102.00 9,816 26 98.9 50.85 9.41 

JGI Altbr1 
Alternaria 
brassicicola Altbr1 Brassicicola 31.97 816 2,486.07 9,568 26 92.8 50.54 8.59 

NCBI GCA_000174375.1 
Alternaria 
brassicicola ATCC96836 Brassicicola 29.54 3,276 18.84 10,107 25 87.1 50.69 8.41 

NCBI GCA_013036055.1 Alternaria burnsii CBS107.38 Alternaria 32.95 53 1,805.72 11,833 26 99.1 50.9 1.47 

JGI Altca1 Alternaria capsici BMP0180 Ulocladium 31.34 1,845 32.94 11,113 27 98.5 51.99 2.03 

JGI Altcar1 
Alternaria 
carthami BMP1963 Porri 32.67 1,241 76.62 11,150 35 96.8 52.04 2.11 

DET KAS5825-2 
Alternaria 
chartarum KAS5825-2 Pseudoulocladium 38.71 1,108 258.79 13,113 26 99.2 50.71 9.33 

NCBI GCA_001950455.1 
Alternaria 
consortialis JCM1940 Ulocladioides 34.24 23 2,769.89 11,468 28 98.9 50.69 4.99 
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Source Accession Species Strain Section 
Assembly 

length 
(Mbp) 

Contigs 
(#) 

N50 
(kbp) 

Gene 
Count 

BGC 
count 

BUSCO 
completeness 

(%) 
GC% 

TE 
content 

(%) 

JGI Altcr1 Alternaria crassa BMP0172 Porri 32.61 1,557 58.93 10,929 30 97.5 51.7 3.22 

DET KAS5913 
Alternaria 
cucurbitae KAS5913 Ulocladioides 34.00 493 463.87 11,698 30 99.2 51.01 3.49 

JGI Altda1 Alternaria dauci BMP0167 Porri 30.41 3,645 13.35 11,459 36 81 51.73 1.36 

DET KAS5799 
Alternaria 
embellisia KAS5799 Embelissia 44.57 1,403 139.43 11,950 21 99.1 47.99 25.94 

JGI Altga1 Alternaria gaisen BMP2338 Alternaria 33.94 5,455 9.83 13,288 32 82.4 50.73 1.98 

DET EGS90-391 Alternaria gaisen EGS90-391 Alternaria 35.15 270 529.46 12,450 32 99.1 50.9 2.59 

NCBI GCA_004156025.2 Alternaria gaisen FERA650 Alternaria 34.35 27 2,110.03 12,224 29 99.1 51.14 2.88 

JGI Altfr1 

Alternaria gaisen 
(Alternaria 
fragaria) BMP3062 Alternaria 33.13 779 78.15 12,048 29 97.8 50.99 1.48 

JGI Amal3063 
Alternaria gaisen 
(Alternaria mali) BMP3063 Alternaria 33.61 2,697 21.20 12,371 31 90.8 50.79 2.07 

JGI Altlo1 
Alternaria 
longipes BMP0313 Alternaria 35.68 1,079 138.54 12,648 27 99.2 51 2.81 

NCBI GCA_019059555.1 
Alternaria 
longipes CBS540.94 Alternaria 39.43 15 3,599.22 13,055 34 99 51.01 10.39 

DET KAS1274 
Alternaria 
longipes KAS1274 Alternaria 33.76 79 1,282.42 12,054 26 99.3 50.91 2.22 

JGI Altma1 
Alternaria 
macrospora BMP1949 Porri 31.34 1,649 37.29 11,040 34 94.4 52.27 1.28 

JGI Altpo1 Alternaria porri BMP0178 Porri 29.19 5,082 9.26 10,598 31 68.3 52.04 1.06 

JGI Altro1 Alternaria rosae 
MPI-PUGE-
AT-0040 Infectoriae 33.83 52 3,278.09 11,980 28 99 52.03 4.78 

DET KAS6096 
Alternaria 
sectAlternaria KAS6096 Alternaria 35.57 353 388.51 12,266 26 99.1 50.14 6.64 
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Source Accession Species Strain Section 
Assembly 

length 
(Mbp) 

Contigs 
(#) 

N50 
(kbp) 

Gene 
Count 

BGC 
count 

BUSCO 
completeness 

(%) 
GC% 

TE 
content 

(%) 

DET KAS6097 
Alternaria 
sectAlternaria KAS6097 Alternaria 35.77 234 565.95 12,193 26 99.2 50.04 7.18 

DET DET2042 
Alternaria 
sectInfectoriae DET2042 Infectoriae 36.50 114 1,641.77 12,510 27 99.3 50.23 7.82 

DET DET2072 
Alternaria 
sectInfectoriae DET2072 Infectoriae 36.65 113 2,070.37 12,488 25 99.2 50.15 7.43 

DET DET2103 
Alternaria 
sectInfectoriae DET2103 Infectoriae 32.97 87 1,640.65 11,970 26 99.1 52.19 2.12 

DET DET2104 
Alternaria 
sectInfectoriae DET2104 Infectoriae 32.78 96 1,313.97 11,871 27 99.3 52.13 2.34 

DET DET2105 
Alternaria 
sectInfectoriae DET2105 Infectoriae 33.68 47 2,370.42 12,454 28 99.2 52.31 1.96 

DET DET2106 
Alternaria 
sectInfectoriae DET2106 Infectoriae 33.79 46 2,419.53 12,489 28 99.2 52.26 2.01 

DET DET2107 
Alternaria 
sectInfectoriae DET2107 Infectoriae 32.76 102 1,458.52 11,887 27 99.3 52.13 2.31 

DET KAS5446 
Alternaria 
sectInfectoriae KAS5446 Infectoriae 33.48 285 1,053.44 12,437 27 99.1 52.39 1.71 

DET KAS5449 
Alternaria 
sectInfectoriae KAS5449 Infectoriae 33.77 41 2,355.42 12,418 27 99.2 52.23 1.84 

DET KAS5470 
Alternaria 
sectInfectoriae KAS5470 Infectoriae 33.75 55 1,888.05 12,444 27 99.3 52.23 2.46 

DET KAS5474 
Alternaria 
sectInfectoriae KAS5474 Infectoriae 32.53 88 860.35 11,823 27 99.2 52.22 2.31 

DET KAS5477 
Alternaria 
sectInfectoriae KAS5477 Infectoriae 33.62 31 2,373.00 12,459 27 99.2 52.28 1.8 

DET KAS5486 
Alternaria 
sectInfectoriae KAS5486 Infectoriae 33.71 89 2,050.27 12,454 27 99.2 52.22 2.2 
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Source Accession Species Strain Section 
Assembly 

length 
(Mbp) 

Contigs 
(#) 

N50 
(kbp) 

Gene 
Count 

BGC 
count 

BUSCO 
completeness 

(%) 
GC% 

TE 
content 

(%) 

DET KAS5506 
Alternaria 
sectInfectoriae KAS5506 Infectoriae 33.72 120 1,997.69 12,461 26 99.2 52.41 2 

JGI Altso1 Alternaria solani BMP0185 Porri 31.12 2,922 17.83 12,079 36 90.5 52.55 1.43 

NCBI GCA_002837235.1 Alternaria solani 
HWC-168-
2012p Porri 32.83 58 2,613.34 11,364 32 99 51.2 4.79 

NCBI GCA_002952155.1 Alternaria solani NL03003 Porri 32.78 10 2,866.56 11,389 30 99.1 51.32 5.3 

JGI Alttom1 
Alternaria 
tomatophila BMP2032 Porri 32.29 2,639 23.01 12,045 40 94.3 52.27 1.58 

NCBI GCA_002286855.1 Bipolaris cookei LSLP18.3 Pleosporaceae 36.17 320 378.69 10,144 36 99 49.96 16.64 

NCBI GCA_000354255.1 Bipolaris maydis ATCC48331 Pleosporaceae 32.93 207 964.09 10,468 51 98.9 50.73 1.93 

NCBI GCA_019454015.1 Bipolaris maydis BM1 Pleosporaceae 36.23 27 1,859.41 10,515 47 98.7 49.11 14.2 

NCBI GCA_000338975.1 Bipolaris maydis C5 Pleosporaceae 36.46 68 1,842.49 10,857 50 98.7 49.77 10.79 

JGI CocheC4-1 

Bipolaris maydis 
(Cochliobolus 
heterostrophus) C4-1 Pleosporaceae 32.93 207 964.09 10,500 51 99 50.73 2.04 

JGI ChetHm540-1 

Bipolaris maydis 
(Cochliobolus 
heterostrophus) Hm540-1 Pleosporaceae 32.12 1,097 85.64 10,319 50 98.7 50.5 2.81 

NCBI GCA_000523455.1 Bipolaris oryzae ATCC44560 Pleosporaceae 31.36 619 134.12 10,145 38 98.8 50.5 3.19 

NCBI GCA_001675385.1 Bipolaris oryzae TG12bL2 Pleosporaceae 31.52 1,135 75.12 10,182 35 98.5 50.92 3.98 

NCBI GCA_008452735.1 
Bipolaris 
sorokiniana BRIP10943a Pleosporaceae 36.92 22 2,135.44 10,542 40 98.9 49.49 17.09 

NCBI GCA_008452725.1 
Bipolaris 
sorokiniana BRIP27492a Pleosporaceae 35.24 19 2,128.96 10,492 38 98.8 49.44 13.65 

NCBI GCA_004329375.1 
Bipolaris 
sorokiniana BS112 Pleosporaceae 37.38 43 2,114.70 10,661 40 99 49.42 16.35 
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Source Accession Species Strain Section 
Assembly 

length 
(Mbp) 

Contigs 
(#) 

N50 
(kbp) 

Gene 
Count 

BGC 
count 

BUSCO 
completeness 

(%) 
GC% 

TE 
content 

(%) 

NCBI GCA_000338995.1 
Bipolaris 
sorokiniana ND90Pr Pleosporaceae 34.41 154 1,789.49 10,251 41 98.9 49.84 8.77 

NCBI GCA_013416765.1 
Bipolaris 
sorokiniana Shoemaker Pleosporaceae 34.33 96 1,586.15 10,287 36 99 49.87 7.78 

NCBI GCA_000527765.2 Bipolaris victoriae FI3 Pleosporaceae 33.97 21 2,461.69 10,494 40 98.9 49.79 7.97 

NCBI GCA_000523435.1 Bipolaris zeicola 26-R-13 Pleosporaceae 31.27 844 110.15 10,245 50 98.8 50.81 2.48 

NCBI GCA_016906865.1 Bipolaris zeicola GZL1 Pleosporaceae 36.14 23 2,045.01 10,528 47 98.8 50.56 15.41 

NCBI GCA_016162275.1 
Curvularia 
geniculata P1 Pleosporaceae 32.92 574 247.94 10,371 33 98.3 50.71 7.23 

NCBI GCA_002982235.1 
Curvularia 
geniculata W3 Pleosporaceae 33.54 737 226.95 10,475 36 99 50.64 7.76 

NCBI GCA_000743335.1 Curvularia lunata CX-3 Pleosporaceae 35.49 327 788.42 10,256 30 98.5 50.22 9.12 

NCBI GCA_005212705.1 Curvularia lunata W3 Pleosporaceae 33.54 737 226.95 10,468 36 99 50.64 7.79 

JGI Coclu2 

Curvularia lunata 
(Cochliobolus 
lunatus) m118 Pleosporaceae 31.17 171 1,531.07 10,141 36 99 50.85 3.23 

NCBI GCA_000817285.1 
Curvularia 
papendorfii UM_226 Pleosporaceae 33.38 374 146.10 10,305 31 94.8 50.65 8.15 

NCBI GCA_002161795.1 Curvularia sp IFB-Z10 Pleosporaceae 33.01 136 1,949.68 10,483 33 98.6 50.47 7.41 

JGI Decga1 
Decorospora 
gaudefroyi Decga1 Pleosporaceae 30.56 699 149.81 10,110 21 99.2 52.18 7.4 

NCBI GCA_010015605.1 
Decorospora 
gaudefroyi P77 Pleosporaceae 30.56 699 149.81 10,083 21 98.8 52.18 7.36 

NCBI GCA_900634815.1 
Paradendryphiella 
salina PS1_23737 Pleosporaceae 27.33 1,686 32.77 9,168 21 98.2 52.13 3.34 

NCBI GCA_012365135.1 
Pyrenophora 
graminea CBS336.29 Pleosporaceae 32.55 2,965 28.37 10,542 53 97.5 50.68 5.2 
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Source Accession Species Strain Section 
Assembly 

length 
(Mbp) 

Contigs 
(#) 

N50 
(kbp) 

Gene 
Count 

BGC 
count 

BUSCO 
completeness 

(%) 
GC% 

TE 
content 

(%) 

NCBI GCA_000465215.2 
Pyrenophora 
seminiperda CCB06 Pleosporaceae 32.54 54 1,473.69 10,141 29 98.4 49.88 7.88 

NCBI GCA_006112615.1 
Pyrenophora 
teres 0-1 Pleosporaceae 46.51 55 4,379.54 10,680 70 98.2 46.61 33.63 

NCBI GCA_008086755.1 
Pyrenophora 
teres 15A Pleosporaceae 45.32 119 2,996.11 11,054 79 98.2 47.79 31.38 

NCBI GCA_008086725.1 
Pyrenophora 
teres 6A Pleosporaceae 48.62 48 4,076.35 10,659 79 97.6 45.71 36.91 

NCBI GCA_008086785.1 
Pyrenophora 
teres BB25 Pleosporaceae 51.27 145 3,369.96 11,074 85 97.6 45.62 39.46 

NCBI GCA_014334755.1 
Pyrenophora 
teres DEN2.6 Pleosporaceae 42.68 12 4,077.84 10,670 45 99 45.92 28.34 

NCBI GCA_014334795.1 
Pyrenophora 
teres 

FGOB10Ptm-
1 Pleosporaceae 38.17 12 3,414.80 10,527 45 99 45.67 19.82 

NCBI GCA_008086845.1 
Pyrenophora 
teres 

FGOH04Ptt-
21 Pleosporaceae 49.65 39 4,128.55 10,717 72 98.6 50.91 37.57 

NCBI GCA_009728645.1 
Pyrenophora 
teres HRS9122 Pleosporaceae 47.98 44 3,214.24 10,632 60 98.5 45.81 35.7 

NCBI GCA_009728635.1 
Pyrenophora 
teres HRS9139 Pleosporaceae 50.90 91 3,167.89 10,656 36 98.4 45.39 39.42 

NCBI GCA_009728665.1 
Pyrenophora 
teres NB29 Pleosporaceae 50.12 55 3,271.46 10,891 37 98.9 45.57 38.64 

NCBI GCA_009728655.1 
Pyrenophora 
teres NB73 Pleosporaceae 48.03 43 3,165.91 10,950 39 98.6 45.94 35.72 

NCBI GCA_009728675.1 
Pyrenophora 
teres NB85 Pleosporaceae 49.03 47 3,319.47 10,758 58 98.8 45.71 37.53 

NCBI GCA_014334775.1 
Pyrenophora 
teres NZKF2 Pleosporaceae 42.57 12 3,761.48 10,805 45 98.8 46.18 27.69 
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Source Accession Species Strain Section 
Assembly 

length 
(Mbp) 

Contigs 
(#) 

N50 
(kbp) 

Gene 
Count 

BGC 
count 

BUSCO 
completeness 

(%) 
GC% 

TE 
content 

(%) 

NCBI GCA_014334815.1 
Pyrenophora 
teres P-A14 Pleosporaceae 42.03 12 3,807.04 10,747 43 98.2 45.91 27.35 

JGI Pyrtt1 
Pyrenophora 
teres Pyrtt1 Pleosporaceae 32.52 2,971 37.02 10,998 63 98.3 47.82 7.6 

NCBI GCA_900231935.2 
Pyrenophora 
teres SG1 Pleosporaceae 41.28 33 3,641.43 10,442 47 98.8 46.86 26.07 

NCBI GCA_900232045.2 
Pyrenophora 
teres W1-1 Pleosporaceae 53.08 57 4,720.58 10,577 82 98.7 45.21 39.55 

NCBI GCA_003231325.1 
Pyrenophora 
tritici-repentis 134 Pleosporaceae 33.57 2,007 65.83 10,867 36 99 50.87 7.15 

NCBI GCA_003231365.1 
Pyrenophora 
tritici-repentis 239 Pleosporaceae 34.06 1,957 66.52 10,859 36 98.9 50.85 7.3 

NCBI GCA_003231345.1 
Pyrenophora 
tritici-repentis 5213 Pleosporaceae 33.75 1,898 66.89 10,915 36 98.8 50.86 7.13 

NCBI GCA_003231355.1 
Pyrenophora 
tritici-repentis 11137 Pleosporaceae 33.63 1,720 75.24 10,869 36 98.8 50.9 5.89 

NCBI GCA_003231425.2 
Pyrenophora 
tritici-repentis 86-124-2 Pleosporaceae 34.15 2,486 61.15 11,203 37 99 51.06 6.84 

NCBI GCA_018492725.1 
Pyrenophora 
tritici-repentis ARCrossB10 Pleosporaceae 40.11 142 687.44 11,221 35 98 50.74 22.32 

NCBI GCA_003231415.2 
Pyrenophora 
tritici-repentis DW5 Pleosporaceae 40.87 60 3,133.85 11,172 38 99 50.69 23.89 

NCBI GCA_003171515.2 
Pyrenophora 
tritici-repentis M4 Pleosporaceae 40.92 41 3,658.03 11,220 37 98.5 50.73 23.52 

NCBI GCA_000149985.1 
Pyrenophora 
tritici-repentis Pt-1C-BFP Pleosporaceae 38.00 48 1,986.45 11,036 40 98.2 50.98 16.98 

JGI Pyrtr1 
Pyrenophora 
tritici-repentis Pyrtr1 Pleosporaceae 37.84 47 1,986.45 11,214 40 98.2 50.74 16.96 
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Source Accession Species Strain Section 
Assembly 

length 
(Mbp) 

Contigs 
(#) 

N50 
(kbp) 

Gene 
Count 

BGC 
count 

BUSCO 
completeness 

(%) 
GC% 

TE 
content 

(%) 

NCBI GCA_008692205.1 
Pyrenophora 
tritici-repentis V0001 Pleosporaceae 40.41 33 3,421.86 10,916 37 98.9 50.89 22.42 

NCBI GCA_019453395.1 

Setosphaeria 
rostrata 
(Exserohilum 
rostratum) ER1 Pleosporaceae 35.19 29 1,786.67 10,677 50 97.8 50.55 5.58 

JGI Settur3 
Setosphaeria 
turcica NY001 Pleosporaceae 38.42 489 234.94 10,320 50 98.8 51.85 13.43 

JGI Stely1 
Stemphylium 
lycopersici CIDEFI-216 Pleosporaceae 35.17 414 498.05 10,687 34 98.7 50.76 9.76 

NCBI GCA_003268315.1 
Stemphylium 
lycopersici CIDEFI212 Pleosporaceae 34.16 599 280.40 10,778 36 98.7 51.41 6.92 

NCBI GCA_003268335.1 
Stemphylium 
lycopersici CIDEFI213 Pleosporaceae 35.00 787 185.48 10,617 31 98.8 51.2 7.81 

NCBI GCA_004380135.1 
Stemphylium 
vesicarium 

173-1a-
13FI1M3 Pleosporaceae 38.66 1,127 167.98 11,907 37 99 50.72 12.57 

NCBI GCA_008271585.1 
Stemphylium 
vesicarium On16-391 Pleosporaceae 38.69 2,391 70.49 12,201 43 98.9 51.05 14.15 

NCBI GCA_008271615.1 
Stemphylium 
vesicarium On16-63 Pleosporaceae 40.00 1,711 118.77 12,195 38 98.8 50.7 15.98 
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6.2 List of programs, versions, and scripts for funannotate 

6.2.1 Programs and versions 

Table 6.2 External dependencies and versions used in fuannotate ver. 1.8.7. 

Program Version Citation 

AUGUSTUS 3.3.3 

Stanke, Tzvetkova, and 

Morgenstern (2006) 

bamtools 2.5.1 

Barnett, Garrison, Quinlan, 

Strömberg, and Marth (2011) 

bedtools 2.30.0 Quinlan and Hall (2010) 

blat 36 Kent (2002) 

CodingQuarry 2.0 

Testa, Hane, Ellwood, and Oliver 

(2015) 

diamond 2.0.8 Buchfink, Xie, and Huson (2015) 

emapper.py 2.1.3 

Cantalapiedra, Hernández-Plaza, 

Letunic, Bork, and Huerta-Cepas 

(2021) 

ete3 3.1.2 

Huerta-Cepas, Serra, and Bork 

(2016) 

EvidenceModeler 1.1.1 B. J. Haas et al. (2008) 

exonerate 2.4.0 Slater and Birney (2005) 

GeneMark-ES/ET 4.65_lic Borodovsky and Lomsadze (2014) 

glimmerhmm 3.0.4 

Majoros, Pertea, and Salzberg 

(2004) 

gmap 11/15/2017 Wu and Watanabe (2005) 

hisat2 2.2.1 

Kim, Paggi, Park, Bennett, and 

Salzberg (2019) 

HMMER 3.3.2 (Nov 2020) 

Mistry, Finn, Eddy, Bateman, and 

Punta (2013) 

kallisto 0.46.1 

Bray, Pimentel, Melsted, and 

Pachter (2016) 

mafft v7.475 (2020/Nov/23) 

Katoh and Standley (2013); Katoh 

and Toh (2008) 

minimap2 2.18-r1015 H. Li (2018) 

PASA 2.4.1 Majoros et al. (2004) 

proteinortho 6.0.30 Lechner et al. (2011) 

salmon 0.14.1 

Patro, Duggal, Love, Irizarry, and 

Kingsford (2017) 

samtools 1.1 H. Li et al. (2009) 

signalp 5.0b Almagro Armenteros et al. (2019) 
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snap 7/28/2006 

Bromberg, Yachdav, and Rost 

(2008); E. W. Price and Carbone 

(2005) 

stringtie 2.1.5 Pertea et al. (2015) 

tantan 26 Frith (2011) 

trimAI v1.4.rev15 build[2013-12-17] 

Capella-Gutiérrez, Silla-Martínez, 

and Gabaldón (2009) 

trimmomatic 0.39 Bolger, Lohse, and Usadel (2014) 

Trinity 2.8.5 B. J. Haas et al. (2013) 

tRNAscan-SE 2.0.7 (Oct 2009) 

Schattner, Brooks, and Lowe 

(2005) 

Table 6.3 Basic programs used in this thesis. 

Program Version Citation 

antiSMASH 6.0 Blin et al. (2021); Medema et al. (2011) 

BiG-SCAPE 1.1.2 Navarro-Muñoz et al. (2020) 

Funannotate 1.8.7 https://github.com/nextgenusfs/funannotate 

Orthofinder 2.5.4 Emms and Kelly (2019) 

QUAST 0.38 Gurevich, Saveliev, Vyahhi, and Tesler 
(2013); Mikheenko, Bzikadze, Gurevich, 
Miga, and Pevzner (2019) 

Python 3.7.10 - 

6.2.2 Funannotate scripts 

Define variables 

DIR= # Define output directory  

BASE= # Define genome assembly basename 

SPECIES= # Define genome assembly species 

STRAIN= # Define genome assembly strain 

OUTFILE=${SPECIES}_${STRAIN} 

 

# Enable conda and activate the funannotate environment 

 

source ~/miniconda3/etc/profile.d/conda.sh  

conda activate funannotate 
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Clean  

# Remove small repetitive contigs from the assembly using minimap2. The the shortest 

contigs/scaffolds are aligned to the rest of the assembly, dropping contigs/scaffolds that are 

greater than the percent coverage of overlap (--cov) and the percent identity of overlap (--

pident). 

funannotate clean -i ${DIR}/${BASE}_renamed.fna \ 

 -o ${DIR}/${BASE}_cleaned.fna 

 

Mask 

# This is an essential step in the annotation process. The command default is to run simple 

masking using tantan. Softmasking is where repeats are represented by lowercase letters and 

all non-repetitive regions are uppercase letters. 

 

funannotate mask -i ${DIR}/${BASE}_cleaned.fna \ 

 -o ${DIR}/${BASE}_masked.fna  

 

Train 

# This script only needs to be run once for the specified strain. In subsequent <funannotate 

predict> steps, refer back to the files generated here 

# This script is a wrapper for genome-guided Trinity RNA-seq assembly followed by PASA 

assembly. These methods will generate the input data to funannotate predict, i.e. coord-sorted 

BAM alignments, trinity transcripts, and high quality PASA GFF3 annotation.  

 

funannotate train -i GCA_001642055.1_masked.fna \ 

 -o out_test11 \ 

 --left SRR4063372_1.fastq \ 

 --right SRR4063372_2.fastq \ 

 --stranded RF \ 

 --jaccard_clip \ 

 --species "Alternaria alternata" \ 

 --strain SRC1lrK2f 

 

Predict (Alternaria) 

# Only use this script for predicting Alternaria genomes.  

# This takes several gene prediction inputs and outputs consensus gene models. The ab initio 

gene predictors are Augustus, snap, glimmerHMM, CodingQuarry and GeneMark-ES/ET. 

 

funannotate predict -i ${DIR}/${BASE}_masked.fna \ 

 -o funannotate_results/${OUTFILE} \ 

 --species ${SPECIES} \ 

 --strain ${STRAIN} \ 
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 --name ${BASE}_ \ 

 --augustus_species Alternaria_alternata_src1lrk2f \ 

 --transcript_evidence out_test11/training/trinity.fasta \ 

 --weights snap:0 

 

Predict (other Pleosporaceae) 

# Only use this script for predicting non-Alternaria Pleosporaceae genomes. 

# The default BUSCO seed species is the Ascomycete species Asp. nidulans, an acceptable 

alternative as there are no pre-trained species from the Dothideomycetes class. 

 

funannotate predict -i ${DIR}/${BASE}_masked.fna \ 

 -o funannotate_results/${OUTFILE} \ 

 --species ${SPECIES} \ 

 --strain ${STRAIN} \ 

 --name ${BASE}_ \ 

 --weights snap:0 

 

Run iprscan and eggnog-mapper 

# These steps provide additional functional analyses of proteins by classifying them into families 

and predicting domains and important sites. This data will be incorporated into the <funannotate 

annotate> step. 

 

funannotate iprscan -i funannotate_results/${OUTFILE}/ \ 

 -m local \ 

 -o funannotate_results/${OUTFILE}/annotate_misc/${OUTFILE}_iprscan.xml 

 

emapper.py -m diamond \ 

        -i funannotate_results/${OUTFILE}/annotate_misc/genome.proteins.fasta \ 

        -o funannotate_results/${OUTFILE}/annotate_misc/${OUTFILE} 

 

Antismash  

# This annotates secondary metabolism gene clusters. It has to be done in a separate conda 

environment because funannotate doesn't currently support the latest version of antismash. 

 

conda deactivate 

conda activate antismash6 

 

antismash ./funannotate_results/${OUTFILE}/predict_results/${OUTFILE}.gbk \ 

 --output-dir funannotate_results/${OUTFILE}/antismash_results/ \ 

 --cb-general \ 

 --cb-knownclusters \ 

 --cb-subclusters \ 
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 --asf \ 

 --pfam2go \ 

 --smcog-trees \ 

 --taxon fungi \ 

 --cassis \ 

 --genefinding-tool none 

 

conda deactivate 

conda activate funannotate 

 

Annotate 

# This script is used to assign functional annotation to the protein coding gene models. Draws 

from iprscan and eggnog-mapper data. 

funannotate annotate -i funannotate_results/${OUTFILE}/ \ 

        --antismash funannotate_results/${OUTFILE}/antismash_results/${OUTFILE}.gbk \ 

        --iprscan funannotate_results/${OUTFILE}/annotate_misc/${OUTFILE}_iprscan.xml \ 

        --eggnog 

funannotate_results/${OUTFILE}/annotate_misc/${OUTFILE}.emapper.annotations 

 

6.3 Funannotate gene prediction parameter testing 

Gene prediction is the “meat and potatoes” of the funannotate pipeline. It is critical to optimize 

and check the validity of gene prediction results at this stage, as all downstream analyses in 

antiSMASH and BIGSCAPE use these predicted genes as inputs. In bioinformatics, the saying 

“garbage in, garbage out” is often heard; in the same way, reliable gene predictions lead to 

reliable conclusions. For this reason, thorough testing and comparison of gene prediction 

parameters were performed, as outlined below. A summary of the gene counts recovered from 

each trial can be found in Table 6.4. 

6.3.1 Alternaria genome processing 

For annotation of Alternaria genomes, gene prediction modules in funannotate were trained to 

optimize their parameters for predicting genes in Alternaria. Transcriptomic RNA-seq data from 

the A. alternata strain SRC1lrK2f (Accession: SRR4063372), obtained from a study 

investigating its ability to degrade heavy metals (Santelli et al., 2010; Zeiner et al., 2016), was 

provided. During training, the funannotate dependency Trinity performed de novo genome-

guided assembly of the transcriptomic sequences and generated a “transcript evidence” FASTA 

file containing mRNAs aligned to the genome. The output transcript evidence file can be 

supplied to the <funannotate predict> command to aid gene prediction programs in better 

identifying gene, intron, and exon boundaries. Going forward, “ab initio gene prediction” is used 
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to specify gene prediction without pre-trained parameters, and “trained gene prediction” 

indicates the pre-trained parameters were called. As will be seen, this is different from providing 

the transcript evidence file to funannotate in the predict step. 

The gene predictors called in <funannotate predict> are AUGUSTUS, snap, glimmerHMM, 

CodingQuarry and GeneMark-ES. EvidenceModeler creates a consensus gene model based on 

all the “evidence” presented from each program, taking into account their assigned weightings. 

The heavier the weight, the more the gene predictor influences the final consensus model. By 

default, the inputs are set to 1. 

Trial 1 

The goal of Trial 1 was to optimize the <funannotate predict> command so that gene prediction 

results for A. alternata strain SRC1lrK2f similarly match “known” gene counts in NCBI database 

records. First, the baseline was established by running <funannotate predict> on its default 

settings, without modification or training. Multiple iterations were tested on the same genome 

with modifications made to the original command. At the end of each run, the number of 

reported gene models is reported to be compared back to the known count. 

NCBI records reported 13,466 genes in the genome assembly for A. alternata strain SRC1lrK2f 

(Accession: GCA_001642055.1). Ab initio gene prediction on the same genome was first 

performed with default parameters, and 10,941 gene models were reported. In the second 

iteration, trained gene prediction with the default weightings was performed, and 11,089 gene 

models were reported. When trained gene prediction was re-done with snap weighted at 0, 

12,093 gene models were reported. Trained gene prediction with snap weighted at 0, and 

transcript evidence from the training step reported 12,234 gene models. And finally, trained 

gene prediction with CodingQuarry and PASA (high-quality gene models in gff3 format) reported 

13,372 genes. 

The gene prediction tool snap performs poorly (23 gene predictions) and negatively impacts 

overall gene prediction performance using funannotate. The reason was unknown at the time 

this work was done, so gene prediction evidence from snap was weighted at 0 such that it would 

not affect the reported overall gene counts. It is now known that the conda distribution of snap 

that was downloaded along with funannotate ver. 1.8.7 was broken. Glimmerhmm is also known  
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Table 6.4 Summary of gene prediction results from optimization trials for <funannotate predict>. 

Trial Species 
Reported 
# genes 

Ab initio, 
default 

weightings 

Ab initio, 
snap:0 

Alternaria 
trained, 
default 

weightings 

Alternaria  
trained, 
snap:0 

Alternaria 
trained, snap:0, 

transcript 
evidence 

Trained, 
Coding 
Quarry, 

pasa 

Decorospora 
trained, snap:0, 

transcript 
evidence 

1 
A. alternaria 
SRC1lrK2f 

13,466 10,941 - 11,089 12,093 12,234 13,372 - 

2 
A. tenuissima 

FERA1166 
13,566 11,534 - - - 12,729 FAILED - 

3 
A. gaisen 
FERA650 

13,150 11,220 - - - 12,383 FAILED - 

4 
D. gaudefroyi 
P77 

11,835 - 10,294 - - 10,246 - 10,631 
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to have relatively low specificity when performing gene prediction on nucleotide data (Scalzitti, 

Jeannin-Girardon, Collet, Poch, & Thompson, 2020). However, when both snap and 

glimmerhmm are weighted at 0, funannotate fails due to an index error within Evidence Modeler. 

Moving forward, only snap is weighted at 0.  

Some reasons for the difference in the number of reported and predicted genes could be i) 

different gene prediction programs/pipelines were used, ii) GeneMark-ES skips prediction on 

repeat regions shorter than 2kb, iii) version differences when using the same programs may 

have slightly different results. 

Trial 2 

The purpose of Trial 2 was to apply the best parameters recovered from Trial 1 to an Alternaria 

sect. Alternaria strain within the same clade as the original test genome (A. alternata strain 

SRC1lrK2f) to test whether or not the parameters have been over-fit. A. tenuissima FERA1166 

was selected for the next trial. As before, several iterations of the command were tested on the 

same A. tenuissima FERA1166 genome, and the reported gene count compared to NCBI 

records. 

NCBI reported 13,653 genes in the genome assembly for A. tenuissima strain FERA1166 

(Accession: GCA_004156035.1). Ab initio gene prediction reported 11,534 genes, while trained 

gene prediction (with transcript evidence provided and snap weighted at 0) reported 12,729 

gene models. These results demonstrate that training on A. alternata strain SRC1lrK2f improves 

gene prediction performance in a new species that is closely related to the training species. 

When CodingQuarry and PASA were activated to predict genes in genomes that are not the 

original A. alternata strain SRC1lrK2f, gene prediction failed because the FASTA headers in the 

RNA BAM file did not match the FASTA headers in the newly provided genome file. Moving 

forward, only <--transcript_evidence> was provided during prediction, which was generated by 

Trinity during the training step. 

Trial 3 

Trial 3 was performed to test a final closely related Alternaria species, for the same purpose as 

described for Trial 2 above. I performed another test using, A. gaisen FERA650, which is in a 

separate, more distant clade to the training species than A. tenuissima. 

NCBI reported 13,150 genes in the genome assembly for A. gaisen strain FERA650 (Accession: 

GCA_004156025.2). Ab initio gene prediction on the same genome reported 11,220 gene 

models, and trained gene prediction (with transcript evidence provided and snap weighted at 0) 

reported 12,386 gene models. It is demonstrated again that gene prediction in Alternaria returns 

the best results when given transcript evidence, pre-trained parameters, and snap: 0. 

The newly predicted gene count is still lower than the reported number, but this discrepancy is 

likely due to the use of different annotation pipelines, which is not made immediately obvious in 

NCBI. Different softwares, and even updates between versions, may have different defaults, 
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biases, and/or random elements, resulting slight differences in results. As well, the test results 

of A. alternata match the known gene counts most closely, while the difference in test and 

known gene counts for A. gaisen is more apparent. This can be due to the fact that A. gaisen is 

indeed a different species, and evidence from RNA-seq data becomes less effective for more 

distantly related species. However, it is inefficient to seek out transcriptomic data and perform 

the lengthy and computationally expensive training step for all species. Finally, in practice, 

funannotate gene prediction performance cannot always be checked because not all 

downloaded assemblies have feature count records available; or they are unavailable for newly 

sequenced genomes such as those from the DET collection. 

6.3.2 Pleosporaceae genome processing (Non-Alternaria) 

Trial 4 

It was evident that genus-specific parameter pre-training improved gene prediction performance 

in the three Alternaria species tested in Trials 1-3. The next step was to test how gene 

prediction performance in “other” Pleosporaceae assemblies would compare when trained on 

genus-specific transcriptomic data, compared to (1) ab initio prediction, and (2) prediction with 

pre-trained parameters from A. alternata strain SRC1lrK2f transcriptomic data. I used 

Decorospora gaudefroyi strain P77 in NCBI (Accession: GCA_004156025.2) as the test 

genome, for which I was able to find transcriptomic data. 

NCBI reported 11,835 genes in the genome assembly for D. gaudefroyi strain P77. Ab initio 

gene prediction with snap weighted at 0 on the same genome reports 10,294 genes. Gene 

prediction trained on A. alternata strain SRC1lrK2f (with transcript evidence provided and snap 

weighted at 0) reports 10,246 genes. Gene prediction trained on D. gaudefroyi strain P77 (with 

transcript evidence provided and snap weighted at 0) reports 10,631 genes. 

In this trial, predictor parameters trained on A. alternata did not appear to improve compared to 

ab initio gene prediction in D. gaudefroyi. Although the number of predicted genes slightly 

increased after training on the Decorospora transcriptome, the process is time-consuming. If I 

had decided to do genus-specific training for all non-Alternaria genomes, the process would 

need to be repeated for eight other genera – many of which did not have good-quality 

transcriptomic data. For this reason, I determined that it was not worth the time to do genus-

specific training. Moving forward, ab initio gene prediction was done for non-Alternaria genomes 

with evidence from snap weighted at 0.  

6.4 Additional results 

6.4.1 Additional figures and tables 

See Figure 6.1 on the following page. 
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Pyrenophora 
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Alternaria sect.  
Infectoriae 

Alternaria  

“other” sections 

Alternaria sect. 

Alternaria 

Figure 6.1 Distribution of all 98 biosynthetic gene cluster clans from BiG-SCAPE (x axis), across all 187 

strains, ordered by organismal phylogeny obtained using Orthofinder (y axis). Genera with more than 2 

strains are colour-coded (in order, yellow: Pyrenophora, green: Stemphylium, blue: Bipolaris, pink: 

Curvularia, taupe: Alternaria sect. Infectoriae, beige: Other Alternaria, indigo: Alternaria sect. Alternaria). 

There are six BiG-SCAPE classes: type I polyketide synthases (PKSI), other PKSs (PKSother), 

nonribosomal peptide synthetases (NRPS), PKS/NRPS hybrids (PKS-NRP_Hybrids), RiPPs, and 

terpenes. (Sect. = section) 
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Table 6.5 Prevalence and annotation of all 98 BGC clans from BiG-SCAPE, across 187 Pleosporaceae strains. For clans that were not associated 

with a compound in antiSMASH, the main biosynthetic gene of BGCs was BLASTp searched, and the top hits are shown, although not all hits 

were reliable. (NRPS: non-ribosomal peptide synthetase, PKSI: polyketide synthase I, PKSother: other polyketide synthase, PKS-NRP_Hybrids: 

PKS/NRPS hybrids, RIPPs: ribosomally synthesised and post-translationally modified peptide products, terpenes) 

BGC 
class 

Clan 
# 

% other 
Alternaria 
(n=22) 

% sect. 
Alternaria 
(n=86) 

% sect. 
Infectoriae 
(n=15) 

% sect. 
Pleosporaceae 
(n=68) 

Main antiSMASH hit 
Similarity 
(%) 

Top BLASTp hit(s) 

NRPS 127 100.0 94.0 100.0 100.0 AbT1 100% 
 

NRPS 365 54.2 98.8 100.0 3.1 
  

male sterility protein 

NRPS 453 37.5 96.4 0.0 1.6 
  

acetyl-CoA synthase-like 
protein 

NRPS 461 87.5 100.0 0.0 4.7 
  

L-2-aminoapidate reductase 
large subunit, L-
aminoapidate-semialdehyde 
dehydrogenase 

NRPS 469 25.0 34.5 0.0 0.0 
  

NRPS 12, acetyl-CoA 
synthase-like protein 

NRPS 1023 75.0 98.8 100.0 50.0 
  

NRPS dtxS1 

NRPS 1531 95.8 100.0 100.0 51.6 dimethylcoprogen 100% 
 

NRPS 1980 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.3 destruxin A 9% 
 

NRPS 2043 0.0 0.0 0.0 15.6 phomasetin 42% 
 

NRPS 2045 0.0 0.0 0.0 32.8 
  

HC-toxin synthetase 

NRPS 2070 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.4 sansalvamide 40% 
 

NRPS 2163 0.0 0.0 0.0 37.5 
  

NRPS2 

NRPS 2175 0.0 0.0 0.0 17.2 
  

HC-toxin synthetase 

NRPS 2509 0.0 0.0 0.0 14.1 betaenone A / 
betaenone B / 
betaenone C 

37% 
 

NRPS 2521 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.5 
  

alpha-aminoadipate 
reductase 

NRPS 2557 87.5 98.8 100.0 7.8 
  

acetyl-CoA synthase-like 
protein 
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BGC 
class 

Clan 
# 

% other 
Alternaria 
(n=22) 

% sect. 
Alternaria 
(n=86) 

% sect. 
Infectoriae 
(n=15) 

% sect. 
Pleosporaceae 
(n=68) 

Main antiSMASH hit 
Similarity 
(%) 

Top BLASTp hit(s) 

NRPS 2559 33.3 51.2 6.7 0.0 
  

NRPS 12, acetyl-CoA 
synthase-like protein 

NRPS 2681 8.3 8.3 0.0 0.0 fusarin 100% NRPS 14 

NRPS 3063 95.8 98.8 100.0 0.0 
  

NRPS 2, PKS 40703 

NRPS 3068 95.8 98.8 26.7 0.0 fumonisin 
 

acetyl-CoA synthase-like 
protein, acetyl-synthase-like 
protein, transferase family 
protein 

NRPS 3306 0.0 0.0 0.0 20.3 
  

alpha-aminoadipate 
reductase 

NRPS 3358 0.0 0.0 0.0 14.1 
  

PKS15 

NRPS 4039 79.2 91.7 100.0 0.0 
  

acetyl-CoA synthase-like 
protein, acetyl-synthase-like 
protein 

NRPS 4048 37.5 78.6 0.0 1.6 
  

dtxS1, tentoxin synthase 
(TES), NRPS3 

NRPS 4055 100.0 96.4 100.0 35.9 
  

linear gramicidin synthase 
subunit D 

NRPS 4218 8.3 94.0 0.0 0.0 
  

NRPS, polyketide synthase 

NRPS 4351 0.0 14.3 0.0 0.0 
  

NRPS, polyketide synthase 

NRPS 4577 0.0 0.0 0.0 25.0 
  

NRPS 4 

NRPS 5065 4.2 0.0 0.0 48.4 dimethylcoprogen 100% 
 

NRPS 5118 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.5 monacolin K 22% 
 

NRPS 5274 0.0 0.0 0.0 14.1 monacolin K 22% 
 

NRPS 5594 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.7 ilicicolin H 33% 
 

NRPS 5631 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.7 ilicicolin H 33% 
 

NRPS 6132 8.3 0.0 0.0 78.1 fellutamide B 40% 
 

NRPS 6137 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.5 phomasetin 28% 
 

NRPS 6333 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.9 
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BGC 
class 

Clan 
# 

% other 
Alternaria 
(n=22) 

% sect. 
Alternaria 
(n=86) 

% sect. 
Infectoriae 
(n=15) 

% sect. 
Pleosporaceae 
(n=68) 

Main antiSMASH hit 
Similarity 
(%) 

Top BLASTp hit(s) 

PKSI 1555 0.0 4.7 0.0 0.0 AK-toxin I 33% 
 

PKSI 639 8.3 90.5 0.0 0.0 
  

polyketide synthase PksD 

PKSI 892 0.0 13.1 0.0 0.0 
  

polyketide synthase 

PKSI 1022 54.2 100.0 100.0 54.7 alternapyrone 100% 
 

PKSI 1176 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.3 
  

polyketide synthase 

PKSI 1179 100.0 66.7 100.0 100.0 oxyjavanicin 25% 
 

PKSI 1502 12.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
  

PKS18 

PKSI 1753 25.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
  

PKS18 

PKSI 2042 4.2 46.4 0.0 54.7 betaenone A / 
betaenone B / 
betaenone C 

62% 
 

PKSI 2079 0.0 0.0 0.0 14.1 
  

polyketide synthase 

PKSI 2155 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.9 
  

PKS4, lovastatin diketide 
synthase LovF 15 

PKSI 2326 0.0 0.0 0.0 15.6 azanigerone A 13% 
 

PKSI 2486 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.4 
  

polyketide synthase 

PKSI 2800 0.0 20.2 0.0 0.0 1-heptadecene 100% 
 

PKSI 2970 0.0 0.0 40.0 0.0 6-methylsalicyclic acid 100% 
 

PKSI 3070 83.3 98.8 100.0 17.2 
  

PksJ, lovastatin diketide 
synthase, pks8407 

PKSI 3071 33.3 94.0 0.0 0.0 abscisic acid 37% compactin diketide 
synthase, PksH, lovastatin 
nonaketide synthase 

PKSI 3242 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.3 secalonic acids 56% 
 

PKSI 3357 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.8 
  

polyketide synthase, 
putative mycocerosic acid 
synthase 

PKSI 3509 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.6 secalonic acids 56% 
 

PKSI 3570 50.0 96.4 0.0 0.0 alternariol 100% 
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BGC 
class 

Clan 
# 

% other 
Alternaria 
(n=22) 

% sect. 
Alternaria 
(n=86) 

% sect. 
Infectoriae 
(n=15) 

% sect. 
Pleosporaceae 
(n=68) 

Main antiSMASH hit 
Similarity 
(%) 

Top BLASTp hit(s) 

PKSI 3940 83.3 98.8 100.0 31.3 melanin 100% 
 

PKSI 4120 0.0 0.0 60.0 0.0 6-methylsalicyclic acid 100% 
 

PKSI 4468 8.3 0.0 0.0 17.2 alternariol 100% 
 

PKSI 4570 8.3 0.0 0.0 68.8 melanin 100% 
 

PKSI 4603 0.0 0.0 0.0 14.1 
  

PKS4, lovastatin diketide 
synthase LovF 15 

PKSI 4799 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.3 
  

polyketide synthase, 
putative mycocerosic acid 
synthase 

PKSI 4856 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.9 
  

PKS8, compact diketide 
synthase 

PKSI 4968 0.0 0.0 0.0 17.2 fumonisin B1 8% 
 

PKSI 4971 4.2 0.0 40.0 56.3 nivalenol / vomitoxin / 
3-
acetyldeoxynivalenol / 
15-
acetyldeoxynivalenol / 
neosolaniol / 
calonectrin / 
apotrichodiol / 
isotrichotriol / 15-
deacetylcalonectrin / 
T-2 toxin / 3-acetyl T-
2 toxin / trichodiene 

9% 
 

PKSI 5119 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.4 secalonic acids 12% 
 

PKSI 5435 0.0 1.2 0.0 6.3 
  

polyketide synthase, 
lovastatin diketide synthase 
LovF 12 

PKSI 5480 0.0 0.0 0.0 35.9 secalonic acids 12% 
 

PKSI 6175 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.5 azanigerone A 13% 
 

PKSI 6237 0.0 0.0 0.0 14.1 
  

polyketide synthase 
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BGC 
class 

Clan 
# 

% other 
Alternaria 
(n=22) 

% sect. 
Alternaria 
(n=86) 

% sect. 
Infectoriae 
(n=15) 

% sect. 
Pleosporaceae 
(n=68) 

Main antiSMASH hit 
Similarity 
(%) 

Top BLASTp hit(s) 

PKSI 6253 0.0 0.0 0.0 31.3 
  

6-methylsalicylic acid 
synthase, PKS22 

PKSother 752 70.8 34.5 6.7 100.0 
  

many compounds; see note 
1 

PKSother 2014 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.3 ACRL toxin I B 100% 
 

PKSother 2284 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.3 fusarin 100% 
 

PKSother 2390 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.8 phomasetin 42% 
 

PKSother 2548 12.5 81.0 0.0 0.0 equisetin 45% 
 

PKSother 2750 0.0 0.0 20.0 0.0 
  

polyketide synthase 

PKSother 2971 0.0 0.0 80.0 0.0 
  

polyketide synthase 

PKSother 3563 41.7 66.7 20.0 0.0 
  

PksE 

PKSother 4020 33.3 1.2 80.0 0.0 
  

thiolase-like protein 

PKSother 4562 45.8 82.1 100.0 0.0 
  

Non-reducing polyketide 
synthase, ketoacyl-synt-
domain-containing protein, 
PKS8 

PKSother 4572 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.3 
  

polyketide synthase 

PKSother 5527 0.0 0.0 0.0 15.6 ACRL toxin I B 100% 
 

PKSother 5854 0.0 0.0 0.0 18.8 phomasetin 28% 
 

PKSother 5860 0.0 0.0 0.0 46.9 
  

PksE 

PKSother 5949 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.9 fusarin 100% 
 

RiPPs 507 45.8 97.6 60.0 12.5 
  

serine carboxypeptidase | 
uncharacterized 

Terpene 7 75.0 64.3 40.0 98.4 
  

many compounds; see note 
2 

Terpene 431 62.5 60.7 93.3 10.9 
  

terpenoid synthase 

Terpene 1421 100.0 100.0 100.0 12.5 
  

terpenoid synthase, 
Bifunctional lycopene 
cyclase/phytoene synthase, 
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BGC 
class 

Clan 
# 

% other 
Alternaria 
(n=22) 

% sect. 
Alternaria 
(n=86) 

% sect. 
Infectoriae 
(n=15) 

% sect. 
Pleosporaceae 
(n=68) 

Main antiSMASH hit 
Similarity 
(%) 

Top BLASTp hit(s) 

beta-cyclase, phytoene 
synthase 

Terpene 2005 0.0 0.0 0.0 85.9 
  

phytoene synthase lycopene 
cyclase 

Terpene 2047 95.8 89.3 100.0 48.4 squalestatin S1 40% 
 

Terpene 2815 4.2 28.6 0.0 14.1 
  

terpene synthase metal 
binding domain-containing 
protein 

Terpene 3069 45.8 60.7 46.7 3.1 
  

geranylgeranyl 
pyrophosphate synthase 

Terpene 3583 33.3 34.5 13.3 6.3 
  

terpenoid synthase, 
Bifunctional lycopene 
cyclase/phytoene synthase, 
beta-cyclase, phytoene 
synthase 

Terpene 4461 8.3 3.6 13.3 84.4 
  

geranylgeranyl 
pyrophosphate synthetase 

Terpene 5612 4.2 10.7 0.0 50.0 squalestatin S1 40% 
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6.4.2 BGC clans with 100% similarity to overlapping compounds 

For 6-methylsalicyclic acid, all BGCs in both clans were from Alternaria sect. Infectoriae strains 

(PKSI 2970 in 40%, PKSI 4120 in the remaining 60%). As mentioned above, BGCs in these two 

clans sometimes returned pyranonigrin E (1/15 hits), or patulin (3/15 hits) as the most similar 

compound.  

For fusarin, members of NRPS 2681 only included Alternaria strains (8.3% of sect. Alternaria, 

8.3% of “other” Alternaria), while PKSother 5949 hits were found to be in only “other” 

Pleosporaceae strains (10.9%). The MIBiG entry for fusarin (BGC0001268) included one gene, 

although some members from these clans did not return a “most similar compound” hit in 

antiSMASH. 

For melanin, PKSI 3940 hits were found predominantly in Alternaria categories (98.8% of sect. 

Alternaria, 100% of sect. Infectoriae, and 83.3% of “other” Alternaria strains), but only 31.2% of 

“other” Pleosporaceae strains. The opposite was true of PKSI 4570, which was found 

predominantly in “other” Pleosporaceae strains (68.75%), and in only a few “other” Alternaria 

strains (8.33%). All members of these clans returned only melanin as the most similar 

compound, which comprised of one gene (MIBiG accession: BGC0001265). 

For dimethylcoprogen, BGCs in NRPS 1531 were found in nearly all Alternaria strains (100% of 

sect. Alternaria and sect. Infectoriae strains, 95.8% of “other” Alternaria strains), and about half 

of “other” Pleosporaceae strains (53.6%). For 3/19 hits in this clan, TAN-1612 was the most 

similar compound (60% similarity), which contains five genes (BGC0000156), while 

dimethylcoprogen contains one gene (BGC0001249). BGCs in NRPS 5065 were found mostly 

in Pleosporaceae strains (48.4% of Pleosporaceae strains, 4.2% of “other” Alternaria strains), 

and matched only with dimethylcoprogen as the most similar compound. 

Finally for ACRL toxin I B, members of both PKSother 2014 and PKSother 5527 were found in 

“other” Pleosporaceae genomes (6.2% and 15.6%, respectively) – none of which overlapped – 

and returned only ACRL toxin I B as the most similar compound. All members of these clans 

returned only ACRL toxin I B as the most similar compound, which comprised of one gene 

(MIBiG accession: BGC0001252). 

6.5 List of programs, versions, and related scripts from Wyka et al. 

(2021) 

 

Table 6.6 Dependencies required for suite of scripts from Wyka et al. (2021). 

Program Version Citation 

cd-hit 4.8.1 W. Li and Godzik (2006) 

clustalw 2.1 K.-B. Li (2003) 

cross_match 1.090518 

De la Bastide and McCombie 

(2007) 
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genometools 1.6.2 

Gremme, Steinbiss, and Kurtz 

(2013) 

HMMER 3.3.2 (Nov 2020) Mistry et al. (2013) 

LTR_digest 

1.5.10 

Steinbiss, Willhoeft, Gremme, and 

Kurtz (2009) 

LTR_finder 1.07 Xu and Wang (2007) 

LTR_harvest 

1.5.10 

Ellinghaus, Kurtz, and Willhoeft 

(2008) 

LTR_retriever 2.9.0 Ou and Jiang (2018) 

NINJA 0.95 

Al-Ghalith, Montassier, Ward, and 

Knights (2016) 

RECON 1.08 Z. Bao and Eddy (2002) 

RepBase 

20181026 

W. Bao, Kojima, and Kohany 

(2015) 

RepeatClassifier 2.0.1 Flynn  et al. (2020) 

RepeatMasker 4.0.7 Chen (2004) 

RepeatModeler 2.0.1 Flynn  et al. (2020) 

RepeatScout 1.0.6 

A. L. Price, Jones, and Pevzner 

(2005) 

TransposonPSI 1.0.0 B. Haas (2007) 

TRF 4.09 Benson (1999) 

Usearch 11.0.667 Edgar (2010) 
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